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A clearinghouse for information about microcomputer-based ducational applications has-been established at

the Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory (NWREL). The clearinghouse, MicroSIFT (Microccmputer
Soittware and Information for Teachers), is a central project of NWREL's Computer Technology Program. A

primary concern has been the development of an evaluation process using a network of established
educational ,institutions and consortia (SIFTnet). The process results in a concise single sheet resume

describing and evaluating ach software package. The Same data are entered into the Resources in Computer

Education (RICE) database, where they are available for online retrieval. This document consists of brief

descriptions of MicroSIFT and RICE together with copies of the first 67 "courseware evaluations"

performed. The titles of the software packages evaluated are as follows: You Can Bank On It; Money
Management Assessment Series; Home Safe Home; %Job Readiness--Assessment and Development; Poison Proof Your

Home; EMSI-6; Income Meets Expenses; Fractions; Geography Explorer: USA; Factoring Whole Numbers; The
Shell Games Education Series; Odell Lake; Arithmetic Racing; Limacons and Their Areas; Arithmetic of°
Functions; Typing Tutor; Circulation (Organs); Math Sequences; Function Grapher; Mathematics Drill and
Practice; Library Skills: What's There and How to Find It; Binomial Multiplication; Limits of Sequences;

Karel the Robot; Volcanoes; Addition and Subtraction 1 & 2; Alphabet Keyboard; Alien Additioh; The WiZard;

Math Strategy: Linear Search Games; Instructional Computing in Algebra II; Touch Typing; Numeric Data

Entry Practice; Sentence Diagrammtng; Wordwatch; Evolut; Minus Mission; Comprehension Power Program;
Demo-Graphics; Newton; More Algebra: Slope; Apple*Surface; Sentences; Milliken; The Spanish Hangman;

Homonlms in Context; More Algebra: Comp; More Algebra: Disc; More Algebra: Quad; More Algebra: Simul;

Grammar Problems for Practice: Homonyms; Essential Math Program; Fundamental Math I, II, II/; English

Computorials; Titration; Grammar Package 1; Elementary Mathematics Classrooi Learning System: Whole

Numbers; Energy Czar; Computer Simulated Physics Experiments; Number Blast; My First Alphabet; Euclid

Geometry Tutor; Test Bank; The Arithmetic Classroom: Fractions-Addition & Subtraction; The Arithmetic
C3assroom: Decimals; Metric Drill; Math Concepts; Easy Grader; Basic English Skills; Antonyms/Synonyms;
Consonants/Blends; Create Fill-in-the-Blanks; Create Skills--Elementary/Intermediate; Create Spell-It;

Keyboard Divan; Lemonade; Letter Recognition; Magic Spells; Math Strategy; Nouns/Pronouns; Roots/Affixes;
Speed Reader; Spelling Strategy; Verbs; Vocabulary Dolch; Word Families; and Word Search. (WTB)
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MicroSIFT Project Description

300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204 (503) 248-6800

A clearinghouse for information about microcomputer-based educational applications has
f.een established at Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory (NWREL) under a contract with
the National Institute of Education. The.clearinghouse, MicroSIFT (Microcomputer Software
and Information for Teachers), is a central project of NWREL's Computer TechnologY Program.%
The Program has been 'productively involved in developing methods and materials for the use
of computers in education for more than.a decide.

.

The key objectives of the MicroSIFf clearinghouse are:
1. To develop and implement a model for the dissemination of information about micro

t_C3
computer software and materials for educational use at K-12 levels.

2. To develop, validate, and implement an evaluation model suitable for computer-based
11) instructional packages.

3. To develop and implement a user support and technical assistance program in the

LID Northwest region, which will increase the capability of local and.state education
Q 0 agencies to choose and implement microcomputer applications in eduCation.

;X:
4. To develop and implement a feedforward model for guiding and directing development

of new computer-based instructional materials.
The scope of the project includes both,instructional and administrative applications for

education. The initial focus of staff efforts has been on instructional applications because
of th ,.. high interest and available packages in that area. The project has also been collecting
information on non-instructional software, and developing approaches to evaluating those
materials.

ORGANIZATIONAL BASE

A network of established educational institutions and consortia (SIFTnet) is the major
mechanism for the collection and evaluation activities of MicroSIFT. The network consists
of over two dozen educational agencies (schoof districts and regional service centers) which
serve large number of schools and provide significant work in instructional applications
of computers. Their personnel are experienced in computer-based education and in dealing
with the technical problems, involved in program transfer. They were 'chosen because they
had several years of involvement in instructional computing, including development and
evaluation of computer-based materials, proVision of inservice for teachers, support of
microcomputer implementation in schools, and have full-time instructional computing staff
members.

.SIFTnet is the major vehicle for the evaluation process and the source of reviewers
and test sites. The members offer access to experienced computer users, qualified summary
ieviewers, a variety of student groups, geographic locations, and ethnic, minority and
socio-economic groups. The; are experienced in evaluating computer-based materials, and
almost any desired hardware base can be found in use among them.

EVALUATION MODEL

A primary concern of MicroSIFT to date, in line with the second objective, has been the
development of an evaluation process and instruments uniquely suited to microcomputer-based
instructional materials. MicroSIFT staff were joined in this effort by the Program for
Research on Evaluation'of NWREL, which is exploring new evaluation techniques and environments.

_



Sample instruments (checklists, questionnaires, rating scales) used by schools, regional
service centers, microcomputer publications and indiNiduals were collected and analyzed. The
CONDUIT evaluaticn procedure and instruments weighed heavily in the initial design.. DiscussiOns
with organizations having signifidant experience in the instructional' application of computers
in the K-12 environment also contributed substantially to the devdlopment of this evaluation
model.

An Evaluator's Guide was developed to assist evaluators in interpreting and applying the
criteria statements in the,evaluation form. The Guide was used extensively during 1981 and
1982, and was revised in November of 1982. Education agencies in thd U.S. and Canada have
used it as the basis for evaluation forms suited to their own situations.

The MicroSIFT evaluation process applied to a microcomputer package (program and related
materials) is as follows. A package is identified which is designed for instruction, is
complete with supporting'documentation, and operates with little or no alteration on a
standard microcomputer. tactual descriptive information is collected and recorded on a form.
A SIFTnet site is identified totcarry out the evaluation. Staff at the site choose at least
two teachers at the subject and level of the package to test and evaluate the package., A
summary review is completed by a staff person of the network agency who is experienced in the
development and use of computer-based instructional materials. In some cases, if more than .
one institution is involved, the summary is completed by MicroSIFT stafr.

FEEDFORWARD MODEL

The process of identifying needed materials in goal lumber 4 is to operate on both the
general and specific levels. At the general level, areas of curriculum will be identified
which have high potential for employing microcomputer materials successfully, and which
are not currently well-served with such materials. At the specific level, programs or
packages will be identified to support student learning at a particular point in a.course
to meet a certain objective'. It is anticipated that in many cases', ideas for needed
development will come from individual teachers who are involved in microcomputer use. Such
information will also be'solicited from SIFTnet,members and other school agencies.

A memorandum entitled the Developers Advisory is mailed quarterly to over 200 public
and private producers Of computer-based packages who have been identified by MicroSIFT
staff. This memo includes information on software needs when identified, and additional
information about the project. It will also solicit information from producers.

DISSEMINATION

Information concerning clearinghouse plans, activities, progress, services, and outputs
will be made available in several ways. One of the primary avenues is the expanding general
dissemination capacity being directly supported by NIE: Regional Exchanges, Regional Service
Programs and State Capacity-Building Programs. Through those groups, a list of dissemination
agencies in most states has been assembled. Reproduction masters of the printed courseware
evaluation reports produced by MicroSIFT are provided to the groups on the list and to
SIFTnet members.for distribution to their constituents. The list for a given state can be
obtained from NWREL.

The Evaluator's Guide can be obtained from the ERIC system under ED-206330, or, through
ICCE, 135 Education, University of Oregon, Eugene, OR 97403 for $2.50 (less in quantity)..,,

The descriptive and evaluative data collected by MicroSIFT is also entered in a
computer database called RICE (Resources In Computer Education). The database can be
searched from a computer terminal in the same manner as ERIC searches are conducted. A list
of software meeting specifications of hardware, subject, level, audience and other
descriptors can be obtained in a few minutes. Further information can be obtained from NWREL.

Finally, a series of occasional reports on topics in educational computing of interest
to teachers and administrators will be developed, and distributed through the above channels.



twcr4kr COURSEWARE DESCRIPTION

Title

NORTHWEST REGIONAL
EDUCATIONAL LABORATORY }

Ver3ion Evaluated

Producer Cost

SubjectiTop)cs

Grade Level(s) (circle) pro-1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 post-secondary

Required Hardware

Rewired Software

Software protected? Oyes Ono Medium of Transfer: OTape Cassette LI ROM Cartridge 05 Flexible Disk 0 Flexible Disk

Back Up Policy

Producer's field test data is avitilable 0 on request 0 with package Onot available

INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSES & TECHNIQUES
please check all applicable

0 Remedi onion

0 Standard instruction
0 Enrichment
0 Assessment

0 Instructional
management

0Authoring
0Driil and practice

OTutorial
0Information retrieval

OGame

OSimulation
OProblem Solving

00ther

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE
.circle P (program) S (supplementary-material)

P S Suggested grade/ability level(s) P S Teacher's information

P S Instructional objectives
P S Prerequisite skills or activities
P S Sample program output

P S Program operating instructions
P S Pre-test
P S Post-test

S Resource/reference information
S Student's instructions
S Student worksheets
S Textbook correlation
S Follow-up activItles
S Other

OBJECTIVES OStated 0 I nferred

PREREQUISITES 0 Stated 0 Inferred

bescribe package CONTENT AND STRUCTURE, 'including ;SCord keepinb aiid reporting functions

use back for more space Z.)



ciao*Fr COURSEWARE EVALUATION
NORTHWEST REGIONAL
EDUCATIONAL LABOR ATORY,}

Package title Producer

Evaluator none Organization

Date 0 Check thie box if this evaluation is based pertly on your observation of student use of this package

SA-Strongly Agree A- Agree DDisegree SD:Stroncly Disagree NA.Not applicable
Please include cominents on individual items on the revers* page.

CONTENT CHARACTERISTICS

(1) SA A 0 SO

(2) SA A D SO

131 SA A 0 $O

NA The content is accurate.
NA _The content has tdusational value.
NA ihe content is free of race. ethnic, sex and other stereotypes.

INSTRUCTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS

(4) SA A 0 SD NA The purpose of the package is well definod.
j5) .SA A D SO NA The package achieves its defined purpose.
(5) SA A 0 SD NA Presentation of content is clear and logical.
(7) SA A 0 SD' -NA The level of difficulty is appropriate for the target audience:.
(S) SA A 0 SD- NA Graphics/color/sound ere used for appropriate instructional reasons.
(9) SA A. D SD NA Us* of the package is motivational.

(10) SA A 0 110 NA The package effectively stimulates student creativity.
(11) SAADSO NA Feedback on student responses is effectively employed.
(12) SA A 0 SD NA The learner controls the rate and sequence of presentation and review.
(13) SA A 0 SD NA Instruction is integrated with previous student experience.
(14) SA A 0 $D NA Learning can be generalized to an appropriate range of situations.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS.

(15) SA A
(11) SA A
(17) SA. A
(15) SA A
(19) SA A
(20) SA A
(21) SA A

D Sti
D SD
D SO
D SD
D SD
D SD
D SD

NA

NA

!tIA

NA

NA

NA

NA

The Seer support materials ore comprehensive.
The user support materials ore effective.
Information displays, are effective.
Intended users can easily and indmer.dently operate the program.
Teachers can easily employ the package.
The program appropriately uses relevant computer capabilities.
The program is reliable in normal um.

QUALITY

Write a number from 1 (low)
to 5 (high) which represents
your judgement of the_quality
of the package in each
division:

_ Content
Instructional

- Characteristics
Tuchnical
Characteristics 4

RECOMMENDATION5.

O 1 highly recommend this
Packsila.

O I would us* or re,xwmnend
- use of this package with
little or no change. (Note
suggestions for effective
use below.)

o I would us* or recommend
use of this package only if
certain changes were made.
(Note changes under weak-
nesses or other comments.)

Ej I would not use or recorn-
mend this package. (Note
reasons under weaknesses.)

Describe the potential use of the package in classroom settings

Estimate the amount of time a atudent would need to work
with the package in order to achieve the ubjectives:
(Can be total time, time pei day, time trine or other indicator.)

rt
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RICE

Resources in,CoMputer Education

300 S. W. Sixth Avenue, Portland, Oregon 97204 (503) 248-6800

What is RICE?

RICE, Resources in Computer Education, is an information base designed to
provide information about the state of the art in the application of
computers in schools. It is a database installed in the computer of
Bibliographic Retrieval Services, Inc. (BRS) in Latham, New York. It was
designed by the staff of the Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory,
with support from the National-Institute -of Education.

At present, two categories.of information comprise the database:

o Producers, which includes commercial and noncommercial producers
of computer-based instructional and administrative software

o Software Packages, which contains descriptive and evaluative
information about known products from producers

-

Descriptive information is being entered on all known software products
for education. Evaluation data is entered op those products for which it
is available. Complete data fram,MicroSIFT evaluations is included, and
bibliograr"lic references are cited other sources okf evaluative data.

-Additional categories of information will be added to RICE during'1983.
Producer and Software categories will also be updated and enlarged on a
regular basis as new information is available.+

How does one gain access to RICE?

It is anticipated that most of the direct access to RICE will be by.
organizations such,as intermediate education units and state education
agencies which_provide search services to their constituent districts or
schools. Any library or other center that provides ERIC search cervices
using the BRS systei could also access RICE if they wish.

To conduct searches, three things are required: (.1) the 'agency must be

a subscriber to BRS, Inc.; (2) the agency must have computer terminal
equipment; (3) the agency will need a staff member trained or experienced
in searching databases.

1. Subscription. If not already a subscriber, the easiest method is for
the agency to join the School Practices Information Network 5SPIN).
There is a one-time cost of $150 to join SPIN. Applications can be
obtained from BRS, Inc., 1200 Route 7, Latham, New York 12110,
(518) 783-1161 or from local representatives of Scott, Foresman and
Company.

0 3
.111.1111.11.1.all..111.11.111M11Y,



BRS will issue an identification number and pissward, and provide an
information packet on access and search procedures, training
opporfinities and other information.. A local telephone number will be
available in most cities to access the computer without a long distance
calf.

2. Terminal Equipment. To conduct searches, an agency will need either
of the following two devices:.

o A computer terminal, either a printing terminal or CRT with
printer.

o A microcomputer with communications interface hardware, a
communications modem, and a terminal emulator 'software package
to make the microcomputer act as a terminal.

If using a microcomputer, work closely with the micro vendor to obtain
the proper hardware and software, since they vary with the brand of
micro. The cost of the added equipment and software vi4 be at least
$300. NWREL cannot assist yal on the phone with any problems related
to your terminal or software.

3.. Staff Training. RICE searches proceed.in much the.same manner as alit
ERIC search. Search training sessions-are-available-for-a-fie-in major
cities'from BRS on a schedule provided by itTa. Manuals and search
guides may be purchased from BRS.'Agencies can sometimes arrange for
training locally from experienced searchers in libraries,or university
ERIC search centers. NWR.11 cannot give this training on the phone.

What is the cost of retrieving information from RICE?

A typical search is expected to cost $4-$5. Search cost ia a combination
of communication's, computer time and database fees. They are all hourly
rates, prorated by actual time online, and billed by BRS. Communications
costs range $6-$11 per hour and computer time is.$18 per hour. There is
no charge it present for the RICE database. Thus, search.costs range
fram $24 to $29 per hour. A fee for the database will be established at
some time in 1983.

A less expensive subscriiiilon arrangement ii-BRS/AFTER DARK, which offers
aècess only between 6 p.m. and midnight, E.S.T. The cost is $50 one-time
registration fee and $6 per hour computer time, plus telecommunications
costs as above.

;
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Excerpted from BAS.Newslepter, Vol. 6i NO'42 9, September, 1982

USING YOUR MICROCOMPUTER AS A.TERMINAL

t

Virtually any micrdcomputer can be uted as a coMmunicating data terminal,
thus permitting access to BR'S without the purchaseof a separate
terminal. Accessories necessary to convert micros to terminals vary from
computer to computer. Usually a teleption4 -modem (modulator/demodulator),

a communications interface or card, and a terminal emulator software
package are needed. The following technical requirements must be met
when configuring a microdomputer to interface with BRS:,,

Baud Rate -300 'or 1206 baud
Parity' -Off. or iftro %,(0) '

Duplex __-Half" or Rill
Data-Length- -7 data:bits & I stop bit

A few of the popular microcomputers and accessories
are listed below:

1.

needed to access BRS

MICROCOMPUTER EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS TO INTERFACE WITH BRi

ECROMPUTER

APPLE II

NECESSAAy

HARDWARE/SOFTWARE

Teleptione modem and communications card, or
Hayes Micromodet II, and terminal software.

APPLE II PLUS Modem, communications card and terminal
software. -

ATM 400/800

COMMODORE PET/CBM

-IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 99/4,
99/4A

TRS -80 Model I-

TRS80 Model II%

TRS-80

.---MogtCP7M-based
microcomputers

ATAAI 850 Interface module, modem, and,
software.

IEEE Interface, modem, and terminal software.

Modem, communicationvadapter, and optional
terminal software.-7

-

RS-232 interface, modem, and terminal
EMULATOWII eoftware cartridge.

RS'232 interface board, expansion interface,
modem, and RS Term software OR Special RS
925-1172) modem and software.

.Modem and RS-232 cable. Software,optional.

RS,23-2 interface board, modem, and RS Term
software.

Telephone-modem and RS.232 port.

When configuring a microcomputer as a terminal, a consultation with the
hardware/software dealer is imperative. BRS Custcmer Service offers
assistance as well. Please have all hardware and terminal software
documentation readily available yhen calling to facilitate answers and
avoid,trial and,error. I)

1 ()



RICE tate Entry Form
SOFTWARE

Accession Num **ANA J I I II I

Resource Type ..RT-b

Title

Producer Name ..PD-
.

Year Published . ..YR-1 1 I

Address

Phone

Perspn (contact)

Coit P3-
Addit. Avail. ..C4-

Hardware Type ..HT- Apple II TRS -80 I TRS -80 III Atiri-400 PET .

. Apple III TRS -80 II . TRS -80 Color Atdri 800, IBM

Other

,System Req.:
Hardware

Software

. SR-

Medium '..R2- 5kin. disk 8in. disk ROM cartridge Tape cassette'
..,-..

_
>

:. Other,

ERIC Descr. ..DE- 0

Identifiers

Gra e Level ..GL-Pre-1, 1,-2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 81 9r-101-14_12Post_Sec_*._
(circle approp.. #s)

Modes:
Purposes

Techniques

r

N?
..ML- standard instruction remediat on enrichment'

a3sessmant
'-

...... *

..M1--drill and practice tutorial game simulation,/

__problem solving - learning management utility'

information retrieval. other_

"11



Objectives

Prerequisites

Student Time

Abstract ..AB- (see attached)'

Evtluation
Strengths ..EV- (see attached)

Weaknesses ..Vl- (see attached)

Site/Date

Other Data ..V3- (see attached)

1Evaluation Summary ..ES-
1 1 1 1 ) D D D X

c,

V
D D S I S I S sagc

o

Text Correlation ..TC- (see attached)

Notes



Accession Num

Resource Type

Producer Name

Address

Phone

Contact Person

Hardware Type

ERIC Descr.

Identikiers

'trade Level

(circle approp. #s)

Abstract AB-

'RICE Dati Entry Form

PRODUCERS

..AN-

..RT-a

..PD-

..CI-

RICE Entry
Mailing List
Blue Book
File Folder

'

..C1 -

C2-
..HT- Apple II TRS -80 I TRS-80-III Atari 400 PET

Apple III TRS -80 II TRS -80 Color Atari 800 IBM

Other

..DE- Administration
Attendance
St6dent-Records
Grading
Scheduling
Testing

, Finance
Personnel
Facilities

Computer-Managed-Instruction

Libraries

Preschool-Education
Elementary-Education
Primary-Education
Intermediate-Grades
Middle-Schools
Junior-High-Schools
High -Schools

Secondary -Education
--Postsecondary-Education

Other

..ID- CMI
--Authoring-Systems
--Programming-Languages
--Other

..GL -Pre -1, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,

State

Notes

Instruction
Athletics
Art

--Basic Skills
Business-Education
Computer-Science
Consumer-Education
English
Health-,Edutation

Home-Economics
Industrial -Axts

- %Language -Arts

Langulges
Mathematics
Music
Physical-Education
Reading
Sciences
Social-Studies
Vocational-Education

8, 9, 10, 114 12, pos)t Sec,



micro*FT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

You Can Bank On It
PRODUCER: Interpretive Education

2306 Winters Drive
Kalamazoo, MI 49002

LOCAL DISTRIBUTORS: Contact producer for
list

EVALUATION COMPLETED: Deeember 1981, by
staff of NWREL and of constituent districts
of Multnomah ESD, Oregon.

VERSION; MCE120-81

, COST: $285.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Special needs learner
youth to adult

SUBJECT: Basic Living Skills: banking
services'

MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5" flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II, color

monitor or TV with adapter (B & W
work), one disk drive

REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft Basic; DOS
3.2 or 3.3

INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard instruction
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Tutorial
DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In Computer

Program: program operating instructions,
student's instructions. In Supplementary
Materials: suggested grade/ability level(s), .
instructional objectives, prerequisite skills or
activities, program operating instructions,
teacher's information, student worksheets,
follow-up activities

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SD N

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: Goals: To
increase knoirledge of the two major banking
skills of savings and-checking; to increase skill in
implementing savings and checking accounts.
Ob'ectives: The learner will be able to: present
two reasons orally for initiating a savings and/or
checking account; fill out a signature card, a
savings deposit slip, a savings withdrawal slip, and
a check; complete accurately a checkstub record
on amounts of checks written; and tell the reason
for not writing checks for more money than one
has in the bank.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: The learner
must be able to physically type one key at a time,
to read certain of the keys, to add and stthtract
money (or use a calculator), and to type out some
information from memory or from printed
information supplied by the instructor. A list of
required vocabulary is included with the package.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This program
introduces-the concept of a bank through
interaction with presentations on the banking
services of checking and savings. The learner is
provided opportunities to apply the newly
acquired knowledge. The program consists of six
parts, each on its own disk. Sequential order is
imperative. Several parts require paper and
pencil worksheets (included), to be done along
with them or between parts. ,Material is at three
reading levels, with branching between levels
occurring automatically depending on user
responses. Entry level on each disk is at the

continued on back

Content is accurate.
Content has educational value.

so. Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of peCkage is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficuky level is appropriate to audience.

,--.......
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

Use of peckage is motivational._
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.

1 1 Feedback is effectively emploied.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.

0, Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can-be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Information displays are effective.

Users can operate nail+ and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used aPpropriately.
s Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -SeoalllY Agnes A-Agros D-Disogree SD-Strongly Marts NA - Not Alr011roitlo

Evaluators indicate they would use or recommend us . ' this package only if certain changes were made
(Note Major Weaknesses). NOTE: The producer indicates a revision of this package is in progress.

ElNorthwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 2454800

This evalualion is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

12ermission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.14.



micro*FT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

You Can Bank On It, continued

Grade 4/5 reading ability (highest level). User has
unlimited response time in each part, but must
complete an entire part at one sitting or start
again at the beginning of that part. The program
is well documented in an accompanying 3-ring
binder with follow-up activities including
supplementary follow-up worksheets with answers.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED:
Minimum of 2 hours

POTENTIAL USM: The package is appróPriate
for adult and young adult learners needing basics
of banking. It provides a good review of concepts
previously learned in a classroom setting. It can
also be used for independent study, competency
based activity and prework for field trip. It is not
recommended for school students without changes
in visuals and more background and information
about banking systems.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The content is very
useful. Objectives are clearly defined and present
little or no deviation. Tectudeal quality is good,
especially when the reading level changes.
Remediation is good, as is progression. Excellent
feedback is provided, which is immediate and less
complex.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Too much information is
presented af once for target audience. Many
models of registers and statements are
over-simplified. Some visuals are confusing and
hard to read. The flashing "R" tends to hurry the
user. Inability to stop in the middle of a disk and
return to that point later might be a problem for
someusers.

,

Nonhwat Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
(503) 2404000

This evahmtion is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers-
mho are-representative of potential suers of the courseware pedalo:

Pernisaitin to reproduce this docuesent aliereiry-grantetl.-



micro*FT, COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Money Management Assessment Series

PRODUCER: Interpretive Education
2306 Winters Drive
Kalamazoo, MI 49002

LOCAL DISTRIBUTORS: Contact producer for
list

EVALUATION COMPLETED: December 1981, by
staff of NWREL and of constituent districts
of Multnomah ESD, Oregon.

VERSION: MCE1401-81

COST: $165.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Special needsyouth to
young adult

SUBJECT: Basic Living Skills: money
management

MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5" flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II, disk

ctive, color monitor or TV w/adapter (B&W
*ill work), printer optional

REQUIRED SOFTWARE: DOS 3.2 or 3.3,
Applesoft

INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Assessment package
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Assessment

package
DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In Computer

Program: program operating instructions,
student's instructions. In Supplementary
Materials: suggested grade/ability level(s),
instructional objectives, prerequisite skills or
activities, program operating instructions,
teacher's information, student worksheets,
answers to worksheets

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: Goals: To
detect-cline the skills, concepts and vocabulary of
learners, and to determine where the learner may
be having difficulty.
Obectives: At the conclusion of each.part, the
instructor will be able to know the terms,
concepts, and skills to which the learner
responded correctly and incorrectly; have printed
results of responses; and have an et ior analysis of
skill deficiencies.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: The guide
lists specific keys the learner Must know, and
terms the learner must understand prior to
running the program. Some supportive materials
provide a means to assess the learner's ability to
coMprehend these words.

CONTENT AND-STRUCTURE: TN- program
assesses basic skills, concepts and vocabulary
needed to learn Money management concepts and
functions. It consists.o! 4 parts (each on its own
disk): vocabulary condepts, calendar concepts and
math skills for money management. User may
choose any sequence of parts. After each part
assessment results are presented and may be
printed. Each part is entered at a 4th/5th grade
reading level; learner'stesponses determine the
level after that. Inappropriate responses branch
the user to a lower level (low 3rd/high 2nd
grade). After branching down 5 times, the
program stays at the lower level. Each part
consists of user instructions followed by a
sequence of problems. Program keeps track of

continued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.
Content has educational value.

- Content is free of stereotypes,.
Purpose of package is-well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

Contedt presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty,level is appropriate to audience.
Graphics/sound/calor are used appropriately.
Use of package is motivational:
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Information displays are effective.

Users can operate easily and independently.
Teacherkcan employ package easily.

Comiatter capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Sectmply Agree A-Arse D-Disaaree SD- &ropey Disagree NA - Net Applicable

Evaluators indicate they would use or recommend use of package only if certain changes were made
(Note Major Weaknesses). NOTE: The producer indicates a revision of this package is in progress.

ElNorthwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97294
(503) 2444500
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This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of Potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



nioroliFT COURSEWARE EVALUATiON

Money Management Assessment Series, continued

which were answered correctly and which not,
then provides a report at the conclusion. Rate of
response is controlledby the user-and a lower
reading level form of the question is obtained by
answering "DK" (Don't Know) or "HELP". The-
program is verY well documented in a 3-ring
-binder with followup activities including
worksheets for both program use and followtp.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 2 hours

POTENTIAL USES: The package is useful to
.provide instructors with specific information
regarding learner needs in areas related 'to money
management...

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The package makes good
use of braluting. Material relevant to "everyday
living"' is covered. It helps userS work problems on
the screen in logical fashion.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Some reviewers found
Program irritatingly slow. Audio associated with
"HELP" should be eliminated; the'user can attract
the instructor's attention. Certain features can
be confining: "DK" looks like "OK"; the percent
symbol looks like +; some examples omit the
second decimal place in dollars and cents
expressions, e.g., $132.1; when user makes a
correctiOn, the answer being corrected doesn't
immediately disappeetv; some instruetions on
entering answers to math problems are confusing.
Certain material seems irrelevant to issue at
hand: nathing months and-days; ektensive
instruction in using decimals made reviewer lose
sight of focus of exercises. User can outgiriss the,
system. (If the first two responses are correct,
user can guess the third; thus the.third word or
concept isn't being truly tested.). Graphics of
checks deposit slips, etc. Mkt look realistic.
Package seems to csefuse some instruction with
assessment. Routine for enterirg decimal
location during multiplication does not allow for

----inadvertent errors on punching wrong key. (User
is unable-TO-C-OFfrec
doing is keeping track of right and wrong, this is a
design flaw.)

Nonhwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 24114000

This evaluation is based on the evalutuions of three or More reviewers
who are representative of poteruial users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro*FT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Home Safe Home
PRODUCER: Interpretive Education

2306 Winters Drive
Kalamazoo, MI 49002

LOCAL DISTRIBUTORS: Contact producer for
list

EVALUATION COMPLETED: December 1981, by
staff of NWREL and of constituent districts
of Multnomah ESD, Oregon.

VERSION: MCE1301-81

COST: $165.00

.ABILITY LEVEL: Special needs learners
youth to adult

SUBJECT: Basic Life Skills: safety around
the home

MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5" flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II, color

monitor or TV with adapter (B dc'W will work
although package has extensive color
graphics), one disk drive

REQUIRED SOFTWARE: DOS 3.2 or 3.3,
Applesoft

INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard instruction
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Tutorial
DOCPUroMicrENaTmA: TIpOroNgrAamVAIopLeAraBtLinEg: iInnst7.uornictytor,rie,r

student's instructions. In Supplementary
Materials: suggested grade/ability level(s),

,instructional objectives, prerequisite skills or
activities, program operating instructions,
teacher's information, followup activities

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: Goals: To
increase knowledge on the hazards found in the
home and on preventive techniques. Objectives:
The learner will be able to: define home hazards;
name the four major hazard categories; define
each of these categories; list home hazards that
fall into each of the categories; verbally explain
techniques for preventing each of the home
hazards listed.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: The learner
must be able to read symbols on the keyboard and
to physically run the program by pressing-the
appropriate keys. The leErner should have a
reading level of at least second grade. A list is
provided for the instructor to assess student's
ability to read and understand terms and concepts.

COTITENT AND STRUCTURE: This safety
program highlights the major household hazards of
fire, eleetrical shocks, falls and poisoning.
Preventive Suggestions are emphasized. The
program consists of 4 parts, each.on its own.disk.
Sequential order is recommended. Information is
presented with extensive use of color graphics and
sound, along with fregtient interaction with the
user to determine comprehension. Each part
presents material at three reading levels, with
automatic branching between.levels depending on
user responses. Entry leVel on each diskris at the
Grade 4/5-reading.ability (higheat level): User has
unlimited responSe time in'each rdart,.stut must
complete an entire part in one-sitting or start
again at the beginning of that part. The.program

continued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SDNA
Content is accurate.

-Content has educational value.
Content is free of stereotroes.
Purpose of package is.well defined.

I- Package achleves'aefined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience:
Graphicsisounii/color areiopriately:----
Use of package is motivational.
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback I. effectively employed.

SAA D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.
User support materials are comprehensive.
User support maieriais are effective.
Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.

-I. Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilliWireused-appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA-Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD- Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators indicate they would not use or recommend this package unless no other method was available. (Note
reasons under major weaknesses.) NOTE The producer indicates a revision of this package is in progress.

1111
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth AvenUe Portland. Oregon 97204
(503) 2484800
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This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or mire reviewers
who are representative of Potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro SlFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Home Safe Home, continued

is well documented in an aCcompanying 3-ring
binder with followup activities, including
supplementary followup wc,r1mheets with answers.

ESTIMATED STUDENT 'TIAtii?, REQUIRED: 1-1/2
hours

POTENTIAL USES: This seems to be a well done,
but trivial, use of a microComputer to present
information: It could be useful-for the target
audience if the required hardware is available
already, but does not appear to be worth the
expenditure.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The program covers
important material. The use of branching if
reading level difficulties are encountered is
excellent.. Material a clearly and simply
presented with the amount of readily' -4 to a
minimum.(however at some cost; see
Weaknesses). Graphics are generally effective,
with one or two exceptions.,

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Feedback is not provided
to specific responses; hence the learner is not
made aware of the consequences of the given
incorrect response. Questions are often
transparentthe correct answer easily guessed
without viewing the instruction. Correctiy typing
"NO" in response to a question yields a "you must
type yeS or no" instruction the first time the user
attempts to reply- to each question on the first
half of Disk I. Content is marred by several
instances of faulty English usage. Oncetrafiched
down to the lowest levet on Disk I the user is
branched back io the highest level` at the start of
the second half of the disk.

C.

f

IIIINorthwest Regional Educational Liborstoty
300 &W. Nub Avenue Ponland, Orepn 97204
(303) 2404900

This evaluation is bmed on the evaluations of three or more reviewers-
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.
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micro*FT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Job ReadinessAssessmetit and Development
PRODUCER: Interpretive Education

2306 Winters Drille
Kalamazoo, MI 49002

LOCAL DISTRIBUTORS: Contactproducer for
list

EVALUATION COMPLETED: December 1981, by
staff of NWREL and of constituent districts
of Multnomah ESD, Oregon

VERSION: MCE1501-81

COSt: $165.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Special needwlearner
youth to adult

SUBJECT: Basic Life Skills: assessment
and development of skills necessary to
acquire and hold a job

MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5" flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II, disk

drive, color monitor or TV w/adapter (B&W
will work), printer optional

REQUIRED SOFTWARE: DOS 3.2 or 3.3,
Applesoft,

INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction, assessment

INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Tutorial,
assessment

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In Con. iter
Program: programoperating instructionN,
pre-test, post-test, student's instructioN. In
Supplementary Materials: suggested
grade/ability level(s), inTitructional
objectives, prerequisite skills or activities,

program operating instructions, teacher's
information, follow-up activities

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: Goals: To
provide instructor With assessment data about
learner attitudes necessary for job success;
develop positive job attitudes needed for job
success; increase knowledge for successful
completion of applications and interviews; and
increase knowledge of agencies which assist in job
placement. Objectives: The learner will:
increase job attiude by at least, 5 points if the
score was 15 or less on the first'half Of Part I; be
able to fill out a job application; successfully role
play an interview; be able to list at least 3
agencies that help People find jobs, and verbally
explain the services of each.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: The learner
must be physically able to type keys one at a time
and must be familiar with certain keys. A list is
provided of vocabulary words with whic'', the
student Must be familiar.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: The package
combines the techniques of assessment md
instruction to develop jobreadiness. It provides.
practical knowledge for filling out applications
and locating placement agencies as well as tips
for successful job interviews. The program
consists of 4 parts, each on its own disk, With
optional sequential order. Part 1 contains an,
assessment aspect; results may be sent to a
printer. Parts 2-4 present information in text

continued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SbNA
Content it accurate.
Content has educational value.
Content is free of stereotypes.

si. Purpose of package is-well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

. 'Content presentation lickar and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphieshound/color ate used appropriately.
Use of peckage is motivational.
Student creadvity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior leirning.
Learning cin'be generalized.
User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Saone, Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD-Strongly Disagree NA -Not Applicable

Evaluators indicate they would use or recommend use of package only if certain changes were made
(Note Major Weaknesses). NOTE: The producer indiates a revision of this package is in progress.

11111
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W: Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 24841100 0

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or move reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Pirmission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro*FT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Job ReadinessAssessment and Development,
continued

form with frequent learner inteeaetion. Each part
is presented at three reading levels (Part 1 has
only 2 levels) with automatic brahching_between
levels based on user responses. Entry level on
each disk is at Grade 4/5 reading ability (highest
level). User has unlimited response time in each
part, but must complete an entire part at one
sitting or start again at the beginning of that
part. The program is well documented in a 3-ring
binder with followup activities including a sheet
for the teacher to record learner's post-test
results, and worksheets for followup use.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 1-1/k
hours

POTENTIAL USES: This package is for use in a
career class, resource room or career center. In a
classroom, students would benefit most from
using it for review or preview of a module to be
covered, for remediation for slow students, or for
students absent when material.was coVered in
class. It is best used with experientiall types of
career exploration and job search technique
exercises, especially with students having very
little,- irk experience or exposure_to oar_eer
information.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The package gives
accurate information on important attitudes job
applications, interviews, and places to look for
jobs. It defines terms and explains answers well
and reinforces definitions and responses. "Help"
response simplifies and clarifies information.
Disk III on job interviews is extremely well done.
Branehing betWeeri reading levels when necessary
is helpful.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Students must do an
entire disk at a sitting or repeat the material
every time; this requires a much longer attention
span than is normal for the "special needs" target
audience. If a resporme is in error for reasons
other than low reading ability, the repeat process
can be so slow that it becomes boring.
Corrections.can be too long and detailed. On Disk
I the student can "see through" questions and
know what should be answered. On later disks
the number of blanks give away the answer. The
term Employment Security Commission does not
exist in allstates as the disk program indicates.

The inferred definition of "skills" lists job duties
and areas of work instead of transferrable skills.
Because of the targef audiences lack of
experience or training, it is inipOrtant to-
emphasize functional skills. The text is often too
wordy, and spacing and graphics too crowded
when asking for responses.

alNorthwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
(503) 2484800
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This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.
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micro*IFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Poison Proof Your Home

PRODUCER: Interpretive Education
2306 Winters Drive
Kalamazoo, MI 49002

LOCAL DISTRIBUTORS: Contact producer for
list

EVALUATION COMPLETED: December 1981, by
staff of NWRE13 and of constituent districts
of Multnomah ESD, Oregon

VERSION: MC E1001-81

COST: $210.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Special needs
learneryouth to adult

SUBJECT: Life_Skills: poisonswhat they
are and how to deal with them

MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5" flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE, 42K ApPli E, one disk

drive, color monitor or 1-V with ddapter
W will work)

REQUIREP . . .VARE: DOS 3.2 or 3.3;
Apples. L.

INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard instruction
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Tutorial
DOCUMENTATION_AVAILABLE: In domputer

Program: program operating instructions,
student's instructions. In Supplementary
Materials: suggested grade/ability level(s),
instructional objectives, prerequisite skills or
activities, program operating instructions,
teacher's information, student worksheets,
follow-up activities, answers to followup
activities

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE.J: Goals: To gain
knowledge about poisons in the home and what to
do if a poisoning occurs. Objectives: The learner
will be able to: .name the four major kinds of
poisons, categorize poisons into one of the four
main kinds, name the four ways poison can enter
the body, deterthine how various poisons enter the \
body, identify poisons that can be found in various
rooms in the house, tell how a home can be made
Safer, and tell what to do if a poisoning occurs.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: Learners
must be able to physically type keys one at a
time. They should know to push the return key to
change frathes and the backspace key ft, erase
symbols on the line on which they are typing. A
minimum 2nd/3rd grade reading level is
suggested. A vocabulary list is provided to help
the instructor determine if the learner needs
instruction prior-to running the program.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This is a concept
oriented program describing ways in whiCli one
may be poisoned, the four major types of poisons,
where poisons are found in the home, preventive
technigues and what to do if a poisoning occurs.
It especially deals with'keeping children safe 'from
poisons. Each of its five parts has material at
three reading levels. Branching between levels
occurs automatically depending on user
responses. Entry level on each disk is at Grade
4/5 reading ability (highest level). User has
unlimited response time in each section but must
complete an entire section in one sitting or start

continued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SONA
Content is accurate.
Content has educational value.
Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of packay is- well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logial.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphics/sound/color are used-ippropriately.
Use of package is motivational.
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
.Liarning an be generalized.
User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA-Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disaper SD- Strongly Disagree NA -Not Applicable

EvAluators indicate they would use or recommend use of this package only if certain changes were made
(Note Major Weaknesses). NOTE: The producer indicates a revision of this package is in progress.

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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(S03) 241141100 2`)



micro*FT COURSEWARE EVALUATION
0

Poison Proof Your Home, continued

again at the-beginning of that part. The program
is well documented in an accompanying 3-ring
binder with followup activities including
worksheets for followup use.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 2 hours

POTENTIAL USES: This package could be used.
for health and safety in Grades 3-7, or as a
seience or general life skills unit in senior
elementary or junior high. It should be used a an
introduetion or review in conjunction with class
work, not as the primary teaching device.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The program deals with an
important topic. It is well designed, carefully
structured, well documented and supported. It
makes good use .of varying reading levels.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: English usage is Often..
poor in textual presentations. Reading level is
often high for lower grade levels, although
concepti are appropriate. The program corrects
errors by giVing correct response and teviewing
material not by getting at the user's error.
Feedback on student responses: System lacks a
way for the learner to compare his or her
response to correct response; feedback comes in

.response to a group ofitems 7 not to each one.
One reviewer. failect to see any relationships
between the "special needs learner" and this
package, finding it.inappropriate for low
acnieving learners or economically disr-avantaged
learners. Some inaccuracies were noted: a
response of "that's great" after a mistake;
automobile exhaust is invisible; cooking turkeys at
low heat will poison you (although there are
proper slow cooking methods); one graphic
-suggesting poisons Should be-tossed down drains;
fumes are invisible; paint is a solid (not made
clear in the context).

re Northwest Regional Eduradonal Laboratory
mg 300 &W. Seth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204

(903) 24s4s00

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewen
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



microliFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

EMSI-6
PRODUCER: Educational Micro S'Ystems, Inc.

P.O. Box 471
C-hester,NJ -07930

LOCAL DISTRIBUTORS: Contact producer for
list

EVALUATION COMPLEfEb: January 1982, by
staff members of the West Lafayette 'school
Corporation, West Lafayatte, Indiana, with
the support of Indiana Title IVc.

VERSION: TRS-80 Model I/Ili

COST: Disks: $229.95; Cassettes: $199.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 3-9
SUBJECT: Math: addition, subtraction,

multiplication, division, fractions and mixed'
numbers, and logic

MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5" flexible disk; tape
cassette

REQUIRED HARDWARE: For cassette: TRS-80
I/III, 15K RAM, and tape recorder; for disk:
TRS-80 I/III, 32K RAM,,interface, and one
disk drive (Optional: printer to produce
worksheets)

REQUIRED SOFTWARE: For cassette: none
(Written Level II Basic), programs may be
transferred to disks; for disk: TRS-80 Disk
Basic

INSIRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediation,
/standard instruction, enri.climent

INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drilland
practice, tutorial, game, testing.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In Computer

_
Program: program operating instructiohs,
student's instructions. In Supplementary
Materials: suggested grade/ability level(s),
sample-program output, Program operating
instructions, pre-test/post-test (can generate
Worksheets fbr pre- and post-:tests), teacher's
information, stu"dent's instructions, student

reportiorms
INSTRUCTIONAL OBJEtTIVES: These programs
w.,"e developed to teach various' matbfunctions.
They should not be-used to replace generally
accepted methods Of introducing sthdents to the
math concepts, but ratber to_shorten the period.of
time from initial a,wareness of a cdncept to
mastery of the related computational skills. The
programs Use guided-interactive practice sessions
with step-by-step assistance and reward for'
success:

INSTRUCTIONAL PREIEQUISITES: The student
must be able to read instructions, mak-e choices
on tasks, have some typing skill. If not aided by
the teacher, the learner,needs a fairly large-math
vocabulary.

CONTENT.AND STRUCTURE: A set of cassette
tapes or disks and documentation are bound in a.
three-ring binder. The entire package contains

:whole number addition, subtraction,
, multiplication and division; fractions and mixed
numbers; logic and deduction; metric/English
conversion. Each of the whole number parts
operates with the same options: number ,of digits
in the operands, number of problems, practice or

continued on back

EVALUATION-SUMMARY

SA A D SDNA
Content is accurate.
Content has educational value.
Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is-well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.
Contetit presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.
Use of package is motivational.
,Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence:
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalizid.
User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective. .
Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and indepkndently.
Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Dhapree SD- Stionaly Maine NA -Not Applicable

Evaluators indicate they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

111
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204 ,-
(503) 2484500

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative Of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reprod;ice this document Li hereby granted.



micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

EMSI4rcoritinued

test mode (timing possible), student assistance
(digit'by digit or retry) and rewards (graphfc
displays). Scores and records of problems. are
'stored. 'fractions ahd mixed numbers calculate
answers froin numbers 'provided by the student.
Students Must be sure to enter appropriate .

numbers. Logic and Deduction is a modified
version of Mastermind; which may be played as a
game. Series'of trial and error guesses teach
logic. Metric/English program converts numbers
entered by tile student. This program does not
question or instruct.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: -Not
available

POTENTIAL USES: The number programs can be
used to shorten the.period of time to attain
mastery of computational skills.1The step-by-step
assistance is especially helpful in teaching skills.
(division) to iow abllity students. In feet, low
ability students may be the most cost effective
group touse the Computer to learn these skills.
The logic and-deduction programs can be used by
individual students or by a teacherinteracting
with a whole class. (This procedure solves the

'problem of the time-dependent nature of this
program.) The Metric/English program can be
used in a science lab to get immediate
conversions or to let students check
computations; however., conversion tables would
do the same more cheaply.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: These-programs are "user
friendly" and well docuinented. Students like the
guidance of the assistance option. A wide range
of problems is featured with possibility, of specific
ereseriptions for student deficiencies. The option
of generating a hard copy test or drill sheets
makes this package a practical choide for the
limited budget.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: At times instructions are
confusing to low ability students. Many students
will need kelp entering the proper codes to get
the desired problems. Some students are confused
because answers are entered from right to left as

4you would work a problem and net left to right as
you would write an answer.

t.1

4
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Northwast Raglans' Edicadonal Laboratory
300 &W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204 2
(903) 24041100

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the coursewertpeckese.

Permission to reproduce this document 4 hereby treated.



micro/CT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Income Meets Expenses

PRODUCER: Interpretive Education
2306 Winters Drive

--Kalamazoo,_MI49002

LOCAL DISTRIBUTORS: Contact prodUcer for
list

EVALUATION COMPLETED: December 1981, by
staff of NWREL and of constituent districts,
of Multnomah ESD, Oregon.

VERSION: MCE1101-81

COST: $340.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Special needs
learneryouth to adult

SUBJECT; Life Skills: budgeting
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5" flexible4Sk

"--REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II, one disk
drive, color monitor or TV with adapter.-
(B & W will work)

REQUIRED-SOFTWARE: DOS 3.2 or 3.3,
Applesoft

INSTIRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediation,
standard instruction 4,,

INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUF,S: Drill and
practice, tutOrial

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In Con_later
Program: program operating instructions,
pre-test, post=test, student's instructions. In
Supplementary Materials: suggested
grade/ability level(s), instructional
objectives, prerequisite skills or activities,
program operating instructions, teacher's *
,nformation, resource/reference information,

a

student worksheets, follow-up activities,
answers to supplementary worksheet

INSTRUCTIONAt OBJECTIVES: Goal: To
increase knowledge of and skilfin budgeting.
Objectives: The student will be able to:
the terms budget, inCome and expenses, needs and
wants as they relate to budgeting, and fixed and_
unfixed expense* place items correctlY- in the
columns of: Income, Fixed Expenses, or Unfixed.
Expenses; compute and put in the correct column
the totals for these items; determine the correct
column in which to place items and then total
these columns; determine,if total expenses or
income is greater and then determine if income
does meet expenses.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: Learners
should be able to type correct answers. If they
cannot regroup, a calculator should be proVidsd,.
They should be able to read at a low second grade
level and have the visual acuity-to read the
frames (or have someone read the contents aloud
to them). A list is provided of terms learners

-should know.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This program
introduces learners to the-concept of budgeting by
learning about income and its relationship to fixed
and flexible expensEs based on needs and wants.
Its 8 parts, each on a separate disk, must be used
sequentially. Three parts involve paper and pencil
worksheets, which are provided. The first 3 parts
present a concept, illustrate it with examples and

continued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

M A D SD NA
, Content is accurate.

Content has educational value.
6 Content is free of stereotypes.

Purpose of package I. well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.
Content Presentaiion is 'clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.
Use of package is motivational. ,
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback I. effectively employed.

.1

SAA D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction.integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.
User support materials are comprehensive.

. User support materials'iri effective.
Information displays are 'effective.
Users'an operate easily and independently..
Teachers can emploi package easily.

- Computer capabilitiei are used appropriately._
Pragrain is reliable in normal usi.

SA -Strongly Agree A-Apree D-DIsagree SD-Strongly Disagree NA -Not Applicable

Evaluators indicate they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.
NOTE: The producer indicates a revision of this package is in progress.

ElNorthwest Regional EdUcational LaboratorY
300 SAV."Sixth Avenue Portland, Oreaon 97204
(503) 2411.6800

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of poten:ial users of the courseware package.

26 permisiibn to reproduce this document Is hereb granted. ,
-
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,adgioli1FT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

. Income Meets Exan.z.s? continued

.

then reinforce it through interaction with the
prograin. The remaining 5 parts provide practice
implementing the concepts. Material is at, 3
reading levels, with branching between'levels
occurringautomatically depending on user
responses. Entry level'on each disk is at the
Grade 4/5 reading ability (highest level). User has'
unlimited response-Aime in,each seetion but must
Complete an.entire section.in one sitting or start
again at the beginning of*that section. The
prdgram is well documented in an accompanyirg
3-ring binder,yrith fellowuP actiVitiei including
worksheets for both program use and followup

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME EEQUIRED: 3-4
hours.
POTENTIAL USES: The package (tan beused for
independent study, small group di lesions,
competenCy based education, specs 1 needs based
caprescription end assesement, or with youth in
transition from sheFored to independent living
eituations. It is not appropriate as the primary
teaching device, butrather toaupplement or for
reMedial and/or review.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: Content i.apresented at 3
reading leveLs. Information is practical - critical
to our lives, thus motivatiOnal to employed
people. Objectives-are well defined,Ahe package
provides Instant temediation, *allows' for
indePendent learning and teaching, is reasonably

(*Motivational: Activitiee ire biief," concepts are
clear, and language is concisee

°MAJOR WEAKNESSES: This i;not &personalized
'package; the m2tivational level would be
increased by ineiuding references to eituations
that different audiences May have faced. Sound
is distracting and sometimes startling.

a,

IIIRaglisaal Educational Laboratory
300 &W. Slob Mimi. Portland. Oman 97204
(302) 241141100

This eushiation is based on the evalumiois of three or more reviews
noir are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

emission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro*FT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Fractions
PRODUCER: Quality Education Designs

P.O. Box 12486
Portland, OR 97212

LOCAL DISTRIBUTORS: COntact producer for list

EVALUATION COMPLETED: January 1982, by staff and
constituents of the Minnesota Educational Computing
Consortium; Multnomah ESD, Oregon; and NWREL.

VERSION: 1979

COST: $150.00
- -

ABILITY LEVEL: Middle school, high school
SUBJECT: Mathematics: fractions
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5". flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: TRS-80, or 16K Apple II or 32K

Apple It, one disk &We, monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: TRSDOS; DOS 3.2 or 3.3,

Applesoft
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediation, standard

instruction, enrichment, assessment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and practice,

tutorial, game, assessment
DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In Computer Program:

prOgram operating instructions, pre-test, post-test,
student's instructions, followup activities. In
Supplemtfitsry Materials: suggested gradeTibility
levelis), prerequisite skills or activities, program
operating instructions, teacher's informatica

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: Students will be able to
Work with fractions, using them with the following
operations/topics: equivalent fractions, fractions to
decimals, fractions and measurement, multiplication,

"addition and subtraction, comparing fractions, mixed
numbers, division of fractions, inverses, compound
fractions, cOntinued fractions.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: Students should have
informal experience with measuring and naming
quantities, both as fractions and as decimals. They should
understand factoring, prithes, highest common factors,
least common multiples. Students should be able to use a
calculator and do all operations in wholenurritiers.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: The package consistiot
12 topics on six disks. Each topic has an A and B part, the
A parts being tutorial with worked examples and
opportunity for practice. The B part is a game approach
to drill and practicevith theconcept, or occasionally
enriched work with the concept. The placement test
included with Topic I can be used as a.progress test at any
point.

ESTIMATEDSTUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 12 hours

POTENTIAL USES: The package tan be used to support
and reinforce teacher's lessons in middle school, to enrich
and challenge more able students, and to make drill and
practice with these concepts more interesting.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: Creative and original techniques
are often used to cOver the material in an interesting
way. The package makes excellent use of imaginative
games to make ckill and practice interesting and/or to
explore ideas that are not-in the standard textbooks.
Advanced topics are well used to motivate further work.
and challenge the better students.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Several small bugs and errors
have been removed from versions available after Januery
1982. It tends to be. very wordy; the learner has a lot of
reading to do on the screen, which sometimes makes for
crowded, cramped frames. Documentation and support
materials are sparse. The section on division is'a little
confusing and hard to follow.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A 13 SDNA
.

Content is accurate.
Content has educational value.

ss, Content is free of stereotvP14.
Purpose of package is-well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level isiggropriate to audience.
Graph Ica/sound/color are used appropriately.
Use of package is motivational.
Student creativity I. effectively stimulated.

, Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.
User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Strongly Avee A-Agree D-Disagree SD-Strongly Disagree 4A - Not Applicable

Evaluators indicate they would use or recommend this package with little or no change.

1111 NorthWest Regional Educational Laboratary
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
(503) 24841100

PR

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro*FT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

.. Geography Explorer: USA
PRODUCER: Instant Software

Educational Marketing
Peterborough, NH 03458

LOCAL DISTRIBUTORS: Contact producer for list

EVALUATION COMPLETED: January 1982, by staff
members of the West Lafayette School Corporation,
West Lafayette, Indiana, with the support of Indiana
Title IVc.

VERSIoN: TRS-80

COST: $49.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 4-11
SUBJECT: Social Studies: U.S. geography, state

identificatiOn 0
MEDIUM-OF-TRANSFER: 5" flexible disk

REQUIRED HARDWARE: 32K TRS-80, one disk drive,
monitor, light pen (optional)

REQUIRED SOFTWARE: TRSDOS or NEWDOS,
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard instruction
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and practice,

information retrieval
DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In Computer Prsram:

program operating instructions, student's
instructions. In Supplementary Materials: sample
program output, program operating instructions,
teacher's information, resource/reference
information, student worksheets, data, progress
reports

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: The student will be able
to identify states within regions of the U.S., and to
associate state name with abbreviation, capital, largest
city, nickname, population, flower and bird.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: The student should
know some information about the regions of the US.,
cities and states, and population.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: The package consists of
one diskette in a 3-ring binder, a teacher/parent guide,
sample lesson plans and a lesson plan blank. Data sheets
of information contained on the diskette and blank maps
of the U.S. are available for teachers to copy and
distribute. The computer presents a menu of three
program sets: (1) state name, abbreviation, capital,
larlest city and nickname; (2) state area, area rank,
population, population rank, density, density rank, %
urban, % urban rank; (3) state flower, bird, tree, song and
motto. Each set.preeents a menu bf its parts. The
student is given a choice bf answering by multiple choice,
.by given fact, or by typed-in response. The teacher can
override the menu choices and the ways of responding.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: Not available

POTENTIAL USES: This package can be used as a review
in an elementary geography class. It can be used for drill
on statemarnes, abbreviations, relative location and state
facts. Other uses 66-tilitbcenrichmentor review/or srnall
groups. Perhaps some of the statistical ranking parts
could be used in the middle grades. .

.MAJOR STRENGTHS: The Geography Explorer has a
"teacher" mode which allows the teacher to choose the
content and how the content is to be presented. This
mode permits directed learning. Easy entry and friendly
computer responses help the elementary student. A
variety of graphic rewards provide immediate positive
reinforcement. Student scores can be displayed.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Recommended audience age is
too young for much of the program content. Elementary
students have trouble with most of the content of Set II:
state's area, population, density and percent urban. The
graphics,are not always clear, making it hard to define
the shapes of states. Largest city (Set I, Part 4) only lilts
one city of the state. The other two choices are outside
the state. Thus, a student only needs to relate the city to.
the state to answer the largest city problem,

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SDNA
Content is'accurate.
Content has educational value.

Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is.well defined.
Packay achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.

-.
a Grsphicsisound/color are used approptiately.

Use of package is motivational.

Student creativity is effectiVely stimulated.
Feedback I. effectively employed:

_I

SA A D SDNA
Learner contrOls rate and sequence. .

Instruction integrates with prior learning. .

Learning can be generalised.

. User suPportmaterials are comprehensive.'
Usersupport materials are effective.
Information displays are effective.

Users can operite easily and independently..
. Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Strongly, Aires A-Apee D-Diiagree SD- Stronik Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators indicate they would wet or recommend use of this package.with little or no change.

Northwest Regional Educational-Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(S03) 246.6600

29

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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rnicro*IFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Factoring Whole Numbers
PRODUCER: Quality Education Designs

P.O. Box 12486
Portland, OR 97212

LOCAL DISTRIBUTORS: Contact producer for list

EVALUATION COMPLETED: January 1982, by staff and
constituents of the Minnesota Educational
Computing Ccnsortium; Multnomah ESD, Oregon;
and NWREL.

VERSION: 1979

COST: ;75.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Upper elementary and up
SUBJECT: Mathematics: factoring Whole numbers
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5" flexible &Sic
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Apple ll or TRS-80, one disk

*We, B dc W monitor
REQUIRED-SOFTWARE:- TRSDOS,_Applesoft, DOS 3.2

cc 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard instruction,

enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and practice,

ttitorial, pine, problem solving .

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In Computer Program:
program operating instructions, student's
instructions. In Supplementary Materials:
suggested grade/ability leveKs), instructional
objectives, prerequisite skills or activities,
program operating instructions, teacher's
information

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: The student will be
able to: identify and manipulate prime numbers; define
and identify greatest common factors and least
common multiple; define and approximate square-root;
and understand the concept of exponentiation.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: The learner should
have an understanding of area and perimeter, a
minimum Grade 6 math ability, computational facility
with multiplication and division of whole numbers, and
calculator skills.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: The package has three
disks containing two lessons each. Each lesson provides
instruction, examples, drill and practice and review of
essentials for the following topics: factor pairs, pairs
and squares, primes and composites, exponents, highest
common factors, least common multiples. Each lesson
then has a "B part" which is usually a game format for
drill and practice presented in an entertaining and often
challenging way.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 6-10 hours

POTENTIAL USES: This package could be used for
enrichment in Grades 7 through 12. It could serve as'a
supplement to instruction in Grades 9 and 10 and
possi bly -Grades--7-andl-advanced.____

MAJOR STRENGTHS: Interesting material is presented
in an often novel and creative way. The material
encourages student exploration of mathematical ideas
and creative problem solving. It often goes far beyond
the presentation in a typical textbook. Excellent use is
made of games to achieve drill and.practice of the
concepts. The successive programs require mastery of
the material and retention of ideas from previous
lessons.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Many students will need help
to rim these programsnot mechanical help, but
conceptual help. More teacher support materials are
needed. There tends to be too much "lecturing"a lot
of written material presented in screen after screen of
text. All bugs found hsve been corrected in versions
available after January 1982.

EVALUATION SUMMARY`

SA A D SDNA
Content is accurate.

8 Cantent has educational value.
w,

Conte Xt is free Of steriotypes.
Purpose of package is.well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logical.

' Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.
Use of package is motivational.
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.

, Learning can be generalized.
Uset support materials are comPrehensive:
User suPport materiils are effective. -

Information displaYs are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently. ,
Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Strongly Avec A-Agree D-DIsavee SD-Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators indicatethey would,use or recommend this package with little or no change.

1111
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
(S03) 248.6800

3U,

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission'to reproduce this document ta /web/granted.
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micro*IFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

The Shell Games Education Series
PRODUCER: Apple Computer, Inc.

10260 Bandley Drive
Cupertino, CA 95014

LOCAIZDISTRIBUTORS: Contact.producer for list

EVALUATION COMPLETED: December 1981, by
staff and constituents of the Institute far
Educational Research, Glen Ellyn, Illinois and
NWREL.

VERSION: 030-0066-00

-COST: $29.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grade 4 through adult
SUBJECT: Teacher Utility
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5" flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II, one disk

ctive, B dic W monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: DOS 3.2, Integer Basic
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediation, standard

instruction, -enrichment--
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Game, utility
DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In Computer

Program: program operating instructions,
post-test, teacher's information, student's
instructions. In Supplementary Materials:
instructional Rectives, prerequisite skills or
activities, sample program output, program
operating instructions(teacher's information,
follow-up aetivities, bibliography

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: As a utility; this
package can adapt itself to many instructional
objectives.

LNSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: The only
prerequisites for this package are the abilities to
use keyboard and microcomputer.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This is a utility
package which permits a teacher to create his or
her own questionnaire: Matching type (The Match
Ma.thine); True/False quiz (Professor True); Multiple
choice questions (Mr. Multiple). It includes an.
editor routine which allows the teacher to enter
"problems," as well as the game routines which
allow students-to play the above games using data
entered by the teacher.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: Varies
depending upon length of questionnaire teacher
enters.

POTENTIAL USES: This package could be used in
any situation calling for an exercise or game.
employing matching, true and false, or multiple
choice quiz formats. Teachers must prepare their

_material in_advance, and then can easily adapt the
program to their b-V-v-n

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The package is adaptable to
a wide range of materials and instructional
objectives. It is easy for students and teachers to
use.

MAJOR -WEAKNESSES: Better instructions are
needed for beginning microcomputer users.
Frequent prompts (such as "Relex now," "Are you
too tired to continue?" and "Push ESC to stop")
almost seem to encourage the student to drop out of
the program.

EVALUATION SUMMARE

SA A D SDNA
Content is accurate.
Content hes educational value.

Content is free of stereotypes. ,

sv PUrpose of package is well defined.
,Package achieves'defitied purpose.

. Content presentation is clear and logical.
so- Difficulty !everts appropriate to audience.

Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.

Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback I. effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning cari be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive,
User support materials are effective.

inflirmation displays are effeCtive. .

Users can operate easily and independently.

'Teachers can eulploy pack.sge easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.I.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA-Strongly ApeeA-Apee D-Dlaapree 56- Strongly Disapee A -:lot Applicable

Evaluators indicate they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

Northwest Regional Educationel Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 2484800

This evaluation is build on the.evaluations of three or more reviewers
who arc representative of potential %kers of the courseware package.

-Permission to reproditce this document is hereby granted.



miarott COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Odell Lake

PRODUCER: MECC Publications
2520 Broadway Drive
St. Paul, MN 55113

LOCAL DISTRIBUTORS: Contact producer for list

EVALUATION COMPLETED: Fall1981, revised
February 1, 1982

VEASION: 4.3

COST:, Varied; sold in package.of several
programs on a disk at $30 per disk, or available
through institutional subscription

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 4-10
SUBJECT: Science: biology/food chains
MEDIUM ,OF TRANSFER: 5" flexible disk
REQUIELED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II, one disk

drive, monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: DOS 3.2, Applesoft
INSTRUCTIONAL -PURPOSE: Standard

-instruction, enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Simulation,

problem solving
DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: Suggested

grade/ability level, instructional objectives,
prerequisite activitiest sample program run,
program operating instructions, teacher's
guide, teacher's resource guide, student
worksheets, follow-up activities.

4

INSTRUCTIONAL OT 'ECTIVES: Understand
concept of food web; identify 1st, 2nd, 3rd order

of consumers on web; explain role of each animal
and indicate effects of man on lake and lake on
man; define words related to food web.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: Program
assumes that students have been introduced to
food chains and webs and proyided with
definitions of necessary terms.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This is a
simufation using the discovery approach. Students
learn about food chains by assuming the identity
of each fish in the lake and making choic6s about
behavior.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED:" Not
available

POnNTIAL USES: Depending on student's ability
and background, the program could be used in a
regular or accelerated 'classroom with small
groups of students or with the entire class.

o

MAJOR STRENGTHS: Students are given clear,
immediate, and reinforcing feedbadk. Simulation
activities appropriately involve students.
Graphics are well_ done.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: None'cited.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.
Content hastducational value.
Content is free of stereotypes.

Purpose,of package is well defined. I' ,PaCkageachides defined purpose.

Content Presentation is clear and,logicaL
Difficulty !evens appropriate to aUdience.
Graphics/sound/color are-used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.,

Student creativity is effectiveWstimulated.
. Feedback is effectively employed.

A A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence. %

instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

4 User support materials are cotnPrehensive,
User support materials are effective.
,Inforniatien displays are effective.

-4 Users cant operite easily and fridependently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliablein normal use.

SA -Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disavee SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators indicate they would use or recommend use of package with little or no change.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oreggn 97204
(503) 248.6800

This evaluation is based on the evaluations oi three or more reviewers
who are representative of Potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro*FT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Arithmetic Racing

PRODUCER: Math Software
1233 Blackthorne Place
Deerfield, IL 60013.

LOCAL DISTRIBUTORS: Contact producer for list

tVALUATION COMPLETED: Fall1981; Revised
-2/1/82

VERSION: ® 1980

. COST: Not sold individually; sold in packages of 5
to 10 programs ranging from $100.to $250

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 4-11
SUBJECT: Mathematics: speed and accuracy

drill of arithmetic operations
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5" flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 32K Apple II or II Plus,

one disk drive, monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: DOS 3.2 or 3.3,

Applesoft
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard

inStrudtion; enrichment ---
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Game, problem

solving, drill and practice
DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: Suggested

grade level, program operating instructions,
demonstration

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: To improve
students' arithmetic skills in addition,
multiplication, subtraction, and diviSion; to
provide an interesting interactive environment for

remediation.wbrk in arithmetic facts; and to
-'develop speed and accuracy in working basic
arithmetic operations.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:. The program
assumes that students know basic arithmetic facts
concerning the operations of addition,
multiplication, subtraction and division. Students
also need to understand the rules governing the
operation of the computer game.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: ARITHMETIC
RACING is a game of timed arithmetic practice
for students Grades 4-11. Players first select
addition, subtraction, multiplication, or division
and then specify the largest number they want the
computer to give them. Players also select a
speed level from 1-5. The computer then assigns
a point value to each problem based on these
selections. A 25, point bonus is added to the score
for answering each of the ten questions correctly.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: Not
available-

POTENTIAL USES: The program may be used in a
classroom setting to provide drill and practice in
basic arithmetic operations.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The game format offers an
incentive for students needing drill and practice
in arithmetic operations.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: None cited.

EVALUATION'SUMMARY

SA A D SDNA
'Content is accurate.1

. Content hai educational value. 0

;/_,Content is free of stereotypes:

'Purpose of package is,well defined.

1 Pa Ckage achieves defined porpose. .

1
Cdntent presentition is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.

, Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

Use of packige is motivational.
Student 'Creativity is effectivelyatimulated
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.

. Instruction integrates with prior !gaining.

_ Learning can be generalized.

.. User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Information display's are effective.

sr Users can operate easily and independently:
Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Strongly Agree A-Agree 0-Disagree SD -Strongly Disagree NA -Not Applicable

Evaluators indicate they would use or recommend use of package with little or no change.

A Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248.45800

rm.

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission w reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro*FT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Limacons and Their Areas

PRODUCER: Math Software
1233 Blackthorne Place
Deerfield, IL 60013

LOCAL DISTRIBUTORS: Contact producer for list

EVALUATION COMPLETED: Fa111981; lievised
2/1/82

VERSION: ® 1980

COST: Not sold individually; sold in
packages of 5 to 10 programs ranging from $100
to $250

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 11-14
SUBJECT: Mathematics: graphs of limacons

with area aPproximations
MEDIUM'OF TRANSFER: 5" flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 32K Apple II or II Plus,

one disk driye, monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: DOS 3.2 or 3.3,

Applesoft.
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard

instruction, enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Simulation,

demonstration
DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: Suggested

grade level, program operating instructions,
description

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: To demonstrate
the curve; formed by r=a+b cos(t) and r=a+b sin(t);
to demonstrate graphically the effects of
changing "a" and "b" in these equatipns; to define
and show by example the family of Ciirves known

as limacorls; to reinforce polar graphing
techniques; and to describe areas of polar curVes
from a sector summation approach.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: The program
assumes that students understand polar
coordinates, polar graphing techniques, radian
measure of angles, and the functions sin(t),.cos(t)
and their graphs.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: The program
consists of three parts. The tirst sectien
describes limacons whose equations are r=a+b
sin(t) or r=a+b cOs(t). The effects of changing the
values ot "a" and "6" aredescribed in written
form and also shown graphically. The effects of
using the Sine function or the cosine function are
also shown. The second section allows students to
choose the values of a and b and cosine or sine.
The program then graphs the limacon on the
hi-resolution screen. The third section alloWs
students to calculate various areas enclosed by
the limacon. The program will give an
approkimate value of this area.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: Not'
available

POTENTIAL USES: The program may be used
effectively in a classroom setting to demonstrate
graphs of limacons.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The program provides a
good_demonstration and reinforcement of polar
graphing techniques.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: None cited.

EVALOATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate. .

. Content has educational value.

Contenteis free of stereotypes.

Purpose of paekage is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

Content Presentatiop is clear and logical. '

Difficulty level is ippropriate to audience.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.

Student creativity is effectively iiimulated.
Feedback ii effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
. 'Learner controls rate and sequence.' Instruction integrates with prior learning.

Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive.
User support snaterials are effective. .

Information displals are-effective.
'Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily,

Computer capabilities are used apprOpriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strong'''. Agree A-Agree D-Disa - Strongly Dis.gree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators indicate they would use or recommend use of package with little or no change.

A Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Six6 Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248.6800

This evaluation is biLsed on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of patential u.sers of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce tl;is document is hereiiy granted.



'microlfilFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Arithmetic of Functions

PRODUCER: IMath Software
1233 Blackthorne Place
Deerfield, IL 60013

LOCAL DISTRIBUTORS: Contact producer for list

EVALUATION COMPLETED: Fa111981; Revised
2/1/82

VERSION: 0 1:480

COST: Not sold individually; sold impackages of 5
to 10 programs ranging from $100 to $250

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 9-14
SUBJECT: Mathematics: Addition,

multiplication, subtraction, division of functions
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5" flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 32K Apple II or II Plus,

one disk drive, monitor-
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: DOS 3.2 or 3.3, Applesoft
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard instruction,

enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Problem solving,

,demonstration
-DOCUMENTATION-AVAILABLE: Suggested grade

leve-1(s), program operating instructions;
- description

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: To demonstrate
graphically the combining of two functions using
arithmetic operationeand the resulting effect' on
the.graph; to demonstrate graphically limiting

, processes and trigonometric identities; to enable the
'teacher to create elaborate graphs; to illustrate

functional relationships via two-dimensional
graphing.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: The program
assume§ that students have good understanding and
graphic knowledge about various mathematics
functions including algebraic, polynomial,
trigonometric and logarithmic functions, and know
definitions of addition, subtraction,.multiphcationi
and division relative to specific mathematics
functions. If the program is to be used to
demonstrate limits, students should understand the
limit concept. If the program is to be used to show
trigonometric identities, students.should have prior
knowledge of these trigonometric identities.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: The program
provides a display of The computer potential in
function graphing. There are eight menu selections
for each function followed by four choices for the
operation. -The menu selections generate graphic
.verificatidn of certain trigonometry relationships
including a double angle formula, some half-angle
formulas ,. and some quotient relationships. The
program also includes an option for user-supplied
functions.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: Not
avaliable

POTENTIAL*USES: The program may be used
effectively in a classroom to demonstrate addition,
multiplication, subtraction, and divison of functions.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The program displays the
graphing in different colors.

MAJOR. WEAKNESSES: None cited.

EVALUATION SU.MkARY

SA A DSDNA
Content is accUrate.
Cdntent has educational valtie.

,, Content is free of stereotypes.
, Purpose of package is well defined.

'Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.
Use of package is motivitional..
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

.

iek A D 130NA,
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Leatning can be generalized.
User support materials are comprehensive. ,
User support materials are effective.

o Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ paCkage easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongb Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators indicate they would use or recommend use of package with little or no change.

"nthwest Regional Educational Laboratory
J S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204

iO3) 248.6800
35.

This eyaluation is based on the evaluanons of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce ihis d'octiment is hereby granted.



micro*IFf COURSEWARE-EVALUATION

Typing Tutor
0

PRODUCER: Microsoft Consumer Products
400.108th Avenue N.E.
Bellevue, WA 98004

LOCAL DISTRIBUTORS: Contact producer for list

EVALUATION COMPLETED: Fa111981

VERSION: Apple ll/Radio Shack TRS-80

CoST: Cassette: $14.95; disk: $19.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 8-12
SUBJECT: Business Education: typing
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5" flexible disk, tape

casette
REQUIRED HARDWARE:.32K Apple II or II Plus,

one disk drive, moniton0or 16K Apple II or II
Plus, cassette player, monitor; or 16K TRS-80
model I, cassette player

REQUIRED SOFTWARE:Applesoft Basic (disk
version); Integer BOic (cassette version); Level
II Basic (TRS=80)

INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard instruction
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and

practice, simulation
DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: Instructional

objectives, program operating instructions,
teacher's guide

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: Teach students
how to type; increase typing speed and efficiency.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: None cited.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: Package consists of
one program that uses drill and practice to teach
beginners how`to use the standard typewriter

keyboard. Paragraph typing exercises are used
throughout the activity.

ESTIMNiED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: Not
available

POTENTIAL USES: The program may be used
effectively as a-refresher typing course for students
who need to increase speed and efficiency. It may
also-be tised as a learning station in a regular
classroom.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The program is easy for
students to use and Pro Vides non-threatening
feedback. Computer terms are introduced as part
of the typing exercises. Students can expect to
learn the keyboard with moderate proficiency.
Speed in WPM-is introduced and developed early in
the program. .

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The program manual is
incomplete. The use of nonsense syllables in typing
exercises is not necessary; words are more
appropriate for students to type. Students will have
difficulty making symbol and key transition from
computer keyboard-to-regular.typewriter. The
documentation needs more illustrations showing how
the fingers strike the various keys. In addition,
documentation is not explicit about how to exit
program. Teaching eight characters per learning
exercise is not enough; a minimum of 16 is
necessary to ensure development of a stroking
pattern. Students should not be penalized if they
leave space at the end of a line. The program is
inadequate for acquiring combrehensive typing
proficiency; program lacks other important typing
skills, e.g., letter forms, tab settings, centering.

' EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.
Content has educational value.

Conteni is free of stereotypes,
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose..
Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is ippropriate to audience.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.

Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively emjsloyed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner coritrols rate and sequence. "
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning c-an be generalize&

User support materials are corhprehensive.
,,, User support materials are effective.- Information displays are effective. .

Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD- Strongly DIsagree NA - Not Apphcable

Evaluators indicate they would use or recommend use of this package only if certain changes were made
(Note Major Weaknesses).

Northwest Reiional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Orem 97204
(503) 248-6800

36

This evalwation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission' to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



microliiIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION'

Circulation (Organs)

PRODUCER: Micro Power and Light Company
Keystone Park, Suite 1108
13773 N. Central Expressway
Dallas, TX 75243

LOCAL DISTRIBUTORS: Contact producer for list

EVALUATION COMPLETED: Fall 1981

VERSION: Apple II

COST: $29.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 5-12
SUBJECT: Sciende: human circulatory system
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5" flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 32K Apple II Plus, one

disk drive, color monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: DOS 3.2, Applesoft
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard instruction,

enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drilrand

practice, tutbrial;game
DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: Suggested

grade/ability level, instructional objectives,
program operating instructions, teacher's
information

INSTRUCTIONAL OBIECTIVES: To teach the
functions of the organs of the circulatory system.

INSTRUCTIONAL pREREQUISITES: Teacher should
go through the instructional cycle withAhe student
prior to using. Students need a 3rd gradeseading
,ability and some instruction in health or science at
Grades 3 or 4.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: The program
teaches the functions of the heart, blood, arteries,
capillaries, veins and lungs. The student has a
choiae of three insti.uctional modes: tutorials with
animated sequences, true-false. qUizzes, and car
race games using true-false questions and a time
limit. Tutorial sequences are short and provide
opportunities for the user to reyiew the animations
which are used to illustrate specific concepts.
Tutorials include quizzes on preyious lessons.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: Not
available

POTENTIAL USES: The program could be used to
review science or health related topics, or for free
time enrichment. It may also be used effectively as
a resource center activity where students rotate
through stations, or it could be the focus of a class
exercise with teams competing for points.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: Computer responses are
"friendly." Correct answer is given if student gives
an incorrect answer. The program is designed for
easy entry and exit. The student can bypass
previously studied material. There is plenty of
opportunity for review. User controls rate of
learning. Content is segmented into small units.

MAjOR WEAKNESSES: Use of blue color to
represent lungs and cells that have received oxygen
deviates from the usual color scheme. The option,
for students to plq a game without going first to an
instructibn mode is presented too early. Students
tend to go directly to the game option, later finding
they cannot be successful irthey skipped the
instruction section.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A b SD NA
Content is accurate.
Content has educational value.
Content is free of *ereotypes.
Purpose of package ii well defined. .,

Package achieves defihed purpose.
Conterit presentation is'clear and logial.

.Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately. .. Use of package isamotivational.

/ 'Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
. Feedback is effectively employed.

1.'

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.

. Learning can be generalized.
*User.support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials aie effective.
Information display; are effectile. ,. Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ packige easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Strongly Agree A-Agree D-DIsatree SD- Strongly Disagree NA -Not Applicable

Evaluators indicate they would use or recommend use of this package with little or noehange.

Northwest,Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248-6800 .--c

I

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or ;Ore review'ers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro4IFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Math Sequences
PRODUCER: Milliken Publishing Company

1100 Research Blvd.
St. Louis, MO 63132

'LOCAL DISTRIBUTORS: Contact producer for list

EVALUATION COMPLETED: .Fall 1981

VERSION:. Apple II, ReVised (TRS-80 and PET
available)

COST: $450.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 1-8
SUBJECT: Math: all,elementary topics
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5", flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II, one disk

ckive, monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: DOS 3.2 or 3.3, Applesoft
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard instruction,

remedial, enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Dri Wand practice
DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: Suggested

grade/ability level, sample program output,
program operating instructions, teacher's
information, resource/reference information,
relationship to standard textbooks, ditto
masters for student record keeping

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: To improve
students' skills in standard elementary math

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: Package
assumes math concepts have been taught. Student
begins program at existing skill level.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: The package
consists of 12 diskettes in a 3-ring binder, a

teacher's guide, duplicating masters for itudent
redord forms, and an instruction card. An-optional
automated instructional management system is
included. The systam_provides drill and practice in
standard elementary math topics including number
readiness, basic operatiOns, laws of arithmetic,
fractions, decimals, percent, equations, and-
measurement formulas.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: Not
available

POTENTIAL USES: The package is designed to .

augment math instruction in an elementary
classroom, lab or resource room. It may be used
effectively with individuals ot small groups. In
Grades 1-6 the package is appropriate for
remediatioh, enrichment or on-level instruction; in
Grades 7-8 it may be usediOr on-level or
remediation; at Grade 9, for remediation only-.
Students may use the package independently with
minimal training.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The system is easy for
students and teacliers to use. Formatting and
presentation of instructional material are
appropriate for skill levels taught. Student progress
is governed by mastery and automatically adjusted.
Inclusion of an optional automated instructional
management system is an asset for teachers.

MAJORZYEAKNESSES: Students 'may hasie
'difficUlty'starting a session because habitual use of
rettirn key between response to name, class, and
level, results in return to the beginning of the .

program. Management system lacks instruction and
e?camples for easy classroom implementation.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SDNA
Content is accurate.
Content has educational value.
Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of pXckage is well defined.
PaCkage achieves defined purpose. .

Coritent presentation is elear.and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience. .
Grapisicsisound/Coloeare used appropriately.

As Use-of package'is motivational:

Studont cieativiry is effectivelY stimulated.
feedback is effectively einploVed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.

Instruction integrates with.prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.

, Information displays are effective.

Users can operat&easily and independently.
Teachers, cari employ package easily.

'Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
: Program i; reliable in-ndrmal use.

SA - Strongly A'gree A-Agree D-Disagree SD- Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators indicate they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248.45800

3

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package."

Permission to reproduce this document is 'hereby ranted.
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micro*IFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Function Grapher

-PRODUCER: Math Software
1233 Bla&thorne Place
Deerfield, IL 60013

LOCAL DISTRIBUTORS: Contact producer for list

'EVALUATION COMPLETED: Fa111981; Revised 2/1/82

VERSION:01980

COST: Not sold individually; sold in packages of 5 to 10
programs ranging from $100 to $250

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 8-14
-JECT: Mathematics: graphs, most

ftEctions, and their inverses
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5" flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II or II plus,

one disk drive, monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: DOS 3.2 or 3.3, Applesoft
INSTRUCTIONAL_ PURPOSE: Standard instruction,

enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Simulation, problem

solving, demonstration
DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: Suggested grade

level, program operating instructions, description

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: Tone able to draw
the graph of any funclion under discussion including
polynomial, trigonomepic, logarithmic and exponential;
to demonstrate the graphing of functions Which have
discontinuities; to provide an alternative to chalk and
blackboard or overhead projector drawing of graphs; to
provide reinforcement of ordered pairs and their
relatibnships to graphs; and to allow for more than one
function,tone graphed on the same set of axes in order
to explore intrinsic relationships between the graphs.

INSTRUCTIORAL PREREQUISITES: The program'
assum4that students Understand the definition of a
function in formula, ordered pair and graphical forms.
Students should also be knowledgeable about
two-dimensional graphing.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: The opening menu
offers students the choiCe of circular (trig) functions,
absolute .value functions, greatest integer functions,
polynomial functions, or student-supplied functions.
Once inside the circular function category, students
may select sine, cosine, tangent, cotangent, secant,:
cosecant, or choose to supply their own'circular
functibn. If a student selects the polynomial function
category he or she is offered the choice of linear, ,

quadratic, cubic, ce quartic function or the opportunity
to supply a special function. -Regardless of the
category, once-a specific function has been selected
students supply each coefficient. To enable an
investigation of the role of the coefficients) students
may also elect to have the computer graph a second
function on the same set of axes.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: Not available

POTENTIAL USES: The progtarh may be used
effectively in a classroom setting to demonstrate the
graphing of most functions and their inverses.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The prograin is very effective in,
stimulating student creativity.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Nohe cited.

EVALUAT ON SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.
Content has educational value.

Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well.defined.
Package achieves defined inn-p.*5e.

Content presentation is clear and logical.
, Difficulty level it appropriate to audience.

graphics/sOund/color are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.

'Student creitivity is effectively 5timulated. 4

I Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.

. Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily. .0

4

Corn outer capabilities are used apprbpriately.

Program Is reliable in north! use.

SA"- Strongly Agree A-Agiee D-Disagree SD-Strongly Disagree NA - Not .Applkalsle

Evaluators indicate they Would uselor recommend use of package with little or no change.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue ;- Portland, Oregon. 97204
(503) 24846800 39

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of ;hree or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware Nickage.

Permission to reproduce this dOcument is hereby granted.

re



micr*IFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Mathematics Drill and Practice
,

PROD I.I CER: 'COMPAK, rnc.
.0. Box 11852

, ustin, TX 78761..
LOCAL'DISTRIBUTORS: Contact producer for list

EVALUATION COMPLETED: Fall 1981

VERSION: Apple II

COST: Packaged: $50/concept, all grades; $65/grade,
all concepts; $495 all.

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 178
SUBJECT: Math: addition, subtraction,

multiplication, division, fractions, decimals,
measurement geometry, percents, elementary
algebra

MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5" flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II, one disk drive,

- monitor, (printer helpful for hard copy of student
progress redords)*

REQUIRED-SOFTWARE: DOS.3.2;
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard ifistructfon,

remedial, enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUEs: 'Drill an:ci practice,

tutorial, learning management-
DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: Suggested

grade/ability level, instructional objectives,
program operating instructions, teacher's guide

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: Using a variety of
teaching techniques, augment math instruction and
improve student achie'vement; provide individual
student math skills assessment and meet individual
learning, needs.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: The program is
not designed for totally independent study; students
need access to supervision, instruction, and feedback.

Students must have a general understanding of
microcomputer operations and be able to,read above
the primary level.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: The package contains
14 diskettes covering mathematics concepts taught in
Grades 1-8. The type of instruction varies from drill
and practice lo,intrOduction and develOpment of math, '
ideas. Package contents accordingto grade leVels
include: GradeS 1-8: addition', subtraction,
multiplication, divisio,n, common fractions,,
measurement, geometry, elementaryalgebra; Grades
4-8: deciinal fractions; Grades 6-8: percents. -

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: NOt available

POTENTIAL USES: The package is appropriate for use
in a learning resource center where students may be
scheduled for drill and practice in a specific skill area.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The package covers basic
,mathematieS concepts and includes a ManageThent
system that is easy for teachers to use.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Each Skill,area does not '
contain enough problems to be considered an adequate
drill and practice and thus precludes students from
attaining mastery in a specific math concept. Sample
problems are not provided for students advancing, to
higher skill levels. Wordproblems are not included in
any Of the skill areas. The package does not provide an'
adequate pre-test assestment of skill deficiencies; as
written, the program must be entered by trial and
error. At the loiver levels of computation drill in
addition, subtraction and multiplication, the :-
configuration of the problems does not show regrouping
or renaming; students are unable to graphiCally see the
necessary sequence of steps to complete a problem.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is IcCurate.
Content has educational value.

Content is free of stereotypes.

Purpose of packaie is Well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.

, Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

Vse of package.is mdtivational.
Student creativity is effectiveli stimulated.
FeedbaCk is effeCtively emOloyed.

SA A 93 SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive.
,User support meerials are effective.
Information displays are effective'.

'Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package ea'sily..,

P Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in nOrmal use.

SA -Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagre; cr.-Strongly Disa.gree NA -Noe Apitucable

Evaluators indicate they would use or recommend use of package only if certain changes were made (Note Major
Weaknesses).

/4t
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 24644506

4 0

This evaluation is based on ,the evaluations of three,or more reviewers
who are representative of Potenttal users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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,
raicio*IFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Library Skills: What's There and How to Find It

PRODUCER: Micro Power and Light Company
Keystone Park, Suite 1108
13773 N. Central Expressway
Dallas, TX 75243

LOCA.'. DISTRIBUTORS: Contact producer for list

EVALUATION COMPLETED: Fa1l-1981

VERSION: Apple II

60ST: $24.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 4+
SUBJECT: Library Skills: identifying and locating

fiction, non-fiction, biography; using Dewey
numbers, card catalog, reference books

MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5" flexible diSk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 32K Apple H, one disk drive,

-color monitor - -4
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applasoft Basic
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: .Standard Instruction
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: DrilLand practice,

tutorial
DOCUMENTATION AVAILA,BLE: Suggested grade/ability

level, instructional objeCtives, program operating
instructions, post-test-

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: At the completion of
the program, students will be able to: identify aqd locate
fiction, non-fiction and biographieg; use the Dewey
Decimal System to locate non-fiction books; use the card
catalog to locate books; and know how to locate and use
reference books.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: To use the program
successfully, students will need to: know the computer
keyboard and the Yes and No commands, be able to read
at fifth grade level, be able to learn from ia. minimal
amount of information and practical,exercises, and have
had prior ekposure to a library.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: tie program is ,organized
.into three sections. Part I is a series of text displays
telling the student what the computer will do and how and
when to'respond. This introductory section also definesa
library in terms of.the kinds of materials most commonly
found in modern collections. Part II allows the student to
choose among four skills: identifying fiction, non-fiction,
and biography; learning how books are arranged; using the
Dewey Decimal System and tthe card catalog to locate
books; and using reference material's. Each skill section
begins with an objective, a definition andexample(s).
This is followed by a short series of drill and practice
exercises. Students may.set their own pace and ask for
help frem a "First Aid Station." Part III is a brief final
drill on all of the skills. ,

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: Not available

POTENTIAL USES: The program may be used as a
supplementary exercise in a school library skills,program
or as a means of aisessing a student's skill level prior to
instruction.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The program is cheerful, student
paced and uses color graphics appropriately. The
operating instructions are well stated and available when
needed.,

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The program has spelling and
factual errors'and provides only minimal tutorial
assistance to students. The instructional quality of the
program is shallow, and incomplete and allows students to
go through it giving wrong answers and receive a passing
gracle. 'Practice exercises are too short, definitions vague
and/or'rhisleading, the reteaching isrepetition of past
preserhations, and documentation is nearly nonexistent.
StudentSare allowed to choose among the skills at
randomLhowever, the tutorials and exercises are designed
sequentially. The vothibulary level is too difficult for
fourth graders.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SDNA
Content is accurate.
Content has eduCational value.

Content is free of stereotypes. .

Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

Content presentatioil is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appro;.,date to audience.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.

Student creativity US effectively stimulited.
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.

InstructiOn-integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized. .

User support materials are comprehensive.
User Supp`Ort materials'are effective. -

Information disPlays are effective. .

Users can ot.erat easily and independently.

Teachers can emiiloy package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliablein normal use.

SA -Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD- Stroogtv Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators indicate they would not use this package (Note Major Weaknesses).

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue * Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248.6800

This etraluation is based on the evaluations of diree or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Nrmission to reproduce this dOcument is hereby gr nted.



micro*IFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Binomial Multiplication-

PRODUCIR: Math Software
1233 Bladkthorne Place
Deerfield, IL 60013

tOCAL DISTRIBUTORS: Contact-producer for list

EVALUATION COMPLETED: Fall 1981; Revised
V1/82

VERSION: ® 1980

COST: Not sold individually;sold Li
packages of 5 to 10 programs ranging from $100
to $250

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 8-12
SUBJECT: Mathematics: graphfeal

presentation of binomial multiplication
MEDIUM OF TRANSTER: 5" flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 32K Apple II or II Plus,

one disk drive, monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: DOS 3.2 or 3.3,-

Applesoft
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Stradard

'instruction, enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Simulation,

demonstration
DOCUM'ENTATION AVAILABLE: Suggested

grade level, program operating instructions,
,description

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: To demonstrate
that the product of two binomialsIs a Valid
process; to, show that binomial multiplication has
a relationship to the areas of rectangular

geometric regions; to demonstrate the effect that
negative values for A and B have.on the
geometric area analog; and tO demonstrate .a
unique approach to considering binomial
multiplication.

s,

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: The program
assumes that students are familiar with
multiplying monomials, know the distributive
property, and understand the cioncept of area as it
relates to the rectangle. Students should also
have had algebraic practice in binomial
multiplication.

CONTENT AND stRUCTURE: This program
demonstrates. that (X+A)(X+B)=N2+AX+BX+AB
is a true equation. Students may input any value
of "A" or "B" from -5 to 5 incluSive. Using
graphics, the equivalence of the right and left
hand sides of the equation isshown through the
use of areas.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: Not
available

POTENTIAL USES: The program may be used
effectively in a classroom setting to demonstrate
a unique approach to understanding binomial
multiplication.

MAJOR STRENG.THS: The program provides a
good demonstration of binomial multiplication.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Information displays
disappear before students have tiMe to digest
them. 1

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA

<-

Content is accurate.
Content has educational value.

Content is free of stereaypes:
Purpose Of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

4 Content presentation is clear and logical.

; Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
9 Graphi / dir 11-cs.soun_cpwr are used-appropriately.

Use of package iiimotivationaL
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence:

, Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive:4,
User support materials are effective.
Information displays aie effective.
Users can operate easily ancEindependently.

Teachers can employ packag'e easily.

Computer capabilities are` used appiopriately.

Program is reliable in norfnal use.

SA -Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD- Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators indicate thF,y would use or recommend use of package with little or r to change. ,

A Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
)00 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248.6800

This evaluation is based on the evaluptions of thrie or more reviewers
who dre representanve of potential users of the courseware package.

4 r) Permission to reproduce this-document is hereby granted.



micra*IFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Limits i':of Sequences

PRODUCER: Math Software
1233 Blackthorne Place
Deerfield, IL 60013

LOCAL DISTRIBUTORS: Contact producer for list

EVALUATION COMPLETED: Fa 11'1981; Revised
2/1/82

VERSION: 0 1980

COST: Not sold individually; sold in packages of 5
to 10 programs ranging from $100 to $250

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 11-14
SUBJECT: Mathematics: graphical

representatibn of limits, of sequences
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5" flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 32K Apple II or II plus,

one disk drive, monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: DOS 3.2 or 3.3, Applesoft
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard instruction,

enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Simulation,

demonstration
DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: Suggested grade

level, program operating instructions,
description

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: To demonstrate
graphically a sequence; to demonstrate the
definition Lim a(n) = L; n +co to demonstrate the
neighborhood definition of limits in general and
sequences in particular; and to demonstrate the
concept of convergence of a sequence.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: The program
assumes the students know the definition of a
sequence from a functional point of view,
theoretically understand the limit concept as
applied to sequences, are knowledgeable about the
various sequences provided in the menu and the
notation used within these sequences, and
understand two-dimensional graphing.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: The program
graphically displays approximateiy 55 terms of a
sequence. First, the epsilon neighborhood of the
limit is drawn with the value of epsilon. The
threshold value, M, is then computed and piinted.
This provides a graphic interpretation of the
definition of limit of sequences which shows that
the nth sequence terms are within the epsilon
neighborhood of the limit when n M. The five menu
selections enable the user to choose a suggested
sequence or to specify his or her own sdquence
choice.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: Not
available

POTENTIAL USES: The program may be used
effectively in a classroom setting as an introduction
to a unit on limits. It can provide a meaningful tool
to expand and enhance student comprehension of
sequences and their limits.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: None cited.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The formula disappears
from the final graph.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
ail I 'Content is accurate.

Content has educational value.

Content is free of stereotypes.

Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

Uses of package is motivational.

Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectNely employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
* Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.

Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Strongly.Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD- Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators indicate they would use or recommend use of package with little or no change.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248.6800
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This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware Package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



miCroliFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Karel the Robot

PRODUCER: Cybertronics International, Inc.
Software Publishing Division
999 Mount Kemble Ave.
MorristownQ14J 07960

EVALUATION COMPLETED: October 1982, by
the staff members of Corvallis Public Schools,
Oregon, and Oregon State University.

COST: $242.00 for the coMplete package (six
disks plus documentation)

ABILITY LEVEL: Ninth-grade and above
SUBJECT: Computer programming
TOPIC: Introduction to programming and

PASCAL
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5 1/4" flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Apple 14 (48K) with

16K additional RAM or language card and at
least one disk drive.

REQUIRED SOFTWARE: UCSD PASCAL (Apple 0:)
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard instruction
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: simulation

and problem solving

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: Supplementary
materials include the suggested grade and ability
levels, the instructional objectives, sample
program output, operating instructions, teacher's
information, resource and reference information,
student's instructions and follow-up activities.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (Stated) To
introduce structured programming concepts and
to familiarize the student..With the abstractions

and fundamental control structures of PASCAL in
a simulated environment.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: (Inferred)
The package claims to be for complete novices,
but, for use in the short period of time indicated,
prior experience with computer operations would
be needed.

CONTENT-AND STRUCTURE: The complete
package consists of two disks for 40 column
screen (available for 80 column with appropriate
extension board), set of two course disks, Karel
Primer (tutorial) for one disk or for two disk
versions, Karel Users' Manual and Karel the
Robot: A Gentle Introduction to the Art of
Programming by Richard Pattis. The program
provides hand simulation activities allowing the
student to solve problems with Karel's world and
to create situations in Karel's world. When the
student is familiar with this, the instruction is
extended to a representational stage using the
Karel computeesimulator, which introduces the
concepts of computer operation, compilation and
editing in the UCSD PASCAL system. With the
hand simulation, a student demonstrates an
understanding of how a-computer program and a
programming language-work, without requiring
computer hardware. 'The computer simulation
provides immediate reinforcement concerning
syntax and execution which may have been missed
in the hand`simulation.

Continued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SDNA
Content is accurate., Content has educational value.. Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level I. appropriate to audie,:^e.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.
Use of package is motivational.

Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.,

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Information displays are effective.

Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is relir51e in normal use.

SA-Strongly Agree A-Agner D-Disegres SD-Strongly Disagree NA-Not Applicable

Evaluators indicate they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

IINorthwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248-6800

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potenteal users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



alic.ro*IFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Karel the Robot, continued

R3TIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: For
students at the college level, the package
suggests eight lectures given over a period of two
and a half weeks. This same time would-probably
be adequate for advanced high school students.
With average high school students, it would be
wise to increase this to four weeks to allow time
for concept assimilation.

POTENTIAL USES: At the trginning,of an
introductery programming course, prior to the
study of a computer language, specifically
PASCAL.

MAJOR STRDIGTHS: The complete package is
well developed, providing an introductory
curriculum which is pedagogically si:und,
consistent With'the-way students learn,
motivational and easy to use. It contains hand
simulatico programs which begin with a concrete,
holistic perspective of eomputer programming and
the PASCAL language. The Karel Simulator
provides a representational form for the concrete
-model of concepts developed in hand simulation.
It provides a means of developing difficult
concepts in a relatively uncomplicated
environment and provides a foundation for
learning the PASCAL language without the
confusion of more abstract concepts, such as
variables, variable manipulation and complex
arithmetic. The package teaches programming
constructs consistent with structured
programming techniques.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: In the World Builder
portion of the simulation ordered pairs were
desciibed as vertical, horizontal rather than the
conventional horizontal, vertical. The manual can
be misleading when entering the Filer System for
the first time: the flles suggested for removal
may hive been removed by a prior user. Cost
may be a problem when considering the
requirement of one software system and an
additional 16K RAM for each computer. High
resolution graphics would be more effective.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Arenas Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 241341100

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the coursesture,pacliage.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted. -



mioro*IFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Volcanoes

VERSION: 1.4E

PRODUCER: Earthware Computer Services
P.O. Box 30039
Eugene, OR 07403

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1982 by staff of
NWREL and constituents of the Alaska Department
of Education

COST: $49.50

ABILITY LEVEL: Secondary and College
SUBJECT: Earth Sciences/Geology: Volcanoes
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5 1/4' flexible disk
REQU/RED HARDWARE: Apple H or Apple H Plus,

one disk drive, a color monitor or TV with RF
modulator (a B & W will work).

REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard instruction and

enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Game/simulation

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In computer
program: program operating instructions, student's
instructions. In supplementary materials: instructional
objectives, sample program output, program operating
instruction, pretest, posttest, teacher's information,
resource/reference information, student's instructions,
student worksheets, follow-up activities, glossary of
terms.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: The program teaches
volcenic terminology, the types of volcanoes, methods
and results of remote sensing surveys, interpretation of
bar graphs, keeping careful records and interpretation
of scientific observations.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISItES: Knowledge of the
terms included in the documentation; knowledge of the
various methods of surveying a volcanic region. This
information irincluded in the documentation.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: .Paokage 'Consists of two
diskettes, two Blue Books (user reference manuals), two
sets of reproducible maps and one teacher's manual.
Two to three players are assigned areas on a map by.the
computer. Each player is assigned a research fund and
skill level. Players must conduct simulated scientific
surveys, such as infrared scans, of their areas and -

predict volcanic eruptions. Players keep records,
dispense a research budget, plan research strategier and.
evaluate research results.

ESTIMATED STItENT TIME REQUIRED: Two to four
hours

POTENTIAL USES: Volcanoes could be used to
supplement a high school geology or earth science class
which covers volcanism. The package could also be
used with advanced upper elementary and junior high,
school students. The teacher would need to provide
students with adequate background information and
time in order to successfully complete the simulation
game.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The background information and
*instructor's manual are very well written. A pretest,

posttest-and helpful bibliography are included.
Volcanoes allows the student to simulate the role of a
volcanologist and provides insight into the role of a
research scientist and the-science of volcanology.'

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Students had some difficulty
learning what to do to successfully predict an eruption.
It would be helpful to have the computer print a list of
current conditions, i.e., gases, recent seismic activity,
location of hot spots, etc. This would give student
more of an opportunity to get a "feel" for expected
eruptiOns.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SDNA.
Content is accurate.
Content has educational value.
Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.
Use of package is motivational.
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.
User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in norwal use.

SA -Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagrge SD- Stronglv Disagree A - Not Applicable

Evaluators indicate they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.
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Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
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(503) 2484400
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This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



mioro*IFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Addition and Subtracfion 1 ST. 2

PRODUCER: Scott, Foresman & Co.
1900 E. Lake Ave.
Glenview, IL 60025

EVALUATION COMPLETED: May 1982 by the
Institute for Educational Research, Glen Ellen,
Illinois (This evaluation was partly based on
observation of student use of the package.)

COST: $44.95 per package (varies by kcal
distributor)

ABILITY LEVEL: K-3 (Package 1 is for K-2,
package 2 for 1-3)

SUBJECT: Mathematicsaddition and
subtraction of whole numbeis. Package 1
covers 1-9, package 2 covers 1-18.

MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: ROM cartridge
REQUIRED HARDWARE: TI 99/4 or-99/4A. A

speech synthesizer is optional.
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Standard TI Language

and OperatingSystem
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediation,

standard instruction, enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and

practice, tutorial, game

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: The computer
program includes the program operating instructions
and student instructions. The supplementary
materials include suggested grade and ability levels,
instructional objectives, prerequisite skills or
activities, sample program output, program
operating instructions, post-tests, teacher's
information, student's instructions, student
worksheets and followup activities.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES:, (Stated) Addition

and Subtraction 1: to recognize numbers 0 through
9, to count objects, to understand the meaning of
addition and sibtraction and to practice basic
addition-and subtraction facts using the numbers 1
through 9. Addition and Subtraction 2: to recognize
numbers 0 to 18, to add numbers with sums ten to
eighteen, to add three addends and to subtract
numbers with minuends of 10 to 18.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: Addition and
Subtraction 1 parallels grade 1 arithmetic, while
Addition and Subtraction 2 parallels grade 2
arithmetic.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: Each package
consists of nine activities. Included in Addition and
Subtractron 1 are counting 0-9, addition two ways,
subtraction two ways and addition and subtraction
tables. These activities can be randomly accessed
or sequentially run as controlled by the' program.
The activities in Addition and Subtraction 2-include
counting 1-10, 10-18; addition facts, adding two
ways, subtraction facts, subtracting two ways and
review and post-test. These packages are
components of an integrated series; they ;may not be
listed and/or altered.

POTENTIAL USES: Individualized drill and
prabtice, review, tutorial.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: High student interest,
non-threatening, nicely organized format, minimal
student anxiety with positiie or negative
reinforcement.

MAJOR'WEAKNESSES: There is no way to control
the length of lessons, there is no control of the
difficulty of problems.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

- SA A D SDNA
Content is accunste.

Content has educational value.

Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined.

Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation I. clear and logical.
Difficulty level Is appropriate to audience.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.
Use of package I. motivational.

Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback I. effectively emPleved.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effeciive.
Information displays are effective.

Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA-Strongly Apes A-Agree D-Dhagree SD-Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators indicate they would use or recommend uSe of this package with little or no change.

leNorthwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(303) 248-6800

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
wbo are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted,



miCro*IFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Alphabet Keyboard

PRODUCER:1 Random House,
School Division
1970 Brandywine Rd.
Atlanta, Georgia 30341

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1982 by staff
of the Portland Public Schools, Oregon

COST: Cassette: $24 Disk: $34.50

ABILITY LEVEL: K-1
SUBJECT: Reading: location of letters on

keyboard, order of letters in alphabet
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: Cassette or 5 1/4"

flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Radio Shack TRS-80

Model I, 16K cassette- Model III 32K with
disk; Apple Il 32K with disk.

REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Model III, TRS-DOS;
Apple II, DOS 3.3. '

INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediation,
standard instruction -

INSTRUOTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and
practice, tuterial

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: The computer
program includes operating instructions and
student instructions. Supplementary materials
include the suggested grade and ability levels,
instructional objeetives, program operating
instructions, sample program output, teacher's
information and student instructions.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (Stated) The
program teaches kindergartners and-first graders.
the location of letters on the computer keyboard.

It also teaches the child to type letters in
alphabetical order. No atteMpt is made fo teach
finger positions or other typing skills.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: (Inferred).
The user needs to know the correct order of the
alphabet in order to succeed. Students would
need a teacher's help to read instructions.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
consists of a diskette and a notebook explaining
the program to the teacher. The diskette
contains three exercises: one on the location of
capital letters on the keyboard, one on the
location of lower case letters and one one the
order of letters in the alphabet. This package is
one component of an integrated series in reading
being developed by Random House.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED:
Twenty to thirty minutes; repeated usage would
probably be neeessary to learn skills.

POTENTIAL USES: This package would be
apprOpriate for students who want to learn the
computer keyboard and who can read instructions.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The program is clearly
presented and it helps students use the keyboard
in their first experience with a computer.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The program is designed
for kindergarten and first graders, but children
this age usually cannot read the instructions on
the screen. They would need to know the
alphabet to do so.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SDNA
- Content is accurate.

Content has educational value.
Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined. .

Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is approptiate to audience.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.
Use of package is motivational.
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.
User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Information displays are'effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA-Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Dissgree SD-Strongly Disagree NA -Not Applicator

Evaluators indicate they would use or recommend use of this program only if certain changes were made.
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Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oreaon 97204
(303) 248.6800
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This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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inicro*IFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Alien Addition

VERSION: L1100

PRODUCER: Developmental Learning
Materials
P.O. Box 4000
Allen, Texas 75002

EVALUATION COMPLETED: April 1982 by
SMERC/CUE, California

'COST: $39.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Kindergarten and above
as needs indicate

SUBJECT: Math: addition facts 0-9
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5 1/4" flexible

disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II or

Apple II Plus, single disk drive, color monitor
or television preferable (black and white will
work), game paddles optional.

REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediation,

standard instruction, enrichment, assessment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and

practice, game, problem solving

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: The computer
program supplies teather's information.
Supplementary Materials include the suggested
grade and ability level, instructional objectives,
prerequisite skills or activities, program operating
instructions, teacher's information, resource and
reference information, student worksheets and
flashcards, followup activities and extensive
material for use in monitoring student progress.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (Stated) The
overall purpose is to assist students in learning
arithmetic facts of addition through motivational
practice. This practiee should provide students
with consistent recall of these facts in more
complex math operations 'and in everyday -
situations. It lE. designed to work with students of
all ages requiting math practice using numbers
0-9.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: (Stated)
Depending on the student's experience with the
microcomputer, the instructor may need to spend
time explaining the object of the game and the
way in.which it operates.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: "Alien Addition"
provides practice in addition of numbers '0-9 using

- an arcade game format. Invading spaceships with
addition facts move from the top of the screen
ftoward a laser cannon at the bottom. A correct
answer "equalizes" the spaceship; otherwise the
spaceship blows up the cannon in an atomic

. cloud. The game may be played with paddles or
on the keyboard. The user can "Manipulate the
speed of the game, the range of problems covered
in the game and the nurfiber of minutes each game
runs. The package also contains practice
workaheets and flasheards which match the
format of the program graphics, as well as-
progress charts for students, an evaluation guide
for the teacher and suggestions for integrating ,
the program. "Alien Addition" is a component of
an integrated program series.

Continued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A DA SD NA
_

Content is accurate.
Content has educationsi value. ,

Content is free of stereotypes. -
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logicaL
Difficulty level is aDpropriate to audience.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.
Use of package is motivational.
Student creativiti is effectively sthnulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A DSDNA
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.
User support materials are comprehensive.

S User support materials are efi-ective.
information displays ate effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Smash Awe A-Agros D-Dlongtot SD-Strongly Magna NA - Not Agglicabie

Evaluators indicate they would use or recommend use of this paekage with little or no change.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Onion 97204
(303) 2484800

4 3'

This mnduation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who axe represeniative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



mioro*IFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Alien Addition continued

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: Five
to ten minutes per day for a period of several
weeks, depending on the rate of progress and
maintenance of interest.

POTENTIAL USES: This program can be used for
instruction or as a supplement to the curriculum.
It can be used for drill and practice with basic
facts. It may be used individually, with class
competition as an option. Though mastery of
these addition facts is expected at grades 1-3, the
program would be valuable for remediation at
higher levels. To help young students get used to
the dexterity skills required, small teams may be
set up with one student calling out the answer,
while another aces the typing.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: This is a challenging
program for young students and one which
maintains a high interest level. The options which
are provided allow the program to be tailored to
individual needs. The combination of graphics,
sound and color are of good qualiti and therefore
interesting to students. The program, motivates
and demands memorization and quick reactions in
a new way which may reach students not
previously motivated. The program operates
reliably and does not require constant teacher
intervention.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Some teachers might find
the sound effects distracting to the rest of the
clam An option might be provided to disable the
sound. Evaluators elm noted that some persons
might find the program depends excessively on
violence, though this was not a problem for the
present evaluators. One person suggested that it
would be useful to be able to store chosen options
on the disk, rather that having to enter them with
each new use. Finally, the final score is shown
too quickly, with no time to view it. Either some
warning must be given that the game is over, or
there thust be a special key to press in order to
continue with a new game.

gNorthviest animal Educatitioal Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(303) 2404000
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This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this docunwns is herefry granted.



uticro*1FT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

:The Wizaid

VERSION: TRS-80 Model I/IH

PRODUCER: Ricbard Taylor
Programs Unlimited
P.O. Box 265
Jericho, N.Y. 11753

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1982 by the
staff of the West Lafayette School gorporation,
Indiana

COST: 619.95 (disk)

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 4-12
SUBJECT: User Defined
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5" floppy disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: For disk: TRS-80

Model I/III, 32K RAM, disk drive
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: TRS-80 Disk Basic

-INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUFS: Drill, game
playing and information recognition

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: Two pages of
program operating instructions and teacher's
information

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (inferred) To
improve the studente.ability to recognize factual
information.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: (inferred)
The user would have to be able to read and.
identify letters or mimbers.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: The package has a
disk and a two page manual tliat explains how to
play.Wizard and describes the procedure for
constructing questions for the data base. The
Wizard will challenge up .to four players with
timed responses to each question. Players can
steal questions from opponents or force them into
answering. This program provides both visual and
sound rewards. Several data bases (presidents,
Startrek, T.V. trivia, etc.) are included on the disk.

POTENTIAL USES: Wizard can be used in any
subject to construct and administer multiple
choice questions. The program can be used for
drill, review or to introduce new factual
information as a pretest for up to four students at
a time.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: Wizard provides the
teacher, who has little experience in computer
instruction and few computers, a means of using a
self-loading data basc. Questions can be changed -

often with the question builder prograth. Many
students 'enjoy the gaming abilities of the program.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Questions must be direct
and fairly short. Some children have difficulty
understanding the method otawarding points.
Only short questions and ansWers can be entered
into the data base.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
L Content is accurate.

Content has educational value.
Content I. free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined.
Packane achieves defined purpose. -
Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphics/sOundicolor are used appropriately.
Use of package is motivational.
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.
User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teacheri can employ Package'easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD- Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators indiCate they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
(303) 2411-61100

ATMs evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
owho are representative of potential users of the courseware package.,

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro*IFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Math Strategy: Linear Search Games

PRODUCER: Creative Publications, Inc. '

P.O. box 10329
Palo Alto, CA 94303 -

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1982 by staff of
NWREL and constituent districts of Linn, Benton
ESD, 'Oregon

COST: $22.50

ABILITY LEVEL: Middle school
SUBJECT: Mathematide,
TOPIC: Problem solving
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5 1/4" flexible disk, tape

cassettes
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 16K Apple with disk drive

and mcstitor, PET, or TRS-80
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: DOS 3.2.1 or DOS 3.3,

TRS-DOS
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediation or

enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUE: Drill and practice,

game, problem solving

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In computer
program: suggested grade leVel, program operating
instructions, student's instructions. In supplementary
materials: instructional objectives, simple program
output, program listings, oper4ing instructions,
resource/reference information; teachers' information,
student's instructions, student's worksheets, answer
keys, follow-up activities.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECIIVES: (Number Guess) to
develop both the concept and the use of a logical
strategy in a problem solving situation involving the
ordering of numbers; (Letter) to transfer this strategy
to a related problem involving the alphabet; (Trap) to
develop a strategy in a new problem sOlving situation by
revising and modifying a previous successful strr*.egy;
(Letter Trap) to transfer the strategy ifor TRAP a-.) a
related problem inyolving the alphabet; (Divide and

Te

Conquer) to analyze a more complex problem and
develop a strategy by combining elements of previously
learned strategies. -

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: None given

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: The diskette or tape
includes five related computer gamesNumber Guess,
Letter, Trap, Letter Trap and Divide and (f
Ccequerwhich allow students to discover the
advantages of developing a logical plan for game play,
rather than depending on erratic guessing anti luck.
Mathematical concepts are reinforced during the play
of the game and discovery of the strategy. The games
have been sequenced so that the students first develop
a strategy, then test it in a slightly different context,
and finally use it as a basis for discovering a further
strategy.,

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 45 1ninutes.
to 1 hour

POTENTIAL USES: The packege is useful for individual
enrichment or for remedial teaching for yobnger (lower
elementary) students Who have trouble with the
alphabet or ordering of numbers from 1-100.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: Problem solving strategy is
involved. The programs all require choosing or guessing
a miming numbtr or letter from a sequince. The games
are presented in a straightforward manner.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The graphics are not
motivating. Directions for entering multiple inputs are,
not clear. Divide and Ccequer gave an OUT OF DATA
statement twice, and wai,difficult to" understand.
(MicroSIFT note: program listings are provided.)
Package is too difficult for primary grades and not
motivationk for high school students; should be used
with middle gradm only.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

-SA A D SDNA
Content is acCurate.
Content has educational value.
Content is free of sterertypes.
Purpose of packaiie is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.
Use of package is motivational.
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.

-.' Feedback is effectively employed.

o
SA A D SD NA

Learner controls rate and sequence:
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized. 1.
User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effectiVe.
Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Strongly Ares A-Agree D-Disagree SD-Strongly Disagree NA -Not Applicable

Evaluators indicate they would use or recommend use of this package only if certain changes were made
(note Major Weaknesses).

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248-6800

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the couneware package.

Permission to reProduce this document is hereby granted.



micrAtT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Instructional Computing in Algebra II

VERSION: Apple ll (1981)

PRODUCER: Pinellas County School System
--Clearwater, Florida 33518

13istributed by:

Margaret Hackworth
1960 E. Druid Road
Clearwater, Florida 33516

EVALUATION COMPLETED: May 1982 by the
staff and constituents Of the Alaska Department
of Education, Local School Districts in Alaska.
Evaluation of this package was based partly on
observation of student use.

COST: $5.00 + 2 disks (Radio Shack
or Apple Versions)

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 9-12
SUBJECT: Mathematics: algebra II
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Apple ll or Apple ll

.plus with one disk drive and a color monitor.
(Black and White will also work.) (also
available for TRS 80 Model ll 32K)

REQUIRED SOFTWARE: DOS 3.3, Applesoff
Basic

INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: ,Standard
instruction, enrichment

INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and
practice, tutorial, information retrieval,
game;simulation; problem solving, teacher
demonstrati6n.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: The following
documentation is-Vitiliiblign 'the computer
program: program operating instructions,
student's instructions and followup activities.
Supplementailr materials contain additional
documetitatibir; sugge§ted-gradealiilitylevelt,
instructional objectives, program operating
instructions, teacher's infoemation, -

resource/referince information, student
instructions. Field test data are available from
the,producer on request.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES (Stated): These
demonstration programs are intended to be used
as aids to (not substitutes for) classroom
discussion to enhance the instruction of Algebra
II. In addition, each individual program in the
collection has a stated purpose.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES (Inferred):
<t Experience withAlgebra It and all necessary

instruction leading up to each topic'in this
package:

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: The package
consists of two diskettes and an accompanying
manual. The diskettes contain fourteen
independent programs which coverthe following
topics in Algebra II: the real number system,
polynomials and factoring, linear equations and
inequalities, sequences and series, binomial
expansion, quadratic relations and systems,
logarithms, and recreational mathematics. Within

Continued on back

EVALUATION. SUMMARY

SA A -13 SD RA
Content is accurate. '

.

Content has educational value.

Content is free of stereotypes.

iCurpoee of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.

Student creativiry is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA

.11-

Learner controls rate and sequence.

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized. .
User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Information displavs are effective.

Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal Ilse.

SA - &ironies' Agree A-Agree Dy Disagree SD-Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applkable

Evaluators indicate they would use or recommend use of this package only if certain changes were made
(See Major Weaknesses).

IINorthwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
(503) 24844500

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



mkroliFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Instructional Cothouting in Algebia II, continued

each topic, one; tweor three programs illuStrate
and-amplify-particular concepts. Listing and

alteration of the programs are allowed.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME..REQUIRED:
Varies: See "Potential Uses". below.

POTEfiTIAL USES: 'The entire collection is
intended to be used by a teacher in conjunction
with large-group class presentations. A monitor.
large ,enough for the entire.class to see is
necessary for optimumcuse of the package. While

- the package as a whole is not designed for
"indivickal use, some programs could b-e run by
students as &ill and practice or tutorialsr as could'
some of the'games. The package does not (and
does not atteniPt to) provide,sufficieht
infermation or feedback le tuatify its use as a
tutorial package on *an individtialbasis.7

MAJOR STRENGTHS: Topics represented in the
package are appropriate and'important. Some_of
the programs offer interesting approaches to drill
and practice exercises;."Dittance-Rate-Time" was
cited,as an exampie. By speeding up explanations
and illustratiens which would otherwise have to be
shown by hand, 'Many of the programs*offer a real
help to the teacher. Finally, it was noted that
these programs provide variety to the instruction
of Mebra IL

MA R WEAKNESSES: 'The direetions contain an
error with regard to use of the "return" key.
Contrary to what is stated, the key should not be
used. The display of directions in large print was
felt to be 'far leo slow and thus inappropriate
for the target audience. Some of the programs
appear to be trivial applications of computer
technology (real number tree and synthetic
division were cited as examples). Finally, some of
the programslail to reach their objective due to
hardware limitations ("PI approximator" and
"Irrationals" were mentioned as examples.)

V.

NorthwesttRegional EdUcational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(303) 248-6600

"

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the.courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this documenOs hereby granted.
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microltIFT COURSEWARE iVALUAtION

Touch Typing
VERSION: TRS-80 Ncodel I/III

PRODUCER: Cove View Press: Software
P.O. Box 810
Arcata, CA 95521

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1982 by the
staff of West Lafayette School Corporation,
Indiana, This evaluation is based partly on
observation of student use of this package.

COST: $19.95 for cassette, $24.95 for disk

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 5-12'
SUBJECT: ',Typing instruction and drill
MEDIUM OF:TRANSFER: 5 1/4" flexible disk,

cassette tape .

REQUIRED HARDWARE: For cassette: TRS-80,
Mddel I or III and tape recorder. For disk:
TRS-80, Model I or III and disk drive

REQUIRED SOFTWARE: For disk, TRS-80
disk basic

INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction, remediation, enrichment

INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUE: Drill and
practice, tutorial

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: One page of
, student's instructions and information

4

INSTRUCTIONA1 OBJECTIVES: (Inferred) For
the student with no typing experience: (1) know
the keyboard positions,12) be able to type letters,
characters and numbers using the proper fingers
for each and (3) be able to type without looking at
the keyboard. For the student with some typing

experience: (1);increase speed as a result of extra
practice and (2)/increase accuracy as a result of
practice. ,

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: (Inferred)
Ability to read, interpret and follow instructions;
manual dexterity and ability to operate the
computer.

CONTENT ANDSTRUCTURE: Less,ons 1-18
develop proper touch and fingering of the
keyboard by drilling with single letters, words and
sentences. Lesson 18 is a post-graduate exercise
to race the computer on-single letter practice to
build speed and accuracy.

PUTENTIAL USES: Standard instruction: (1) =

assign individual students time on the computer
while she/he is learning the keyboard and (2)
independent study students could have access to
computer while learning the keyboard.
RemediatIon: students having difficulty keeping
up in regular typing class could be assigned to the
computer for additional practice.- Enrichment and
assessment: (1) computer would be accessible to
students who complete assignments early and (2)
computer would be acee'ssible'to students for
enrichment practice and assessment at times
other than assigned class periods. ,

MAJOR STRENGTHS: Program contain;
sufficient information and prompting to permit
students to progress through the le-isons with
dittle or no asslstance. Lessons are presented in a

Continued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.
Content has educational valise.

,Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

Content tiresentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphicshound/colot are used appropriately.

Usevf package is motivational.
Student creativity is effectively`stimulated.

-, Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.

Instruction inteirates With prior learning.
N

Learning cap be generalized.

User suppdrt materials are comPrehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Information displays are effective.

Users can operate easilY and independently.

Teachers can employ package easily. ,

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD-Strongly Disagree NA - :Sot Apphcable

Evaluators indicate they would use or recommend us'; of. this package only if certain changes were made.

/iL>\
Nord meat Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204

. (503) 248.6800

This-evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more revieWers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permi.ssion to reproduCe this document'is hereby granted.

/-



micro*IFT COURSEWAAE EVALUATION

Touch Ty Pirg, continued

logical sequence of home row keys, extentiori keys
and the entire keyboard. Exercises are in logical
sequence frOm single letterk US sentences. Les Son
18 allowsktuderit to set speed goals and be
chalienged to reach those goals. Lesson 18 also
haS an opportunity for speed'and accuracy drill
yitp,creenclisplaying the results (total )lettets

Ayped ai well as % of accuracy). ,COntent
provides opportunitiekfor temediation,
enriphrilent and-competency assessment. Printed
lesson oveviews-provide quick and easy reference
for teachers and students.

kAJOR WEAKNESSES: Limited documentation
with no information for operating,the computer or
instructionsof how- to use the programs. The
directory lists yping 1-10 but no information on
which lessons are,in each group (tor example,
Typing 1 coveri Lesson 1 and 2). Access to a
partictilarlesson is difficult and frustrating,(you
must "break",and run Typing 4, twreceive Lessbn
7)., SoMetimes computer teads a correct response
as incotteCt and hangs up on an exercise (if'
Malfunction in lesion 17 doesn't Clear, you must
"break" and run Typing 9 to get Lesson,16 and run
all of that to reach where you had trouble in
lesson 17). hi Lesson 18 (the'past-graduate
exercise) the exercises revert to single letter;
sentences would provide a more acceptable
measUre of students'Ability'to type on the control
level of speed:and accuracy. The only way to get
cut of the programs is to use the "break" key.

Northwtst Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248-6800

This evaluation is based bn the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package

Permission to reproduce this document is hereliy granted.



mICioliIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Numeric Daia Entry Practice
.VERSION: 1981

PRODUCER: Radio Sfiack
Education Division
400 Atrium
One Tandy Center
Fort Worth, Texas 76102

EVALUATION COMPLETED: May, 1982, by the
_ staff and_constituents of_San Mateo Educational

Resource Center, California

COST: $32.95

ABILITY LEVEL: 9-12, adult
SUBJECT: Business education
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5 1/4" flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 32K Radio Shack

TRS-80 Model
REQUIRED SOFTWARE:. Level II basic
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard

instruc tion
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and

practice, learning manageMent

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: The computer
program includes the program operating
instructions, post-tests, teacher's information,
student instruction and progress charts. The
supplementary materials contain additional
documentation, inOluding.sample program output,
program operating instructions, teacher's
information and progress charts.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES (Inferred): To
develop speed and accuracy in keyboard numeric
data entry.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: None
specified

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
consiats of a number of drills designed to teach
numeric data entry skills using the 'touch' system
with a 10 key pad. There are 25 lessons in all. At
selected intervals, tests are available to measure
stroke rate and accuracy. A teacher management
-program-allows-teachers to enrollstuderits and
monitor progress on the screen or line printer-Cif
one is available). Listing and alteration of the
program are not allowed.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: Nine
to fourteen hours; the package is arranged for
continuousprogress so that the student can stop
when competence is achieved.

POTENTIAL USES: This-program could be used in
business education classes at the high school and
college level to train students to develop speed
and accuracy using the-numeric keyboard for data
entry. The program is designed for use by-
individuals. Students might be cycled through the
program on a rotating basis,.and it is possible for
three different students to complete one lesson
each in one fifty minute class session.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: (1) The program requires
minimum teacher supervision. (2) The student
management system is good; passwords for
students can be changed; student reports can be
viewed on the screen or printed on a line printer.

Continued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SDNA
Content is accurate.
Content has educational value.
Content is free of stereotypes'.
Purpose of package is Well defined.
Package achiives defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.
Use of package is'motivationaL
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learnercontrols rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.
User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materiais are effective.
Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package' easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Strongly Agree A-Alave D-Disagree SD-Strongly Disagree NA -Not Applicable

Evaluators indicate they would use or recommend use of this package only if certain changes were made.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248.6800

5,7

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of Potennal users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



sisicroliFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Numeric Data Entry Practice, continued

(3) Teacher strport materials are very helpfuL
(4) The policy on backup copies is flexible,
allowing one purchase to be used on many
machines.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: (1) Students must
complete 50 exercises in order to complete each
lesson. The number of lessons should be under
teacher control as part of management system to
allow maximum flexibility. For instance, a
studeiitniight-already-know-the-10-key_pad and
only need a refresher or speed development.
Some students will not need all 50 lessons. (2)
The management system delete function does not
allow 'the deletion of individual studentseither
all or none may be deleted. (3) A tutorial graphic
showing fingers touching correct keys would
enhance the value of the package.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248-6800

58

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



microliwr COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Sentence Diagramming

VERSION: 2.0

PRODUCER: Avant-Garde Creations
P. 0. Box 30160
Eugene, Oregon 97403

EVALUATION COMPLETED: February 1982 by
the staff and constituents of TIES, Minnesota.

COST: $24.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Junior/Senior High
SUBJECT: English: parts of sPeech,

usage, sentence diagramming
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II with one

or two disk drives
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: DOS 3.3 (an additional

disk must be supplied by the user for student
record keeping)

INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard instructiOn
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and

practice, simulation

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: Instructions to
the student are available in the computer
program. Supplementary materials contain
sample program outputrprogram operating
instructions, and teacher's information.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (Inferred): 1. to
provide practice in the identification of the parts
of speech in Sentences. 2. to provide practice in
the identification of word function in sentences.
3. to provide practice in the identification of

sentence types. 4. to provide practice in the
correct placement of words within a pre-designed
sentence diagram.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: (InTerred):
Teachers using the package should be fatililiar
with common computer terminology and file
storage on the Apple II. They should also have an
extensive knowledge of linguistic terminology.
Students using the package should have a working
knowledge of the Apple II, familiarity with
linguistic terminology, and awareness of the
structure and purpose of sentence diagramming.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package is
divided into four parts, the last of which
(sentence diagramming) is optional. In the first
section the student is given a sentence and asked
to identify the part of speech for each word in the
sentence. In the second section the student
identifies the usage of each word in a new
sentence. In the third section the student is asked
to classify a new sentence as either declarative,
interrogative, imperative'or exclamatory. The
final section coves sentence diagramming. In
thp section the student is asked to correctly
iclentify words in a sentence diagram structure.
When the Word is correctly identified, the word is
graphically placed in the correct part of the blank
sentence structure. In addition to the four drill
and practice programs, there is also a simple
management system. The management program
performs two basic functions. First, it allows the

Continuegl on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY,,

SA A D SDNA
Content is accurate.
Content has educational value.
Content is free of stereotYPet.
Purpose of packagels well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.
Use of package is motivational.
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.
User suppop materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ parkage easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA-Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disegree SD- Strongly Disagree NA -Not Applicable

Evaluators indicate they would not use or recommend this package.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248-6800
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This evaluation is based on the evaluation.s of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



microliFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Sentence Diagramming, continued

teacher to preselect the number of sentences and
criterion level for all students. Second, it records
the scores on each level of difficulty for a group
of students. There are three levels of
instructional difficulty. The number of records
that can be kept on one disk is not specified. The
documentation booklet provides some directions
alsout how to operate the system, but it contains
very few sample frames and no followup activities.

E-STIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 45
minutes per level; two hours and fifteen minutes
is a minimum total time for the package.

POTENTIAL USES: This package may have
potential use in a college grammar or linguistics
class. If the usage portion of the program were
not used, the package would probably be
appropriate for use in a high school situation.

'One reviewer indicated he would not use the
package for independent study because of the
inadequacy of the documentation and the poor
quality of the internal directions. The same
reviewer warned against any teacher using the
package who is not familiar with computer
terminology. Eyaluators concluded the package
might have use as drill and practice in sentence
diagramming and identification of parts of speech
if the section on "usage" were ignored.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: 1. The teacher can specify
criteria for both number correct and number ot
sentences attempted. 2. The graphic layout for
the sentence diagrams is fairly clear. 3. The cost
of the package is fairly low.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: 1. The instructions are
confusing and difficult to see. Often they are
erased as soon as the student types a response.
2. There is poor use of space on many of the
frames. Some are very cluttered, while others
are very sparse. Sample questions are not clearly
separated from directions. 3. There is a
tremendous discrepancy in the levels of difficulty
for each of the sections. The "usage" section is
exceptionally difficult and contains an excessive
amount of complex terminology. 4. Input
requirements are often very confusing, especially
in the "usage" section. The practice sample
contains a word for which there is no possible
'correct answer. 5. An excessive number of
abbreviations are use,d. Many are obscure (e.g.,

nom. of addr., 1st wd of dep cl, ques.). 6. The
directions for operating the management system
and initializing the disk are very confusing. 7.
Reinforcement is inadequate. 8. Material in the
I'usage" section confuses word class with word
function. The documentation is insufficient,
poorly organized and lacks a sufficient number of
screen displays.

Northwest Regional Educadonal Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248-6800
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microliiIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Wordwatch.

VERSION: 1980

PRODUCER: Instant Software, Inc.
Peterborough, NH 03458

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1982 by the
staff of the West Lafayette School Corporation,
Indiana.

COST: $14.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Upper elementary and junior
high
SUBJECT: Language arts
TOPIC: Spelling and vocabulary
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: Tape cassette
REQUIRED HARDWARE: TRS-80, 16K, Level II,

tape recorder
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: None for cassette

(written in level II basic). Programs miy be
transferred to disks.

INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard
instruction

INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill
and practim, tutorial, game and simulation

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: Program
operating instructions and teacher's information.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (Inferred)
Several programs are presented on the cassette
tape. "Word Race" tests the abilities of two
players to define words.("Hide n' Spell" is
designed to help students test and increase
spelling ability. "Spelling Bee" is designed to help
students spell worbs entered by the teacher into

the program'. "Spelling Tutor" drills students on
words typed into the computer by the student or
teacher.

INSTRUCTIONAL.PREREQUISITES: (Inferred)
Students must be able to follow directions. The
directions are given in paragraphs written at the
fifth grade level and probably require explanation
and some computer experience. If the teacher
reprograms in their own words and definitions for
"Hide n' Spell" or "Spelling'Bee," the program can
easily be adjusted to the needs of the students.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: The following
programs are presented on the cassette tape:
"Word Race," in which two players choose the
best definition for a word, thus advancing a race
car to a finish line at the end of the game. "Hide
n' Spell" displays four words, with one misspelled.
Players type the letter of the misspelled word and
spell the word correctly. "Spelling Bee" asks the
teacher (or student) to type in up to 40 words and
pronounce each woid into a cassette recorder.
The words are played back and the student spells
the words on the computer. The student receives
reinforcement from the computer. "Spelling
Tutor" allows the student or teacher to type in
any number of words correctly. The words are
presented scrambled with missing letters and
misplaced vowels. The student is told how many
words she/he missed and may repeat the lesson.

POTENTIAL USES: "Spelling Bee" seems to be a
bit too complicated for the elementary classroom

Continued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.
Content has educational value.
Content is free of stereotYpes.
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package aahieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience. ! ,
GraPhicsisound/color are used appropriately:
Use of package is motivational.
Student creativity is effectively stitnclated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.
Usersupport materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators indicate they would use or recommend_use of this package with little or no change.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 24134400 64.
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microitIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Wordwatch, continued

because of the need to adjust the tape recorder
and computer. The other programs can be very
useful in the classroom if tke teacher will take .

time to input words or definitions appropriate to a
particular leveL The words already in the
program are at the junior high or high school
level. Gifted students can profit by recording
several versions in "Word Race" or "Hide n' Spell,"
as suggested in the documentation.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: "Word Race" combines a
game with learning; "Hide n' Spell" provides
practice in proofreading, in addition to spelling

. practice. "Spelling Tutor" is beneficial because
the student can type in a number of words and can
practice spelling the words by using any of three
methods.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: There is Much work
involved for the teacher, except with "Spelling
Tutor." The word lists are limited so several
different tapes of data need to be prepared.
"Spelling Bee" is too much work for the results,
requiring a tape recorder as well as typing. The
directions could be more clearly presented both in
wording and appearance. The uses of several of
the programs can be extended and used for
classroom spelling lessons by going into the
program and replacing the information in the data
statements. A person who did not understand
programming may have trouble with this
reprogramming.

/t Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
(503) 248.6800
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microliFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Evolut

VERSION: Conduit Demonstration Package

PRODUCER: Conduit
P. 0. Box 388
Iowa City IA 52.244

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June, 1982, by staff
and constituents of the Portland Public Schools,
Multnomah ESD, Oregon.

COST: $30.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Post-secondary, high
ability high school

SUBJECT: Biology, genetics: evolution,
natural selection

MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II or Apple

Il+, single disk drive
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.2.1.

Note: The packages have a "double boot"
feature so that they can be used with DOS
3.3. The packages will be converted for 3.3
in the future.

INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Enrichment (for
Secondary)

INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Computer
modeling, Simulation

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In the
computer program: operating instructions and
student instructions. In supplementary materials:
instructional objectives, prerequisite skills or
activities, sample program output, teacher's
information, resource/reference information, and

student instructions. A supplementary film is also
available.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES (Stated): 1. To
understand the production of adaptations by the
action bf selection on random variations. 2. To
understand adaptation to specific environmental
conditions in relation to survival value. 3. To gain
experience in manipulating models of selection
acting on populations.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISfl'ES: L Nn
elementary knowledge of genetics and, in
particular, the meaning of: alleles, domin-ance
and recessiveness, homozygotes and
heterozygotes, and gamete formation and
fertilization. 2. An elementary knowledge of
ecology. 3. An ability to calculate percentages
and plot graphs.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: "Evolut" is one of
a series of units in biology being produced by
Conduit. The package includes a diskette, student
notes and a teacher's guide. The program
produces charts and tables which display results
of the mechanism of natural selection operating
on various populations. Supplementary material
introduces Darwin's Theory of Evolution, natural
selection and'variation with directions for student
activities. The computer program extends
student activities, providing a quick means of
observing results over multiple generationsf and
results when parameters of the selection

Continued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SDNA
Content is accurate.
Content hu educational value.
Content is free of stereotYpes.
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.
Use of package is motivational.

- Student creativity is effectiveiy stimulated.
Feedback is effectively unployed.

SA A D SD NA
4-= Learner controls rate and sequence.

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.
User aupport materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Strongly Agree A-Apte D-Disagree 5D. Strongly Disagree NA -Not Applicable

Evaluators indicate they would not use or recommend use of this package. (Note Major Weaknesses for
high school audiences.)

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 2484800

This evaluation is based on the evaluiitions of three or more reviewers
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microlkFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Evolut, continued

mechanism are changed. Charts of populations
and genetic frequencies may be obtained for as .

many generations as desired.

.Esn MATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: Five
hours

POTENTIAL USES: Evaluators indicated that this
package would be appropriate for use in high
school or college biology or genetics classes for
generating results of pea breeding with two_
gamete types.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The computer shows
results of pairings in genetics much more quickly
than could be done by hand; textual material is
very well coordinated with the computer program.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Certain textual material
is uncle,: (e.g., instructions for "power of
election," pal); in the program, certain

instructtons are ambiguous, and the user must
refer tc textual material for choices of
parameters for subsequent run-throughs; there is
too heavy a reliance on numbers and charts, with
no use of graphics (evaluators warn this will lose
high school students); students require extensiiie
preparation before being able to uSe the program
productively; and while the materials are well
coordinated, it would be too time consuming to
use all of them.

laNorthwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 2484500

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
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mieroltFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Minus Mission

VERSION: L 1200

PRODUCER: DLM, Inc.
N, P. O. Box 4000

Allen, Texas 75002

EVALUATION COMPLETED:_ April, 1982, by staff
and constituents of San Mateo Educational
Resources Center, California.

COST: ;39.00

ABILITY LEVEL: 1+
SUBJECT: Math, subtraction
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II, color

monitce preferable, single disk drive, game
paddles are optionaL

REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft DOS 3.2
and 3.3

INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediation,
standard instruction, enrichment, assessment

INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and
practice, gime, problem solving

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: The program
contains information for teachers. Supplementary
materials contain information about suggested
grade/ability levels, instructional objectives,
prerequisite skills and activities, program
oPerating instructions, teacher information,
resources and references, student worksheets, and
followup activities.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES (Stated): To
assist students in the memiirization of arithmetic
facts' in subtraction. MotWation is through an

.arcade game foimat. It is hoped there will be
consistent recall of the facts in more complex ,
operations and everyday situations. It is designed
.to work with students of all ages requiring
practice using numbers 0-9.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: The degree
pf computer familiarity will determine the time
needed to explain the object of the game and how
it operates.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: Minus Mission
provides practice in sub.traction of numbers 0
through 9 using an arcade game approach. A
large green slime drips blobs'of slime subtraction
facts toward a robot and A laser is activated
which fires beams to destroy the slime. If the
slime reaches the robot before being destroyed by
the correct answer, the robot is disintegrated into
a cloud of dust. Answers can be placed on the
robot and fired using designated keyboard keys or,
if the paddle option is selected, answers appear
and must be matched to the problem before
firing. Hits and misses are recorded at the top of
the screen. The diskette is programmed so that
the user can change the parameters of the game.
Practice worksheets, thematic flash cards,
student progress charts and a teacher guide are
included.

Continued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SDNA
Content is accurate.
Content has educational value.

Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.

Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.

Instruction integrates with prior !earning.
Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are c,naprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Information displays are effer.zive.

Users can operate easily and indeper:4-f+ttv.

Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

a
SA-Strongly Ave, A-Agree D-DIsagree SD- Strongly Dissent NA - Not Applicabk

Evaluators indicate they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

NorthWest Regional Educational Laboratory .

300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248.6800
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micro/kin COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Minus Miision, continued

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 'Five
to ten minutes per day for several weeks.

POTENTIAL USES: The program may be used for
.an instructional prograin or as a supplement to
the curricUlum. -This package can be used for
review, drill and practice and reinforcement of
math subtraction facts. It is an individ
activity and can be used as a center within the
classroomm. With smaner eta:ken whose motor
skills may slow action, teams may ;:elp each other
taking turns typing and calling out answers.
.Records May be kept (xi! individual progress and
increasingly difficult goals set.

MAJOR STREN,GTHS: The excellent graphics and
attractive displays as well as the arcade game
approach 'make the program highly motivational.
Growth in memorization of facts should definitely
follow its use. Options allow tailoring the
program to fit a variety of needs. It operates
with little teacher attention once loaded and
directions for play are understood. The inclusion
of the T key for termination of game is hanl..

4

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: One reviewer felt there
should be student directions on the screen and
that chilcken should be able to make changes in
the prog:am themselves to accommodate the,rate
and speed with which they are comfortable.
Major problem seemed to be the length of time
for viewing scores or a clear-cut end of game. A
definite special key should be hit to continue, as
ariy accidental touch of spacebar to fire sends. you
right into a new game without pause. A cl9ar
"directions of play" card should be included in
package to use with students (Simple label form
we made our own).

inNorthwest Regional Educational Laboratori
300 S.W. Sixth Ave e Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 24841500
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micro/LT COURSEWARE EVAtUATION

Comprehension Power Program

P RODUCER: Milliken Publishing Colnpany
Instructional/Communications
Technology
10 Stepar Place
Huntington Station NY 11746

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1982 by the
Portland Public Schools, Portland, Oregon

VERSION: Level B, level H

COST: $425.00

'ABUT? LEVEL: Grades 4-12
SUBJECT: Language arts: reading comprehension
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II or Apple

II Plus, single disk drive, monitor or television
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediation,

standard instruction, enrichment, assessment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and

practice, tutorial, learning management,
utility, adjusting reading rate, testing

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: Program
operating imtructions and student instructions are
in the computer program. Suggested grade and
ability level, instructional objectives, prerequisite
skills or activities, sample program output,
program operating instructions, teacher's
information, student's instructions, student
worksheets and material defining comprehension
skills are inCluded in the-supplementary materials.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: To develop the

ability to follow directions, to provide extensive
and varied reading experiences, to improve
vocabulary, to preview effectively, to read more
rapidly with comprehension and to practice 25
major comprehension skills.

INSTRIJCTIONgL PREREQUISITES: Reading
comprehension at fourth grade level and
familiarity with computer keyboard.

POTENTIAL USES: This package could be used as
an individualized course in effective reading, as a
supplementary reading program in a language arts
class, or as part of a remedial reading class for
middle and high school students. The.package
would also be appropriate in ESL and literacy
courses. The package could be used to provide
objectives for targeted instrUction and to provide
feedbacleboth to students and to parents.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: Content is of high
interest, students can select their own reading
rate, students may vary the readint rate with
reading level, vocabulary is introduced in context
and-the content varies with each choice of
reading rate. The student management program
was judged to be excellenc. Evaluators also rated
the list of comprehension skills as comprehensive
and well-chosen. Information in the program was
described as relevant, up-to-date and written in
the style of magazine articles. Evaluators felt
students would learn from the content of the
articles, in addition to developing the intended
reading skills.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: None

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA-
Content is accurate. .

.0 Content has educational value. . ...

Content is free of stereotypy.
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logiCal. .

Difficulty ieyel is appropriate to-audience.
Graphics/sound/color are-thed appropriately.
Use of package isnnitivational.
Student creatiVity is effectively stimulated.
FeedbaCk is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with ['dor learning.
Learning can be generalb ed.
User support materials .4re comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easili.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal'use.

SA-Strongly Ave* A-Agree D-Disagree SD- Strongly Disairee NA -Not Applicable

Evaluators indicate they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

InNorthwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 2484800
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,COURSEWARE EVALUATION

DemaGraphics

VERSION: 0 1981

. PRODUCER: Conduit
P.O. Box 388
Iowa City, Iowa 52244

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1982 by the
staff 'and constituents of Linn-Benton ESD, Oregon.

COST: $85.00 (additional user manuals, $3.50)

ABILITY LEVEL: Grade 8 and above
SUBJECT: Social studies: population

studies, demographics
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5 1/4" flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II or Apple

Plus with single disk drive
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: DOS 3.2.1 or 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard instruction
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Tutorial,

simulation

-DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: Computer
program includes sample program output, program
operating instructions and student instructions.
Supplementary'materials include the instrtictional
objectives, sample program output, program
operating instructions, teacher's information and
student instructions. .

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES:, (Stated) To
demonstrate the differential impact of fertility and
mortality on age structure; to demonstrate the
concept of.constant, stable and stationary
population; to illustrate life table relations; to
compare age standardized birth and death rates for
a number of countries; to demonstrate the effect of

changing age distribution on dependency ratios; to
demonstrate how to construct various fertility and
mortality rates.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: None stated.
Materials are designed to introduce the concepts -

being treated.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
consists of a disk And a user's manual. The disk
contains five programs: Introduction Program, Age
Pyramids, Population vs. Time Plots, General
Program and Country Editing Program. Generally
students use the first four programs and the teaaher
can use the fifth to enter data on new countries.
The introduction program introduces the two types
of graphs encountered in the other-prograMs,,,
explains lables on graphs and defines terms. It is
recommended that users go through this program
first. In the remaining programs, a number of
options are available which allow.users to examine
the effects of changing various population
characteristics.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: Thirty
minutes per day for one week.

PCTEATIAL USES: The program may be u.Seii to'
introduce population issues in full class, small group
or individual situations.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The program allows the user,
to immediately see results of changing population
related variables.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Users may change variables
oniy in series, and not Simultaneously.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SDNA
Content is accurate.
Cohtent has educational value.
Content As free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purPoPe.
Cqntent presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphics/sound/color are piled appropriately.
Use of package is motivational.
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
' Learner controls ratelitd sequence.

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.
User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Information displ ys are effective.
Users can operate uily and independently.
Teachers can emplo package easilz.
Computer capabifilies Xre used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA-Strongly Agree X-Agree D-Disagree SD- Strongly Disagree-NA -Not ApplIcalSk

Evaluators indicate they would use or recommend use

leNorthwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 24845800
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of ',this Package with little or no change.

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three, or moic're viewers
who ctie representative of potential users of the courseware package.
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micro SIFT t OURSEWARE EVALUATION

Newton
VERSION: Member's Apple Demonstration Kit

PRODUCE& Conduit
P. 0. Box 388
Iowa City, Iowa 52244

EVALUATION COMPLETEP: June 1982 by the staff
and constituents .of the Portland Public Schools,
Multnomah ESD, Portland, Oregon.

COST: $35.00-'

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 1142, past-secondary
SUBJECT: Physics-,
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II or Apple 11+,

single disk drive, monitor or television
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: EnriChment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Simulation

DOCUMENTATION ,AVAILABLE: The computer
pmgram contains program operating instructions and
student instructions. Supplmentary materials include
the followini: instructional objectives, prerequisite

'skills or activities, teacher's information,
*resource/reference information, Student instructions,
followup activities and information about the
-relationship of the material to standard textbooks.

. Field test data are available from producers on request.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES (Stated): L Extending
students' knowledge of projectile motion from the
simplest case (a 'flat 'Earth' and constant gravitational
fade), to the more general (round Earth,,force varying

.1 with distance); 2. An appreciation of how the
application of Newton's Second Law, and his Law-of
Gravitation leads to prediction of satellite orbits; 3. °
knowledge of the poesible shapes of orbits, 4. Some
idei of the periodic time of orbits, and of the effect on
the orbit of varying launch veloeity; 5. The application

,EVALUAT:ON ,7JMMARY

SA A Is SD Nit
Content is accurate.
Content has educational value.

i Content is free of stereotypes.
; P :rpose of package is well defined.

Packageachieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.
Use of pickage. is motivadonil.

Spsdent creativity is effectively stimulateel.
Feedback is effectively employed..

of a familiar idea (conservation of energy) in a new
situation.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISTTES: Prerequisites arc
stated as basic fainiliarity with Newton's laws of

-motion and gravitation. .

CONTENT'AND STRUCTURE: "Newton" is one of a
series of units in physics developed by Conduit. The
package is asimulation illustrating Newton's laWs of
motion, and it is designed-to be integrated into existing
courses. The package consists of a diskette, student
materials and a teacher's guide. Student materialslead
students to an approximation of the horizontal velskity
needed to keep a body in orbit. The computer program
challenges the student to determine the initial velocity
required to keep an object in orbit. The program
displays the projectile in orbit around F.arth and a table
of accompanying data. Teacher's materials provide
ideas and references for extending and modifying the
program.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: Two to
three fifty-minute periocfs

POTENTIAL USES: Evaluators indicate that this
package is appropriate for use in a high school or
college physics elms to demonstrate (simulate) the
trajectory required to put an object into orbit.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: Numeric description
aceompanies graphic representation of the height and
shape of each orbit; and student materials contain
illustrations and questioning strategies which are
involving and lead the student into the use of the
computer program.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The plotting of the trajectory
is extremely slow. The program could be improved by
allowing it to run longer. It was felt that the program
stops too frequently.

SA A D.SD NA
' Leartv.r controls rate and sequence.

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
a Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive.
User supPort materials are effective. 1
Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.- Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriatehr.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators indicate they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

121
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300i,..W.-Siith Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 148-6800
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This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potent:al users of the courseware package.
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mIceo*FT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

More Algebra: Slope

PRODUCER: Tycom Associates
68 Velma Ayenue
Pittsfield, Mass. 01201

EVALUATION COMPLETED: March 1982 by the
staff and constituents of the Jefferson County
Public Schools, Denver, Co.

COST: $19.95 (5 programs on one cassette.)

ABILITY LEVEL: High School Algebra
SUBJECT: Mathematics: Algebra (slope and

distance, simultaneous equations, queratic
equations)

MEDIUM.OF TRANSFER: Tape cassette
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 8K to 32K Commodore

PET with tape drive
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Commodore Basic in

firmware
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediation, standard

instruction,
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Dr al and

practice, tutorial

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: The computer
prograMs includes the following: instructional
objectives, simple program output, program
operating instructions, teacher's information and
student instructions. Supplementary materials
contain the following: suggested grade/ability
levels, imtructional objectives, program operating
instructions and teacher's information.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (Stated): The
package is intended as drill and practice for
students who are enrolled in an algebra course (first
or second year) as well as review for those who have
already completed a course. A brief review lesson

accompanies each exercise, but review lessons are
not intended as stamtalone tutorial.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: Users of this
package should here received instruction in the
major concepts the package covers.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
consists of five programs which provide review and
practice in solving common types of algebra
programs. Programs included are: SLOPE(the
graph of two ordered paii*: is shown and the user is
asked to enter the slope of the line containing these
points as well as the square of the distance between
the points); SIMUL (pairs of simultaneous linear
equations are given for solution by the user); QUAD
(the user is asked to enter roots of quadratic
equations); DISC (provides practice problems in the
use of the discriminant to detetmine the nature of
the roots of a quadratic equation); COMP (the user
provides complex roots of a quadratic equation).
12rograms automatically keep score, and upon
exiting, the user is informed of the number of
problems attempted and given a grade.

POTENTIA USES: (Slope): The program provides
drill in calculating the slope of a line through two
given points and measuring the square of the
distance between the points.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: None giyen.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: (Slope): The display of the
second part of the problem (square of the distance)
is difficult to comprehend; and"the pmgram is
limited in that it only simulates an exercise sheet
that provides immediate reinforcement. Evaluators
also criticized the lack of comprehensive and
effective user support materials.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SDNA
Content is accurate.
Content has educational value.
Content is free of stereotypes.
purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.
'Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphics/sound/color are Used appropriately.
Ilse of package is motivational.
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is tffectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and:sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.
User support materials at, comprehensive.
User suPport materials are effective.
Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA-Strongly Ape* A-Agren D-Disagree SD-Strongly Disagree NA -Not Applicable

Evaluators indicated they would not use or Cecommend this package. (See major weaknesses.)

Northwest Rehtional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97104
(503) 248.6800
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This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware Package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



microllFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Apple*Surface

PRODUCER: Conduit
P. o. Box 388
Iowa City IA 52244

CO6T: $40.00; additional student
guides, $2.50

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1982 by the
Portland Public Schools, Portland, Oregon

ABILITY LEVEL: Advanced placement
SUBJECT: Mathematics: graphic of functions

of two variables
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" flexible disk
REQUMED HARDWARE: Apple II, single disk

drive
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Graphing,

laboratory approach

DOCUMENTATION.AVAILABLE: Suggested
grade and ability level, sample program output,
program operating instructions and student
instructions are included.in the computer
program. Supplementary materials contain
suggested grade and ability level, instructional
objectiVes, prerequisite skills or activities,
program operating instructions, teacher's
inforination and student instructions.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: 1) The ability to
visualize_die graphs of functions of two variables;
2) the ability to visualize x-level and y-level
curves on these surfaces as an application of
functions of one variable; 3) understanding of the

importance of the domain of a function and
ability to express the domain by one or more
inequalities; 4) understanding of.scale changes in
each of the coordinate directions and of the role
of proper scaling in achieving of useful graphs; 5)
rudithentary understanding of perspective
projections from three-dimensional space to a
plane, with identification of the viewpoint as an
application of spherical coordinates; 6)
understanding of the classification orquadric
surfaces and ability to determine a Surface from a
standard form equation; 7) ability to carry out
appropriate explorations with a new function to
discover the important features of its graph.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: Knowledge
of functions, specifically functions of twci
variables.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: Single disk and
manual

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED:
Variable

POTENTIAL USES: Appropriate in class
demonstrations on multivarible function analysis
and in a laboratory discovery learning.situation.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: Allows students to
visualize graphs in two variables. This is nearly
impossible to dq without a program such as this.

MAJOR WEAKNE6SES: It takes a lot of time I,"
leayn to operate the_program effectively. The
student must study the manual carefully before
trying to work with the program.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SDNA
Content is accurate.
Content has educatic nal value.

Content is free of stereotypes.

Purpose of package is well defined.
Pickage achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logical.,
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphics/sound/color-are used appropriately.

t Use of package is motivationaL

I Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A 'D SD NA
. Learner controls rate and sequence.
, Instruction integrates with prior learning.

Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.

Teachers can employ package easily. .

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA-Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disegree SD- Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators indicate they would use or recommend use of this program with little or no change.
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This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware packags.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



microltFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Sentences

VERSION: Apple II

PRODUCER: Micro Power & Light Company
12820 Hillcrest Rd., Suite 224
Dallas, Texas 75230

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1982 by the
staff and constituents of the Portland Public
Schcols, Multnomah FSD, Portland, Oregon.

COST: $24.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grade 5 and above
SUBJECT: Language arts: subject and verb

recognition
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 32K Apple II with single

disk drivesand a monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft in ROM
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard

instruction, assessment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill

and practice, tutorial,lame

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: The computer
program contains program operating instructions
and instructions for the student.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (Inferred):
Students will identify subject, simple subjects,
predicate and verb of sentences; students will.
combine sentence fragments to make complete
sentences.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: (Inferred):
Understanding the terms verb and predicate.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: The program
provides drill in the format of a baseball game.
Instruction covering subjects and verbs is provided..

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED:
Twenty minutes.

POTENTIAL USES: None given

MAJOR STRENGTHS: None given

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The following major
weaknesses resulted in the recommendation that
the package not be used: (1) directions are
incorrect for example, the user is instructed to
use the space bar when in fact the return key is.
required; (2) terms are not introduced in the
proper sequence; (3) feedback to students is not
correct; (4) typing mistakes may not be
corrected; (5) the format of the program is
inconsistent; (6) a student can win by correcting
a mistake there is no rnal score.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.
Contenehas educational value.

Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose. s

Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.

,praphics/sound/color are used appropriately.
Use of package is tnoiivational.

Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
4 I Learner controls rate and sequence.

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive.
to- User support materials are effective. --

Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.

Teachers can employ package easily.

Coriwuter capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree 0-Disagree SD- Strongly Disagree NA- Not Applicable

Evaluators indjcate they would not use or recommend this package. (See Major Weaknesses.)

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248-6800

This evaluation is based on the evaluanons of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro4IFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Millikan

VERSION:- 0 1979

PRODUCER: Mentor Software, Inc.
Box 8082
St. Paul, Minnesota 55113

EVALUATION COMPLETED: March 14, 1982 by
the staff and constituents of Texas Region X
Educational Servite Center

COST: $19.95_t-
ABILITY LEVEL: Grade 11+
SUBJECT: Physics: Millikan Oil Drop

Experiment
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Apple II or Apple 11+

with one disk drive
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard

instruction
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Problem

solving, simulation

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: The computer
program contains student instructions.
Supplementary materials include the following:
suggested grade/ability level(s), instructional
objectives, prersruisite skills/activities, program
operating instructions, teacher's information and
student worksheets.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES (Stated):
*Students will be able to describe the principles
involved in the Milikan Oil Drop Experiment, and

given the necessary experimental data, students
will determine the charge on a single electron.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: (Inferred):
Instruction in concepts underlying the
measurement of an electron's charge.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
provides a simulation of the Millikan Oil Drop
Experiment. By varying voltage across plates,
students find conditions that keep drops
stationary. Listing_and alteration of this program
are not permitted.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED:
(Approximately) 20-30 minutes

POTENTIAL USES: The program may be used-in a
classroom setting to provide practice in working
up a famous experiment without the hazards and
costs of the necessary bquipment to perform this
complex experiment. The program may also be
used as a demonstration, a pre-lab activity, or as
an alternative to the school's actual laboratory
experim ent.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The program is an example
of the use of a computer for an activity which is
difficult to set up and carry out and for which a
number of repetitions in &short time period is
desirable but difficult using actual apparatus.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The Millikan worksheet
should have a space for percent of error.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SDNA
Contenz is accurate.
Content has educational value.
Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

...
Content presentation is clear and logical., Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.
Use of package is motivational.
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.
User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily. '
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.

.Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disavee SD - Stronglv Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators indicate they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no changes.

A\ Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 24154800

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potenttal users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro*IFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

The Spanish Hangman

VERSION: 0 1978
!e4

PRODUCER: Deorge Earl
1302 S. General McMullen
San Antonio, Texas 78237

EVALUATION COMPLETED: May 12, 1982 by the
staff and constituents of Lehigh University

COST: $29.95

ABILITY LEVEL: First, second year Spanish
students

SUBJECT: Spsnish: vocabulary
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" flexible disk
RDQUIRED HARDWARE: 32K Apple II with single

disk drive
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: DOS 3.2
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediation,

enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Game

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: The computer
program contains the program operating
instructions and student instructions.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: Instructional
objectives are not stated.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: Instructional
prerequisites are not stated.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
consists of a single program on a disk. The
program uses the "Hangman" format to teach
vocabulary and correct spelling.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED:
Fifteen to twenty minutes

POTENTIAL USES: This program would be
appropriate in a Spanish course, levels one and
two as a way to reinforce new vocabulary and
correct spelling.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The program effectively
drills students on vocabulary in either Spanish to
English or English to Spinish. Graphics are
effective, and help provides immediate feedback
to students.

MAJOR, WEAKNESSES: The program does not
contain accents or the tilde, which is essential to
Spanish. Teachers may not generate their own
vocabulary for use in the program, and the
program provides no information on how to stop
the game, if the user does not wish to go all the
way through it.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SDNA
Content is accurate.
Content has ,..-:-..cational value.

Content is free of stereotypes.

Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback Is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.. Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can-be generalized.

User suppoit materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.

. Information displays are effective.

- Users can operate easily andindependently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Ditavee SD- Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applkabk

Evaluators indicate they would use or recommend use of this program only if certain changes were made.
(See Major Weaknesses.)

1112
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(503) 248.6800

This evaluation is based on tht evaluations of three or more reviewert
who are representative of Potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



microliFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Homonyms in Context

VERSION: Apple 11

PRODUCER: Random House, School Division
2970 Brandywine Road
Atlanta, Georgia 30341

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1982 by the staff
and constituents of the Portland Public Schools,
Portland, Oregon.

COST: Apple II and Radio Shack TRS-80 Model lU disk,
$60.00. Models I and Ill cassette, $39.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 3-9
SUBJECT: Language arts: reading
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Apple 11 or Apple Il Plus,

with single disk drive and monitor or television.
(also available for TRS 80 models I, Di with
cassette or disk drive)

REQUIRED SOFTWARE: DOS 3.3 (for Apple 11
version)

INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediation, standard
instruction

INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and practice

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: Computer program
includes prerequisite skills and activities, program
operating instructions and followup activities.
Supplementary materials include suggested
grade/ability levels, instructional objectives,
prerequisite skills/activities, program operating
instructions and teacher's information.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: Provide drill and
practice in recognition of homonyms within a given
context

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: (Not stated)
Reviewers infer that users have received instruction

covering the idea of homonyms, and that users can spell
(and read) words that are presented.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package presents a4
series of six leasons of increasing levels of difficulty
(third grade through high school). Each lesson consists
of 25 contextual sentences for which the student must
choose the appropriate homonym. An incorrect
response (or allowing the 12 second time limit to expire)
causes the correct word to appear.. Then the next
frame presents the same sentence again. A new
sentence is not presented until the student has entered
the correct answer. At the end of the lesson, the
program reviews the sentences the student missed.
Lessons are in increasing difficulty, based on
vocabulary and context of sentences. At the Ind of
each lesson, there is a short game the student may play.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: Twenty
minutes per level (six levels)

POTENTIAL USES: The package would-be appropriate
as part of the instructional program at the indicated
grade levels.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The program.provides an
immediate, personalized response. There is an
opportunity to correct incorrect responses. The
program includes a range of difficulty levels, and the
program is easily_ managed by students. The game at
the end of each lesson was viewed as motivationaL

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Some reviewers felt that the
material intended for grades 7-9_ was too simple for
that level. Others felt it was appropriate. The
program coutd-be improved by allowing teachers to
tailor the program by selecting the number of trials and
the homonym pairs in the lessons. It was felt that
teachers could not make changes to meet particular
student needs.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA1
Content is accurate.
Content has educational value..
Content is free of stereotypes.

Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

Content presentation is clear and.logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials areeffective.
Information displays are effective.

Users can operate easily and independently.

Teachers can employ package coil*.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is relitible in normal use.

SA - Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Dliagree SD -Strongly Disatree NA -Not Applicable

-Evaluators indicate they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

Niirthwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248-6800 ;

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of th re or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

More Algebra: Comp
PRODUCER: Tycom Associates

68 Velma Avenue
Pittsfield, Mass. 01201

EVALUATION COMPLETED: March 1982 by the
staff and constituents of the Jefferson County
Public Schools, Denver, Co.

COST: 619.95 (5 programs on one cassette.)

ABILITY LEVEL: High School Algebra
SUBJECT: Mathematics: Algebra (slope and

distance, simultaneous equations, quadratic
equations)

MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: Tape cassette
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 8K to 32K Commodore

PET with tape ckive
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Commodore Basic in

firmware
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediation, standard

instruction
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and practice,

tutorial

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: The computer
programs includes the following: instructional
objectives, sample program output, program
operating instructions, teacher's information and
student instructions. Supplementary materials
contain the following: suggested grade/ability
levels, instructional objectives, program operating
instructions and teacher's information.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (Stated): The
package is intended as drill and practice for
students who are enrolled in an algebra course (first
or second year) as well as review for those who have
already completed a course. A brief review lesson
accompanies each exercise, but review lessons are

not intended as stand-alone tutorial.

1NSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: Users of this
package should have received instruction in the
major concepts the package covers.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
consists of five programs which provide review and
practice in solving common types of algebra
programs. Programs included are: SLOPE (the
graph of two ordered pairs is shown and the user is
asked to enter the slope of the line containing these
points as well as the square of.the distance between
the points); SIMUL (pairs.of simultaneous linear
equations are given for aolution by the user); QUAD
(the user is asked to enter roots of quadratic
equations); DISC (provides practice problems in the
use of the discriminant to deterniine the nature of
the roots of a quadratic equation); COMP (the user
provides complex roots of a quadratic equation).
Programs automatically keep score, and upon
exiting, the user is informed of the number of
problems attempted and given a grade.

POTENTIAL USES: The package provides drill in
calculating complex roots of a quadratic equation
using formulas. Evaluators found the package useful
only as a substitute for a book or exercise sheet
with answers.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: None given. -

MAJOR WEAKNESSFS: Use of reverse field to
display the quadratic was not particularly
appropriate; the package uses the computer as a
problem generator, while actual problem solving is
done with pencil and paper. The package lacks
support materials.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SDNA
Content is accurate.
Content has educational value.
Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.
Use of package is motivational.
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.
User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers Can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disavee SD -Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators indicated they would not use or recommend'use of the package.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 2484800

U

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

More Algebra: Disc

PRODUCE& Tycom AssoCiates
68 Velma Avenue
Pittafield, Mass. 012 01

EVALUATION COMPLETED: March 1982 by the
staff and constituents of the Jeffeesop County Public
Schools, Denver, Co.

COST: $19.95 (5 programs on one cassette.)

ABILIT4 LEVEL: High School Algebra
SUBJECT: Mathematics: Algebra (slope and

distance, simultaneous equations, quadratic
equations)

MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: Tape cassette
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 8K to 32K Commodore pET

with tape drive
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Commodore Basic in firmware
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediation, standard

instruction
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and practice,

tutorial

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: The computer
programs includes the following: instructional
objectives, sample program output, program operating
instructions, teacher's information and student
instructions. Supplementary materials contain the
following: suggested grade/ability levels, instructional
objectives, program -operating instructions and teacher's
information.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (Stated): The package
is intended as drill and practice for students who are
enrolled in an algebra course (first or second year) as
well as review for those who have already completed a
course. A brief review lesson accompanies each
exercise, but review lessons are not intended as
stand-alone tutorial.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: Users of this
package should have received instruction in the major
coricepts the package covers.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package-consists
of five programs which provide review and practice in
solving common types of algebra programs. Programs
included are: SLOPE (the graph-of two ordered pairs is
shown and the user is asked to enter the slope of the
line containing these points as well as the square of the,
distance between the points); SIMUL (pairs of
simultaneous linear equations are given for solution by
the user); QUAD (the user is asked to enter roots of
quadratic equations); DISC (provides practice problems
in the use of the discriminant to determine the nature
of the roots of a quadratic equation); COMP (the user
provides complex roots ail quadratic equation).
Programs automatically keep score, and upon exiting,
the user is informed of the number of problems
attempted and given a glide.

POTENTIAL USES: The package provides drill in
identifying number and types of roots of a quadratic
equation using the discriminant. Evaluators found the
package to have value only as an exercise sheet with
answers, and ai such, to be of limited usefulness.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The use of reverse field for
purposes of highlighting was a strength.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The package contains no
explanations only rules. The package generates
quadratic equations whose coefficients may be used in a
paper and pencil calculation of discriminants. The
program provides no assistance when an incorrect
response is given. The package lacks support materials.

.EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.
Content has educational value.

Content is free of stereotypes.
. Purpose of package is well defined.

Package achieves defined purpose.

Content presentation is clear and logical.
DiffiCulty level is appropriate to audience.

Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.

Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.

. Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is 'reliable in normal use.

SA -Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Dhegree SD-Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluatorsqndicate they would not use or recommend this package.

leNorthwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204.
(503) 20-6800
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This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users.of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro*FT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

More Algebra: Quad

PRODUCER: Tycom Associates
68 Velma Avenue
Pittsfield, Mass. 01201

EVALUATION COMPLETED: March 1982 by the
staff and constituents of the Jefferson County
Public Schools, Denver, Co.

COST: $19.95 (5 programs on one cassette.)

ABILITY LEVEL: High School Algebra
SUBJECT: Mathematics: Algebra (slope and

distance, simultaneous equations, quadratic
equations) -

MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: Tape cassette
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 8K to 32K Commodore

PET,with tape drive
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Commodore Basic in

firmware
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediationt

standard instruction
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and

giractice, tutorial

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: The computer
programswincludes the following: instructional .
objectives, sample program output, program
operating instructions, teacher's information and
student instructions. Supplementary materials
contain the following: suggested grade/ability
levels, instructional objectives, program operating
instructions and teacher's information.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (Stated): The
package is intended as drill and practice for
students who are enrolled in an algebra course (first

or second year) as well as review for those who have
already completed a course. &brief review lesson
accompanies each exercise, but review lessons are
not intended as stand-alone tutorial.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: Users of this
package should have received instruction in the
major concepts the package covers.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
consists of five programs which provide review and
practice in solving common types of algebra
programs. Programs included are: SLOPE (the
graph of two ordered pairs is shown and the user is
asked to enter the slope of the line containing these
points as well as the square of the distance between
the points); ovitri, (pairs of simultaneous linear
equations are given for solution by the user); QUAD
(the user is asked to enter roots of quadratic
equations); DISC (provides practice problems in the
use of the discriminant to determine the nature of
the roots of a quadratic,equation); COMP (the user
provides complex roots of a quadratic equation).
Programs automatically keep score, and upon
exiting, the user is informed of the number of
problems attempted and given a grade.

POTENTIAL USES: None given

MAJOR STRENGTHS: None given.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Students are required to
use pencil and paper; the program contains .

inaccuarate information; roots of a quadratic
equation are presented as (for example) -2 and +1
instead of as -2 or +L

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.
Content has educational value.
Content is free orkereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is cleag and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience. -
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriatejy.
Use of package is motivational.
Student creativity ii effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized. .

User support materials are-comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA-Styli-nth:Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD-Strongly Disagree NA -Not Applicable

Evaluators indicate they would not use or recommend use Of this package.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248-6800

(

This evaluation is oa.sed on the _evaluatioiu of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potentua users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce thi.s document is herei4 granted.



micro*FT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

More Algebra: Simul

PRODUCER: Tycom Associates
68 Velma Avenue
Pittsfield, Mass. 01201

EVALUATION COMPLETgD: March 1982 by the
staff and constituents of the Jefferson County

, Public Schools, Denver, flo.

COST: $19.95 (5 programs on one cassette.)

ABILITY LEVEL: High School Algebra
SUBJECT: Mathematics: Algebra (slope and

distance, simultaneous equations, quadratic
equations)

MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: Tape cassette
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 1K to 32K Commodore

PET withAape drive
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Commodore Basic in

firmware
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediation,

standard instruction
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and

practice, tutorial

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: The computer
Program'S includes the following: instructional
objectives, sample program output, program
operating instructions, teacher's information and
student instructions. Supplementary materials
contain the following: suggested grade/ability
levels, instructional objectives, program operating
instructions and teacher's information.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (Stated): 'The
package is intended as drill and practice for
students who are enrolleii irfan algebra course (first
or second year) as well as review for those who have

already completed a course. A brie'- f review lesson
accompanies each exercise, but review lessons are
not intended.as stand-alone tutoriaL

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: Users of this
package should have received instruction in the
major concepts the package covers.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
consists of five programs which Provide review and
practice in solving common types of algebra
programs. Programs included are: SLOPE (the
graph of two ordered pairs is shown and the user is
asked to enter the slope of the line containing ttlese
points as well as the square of the distance between
the points); SIMUL (pairs of simultaneous linear
equations are given for solution by the user); QUAD
(the user is asked to'enter roots of quadratic,
equations); DISC (provides practice problems in the
use of the discriminant to determine the nature of
the,roots of a quadratic equation); COMP (the user
provides complex roots of a quadratic equation).
Programs automatically keep score, and upon
exiting, the user is informed of the number of
problems attempted and given a grade.

POTENTIAL USES: None given

MAJOR STRENGTHS: None given.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Evaluators judged this
program to be an example of poor:pedagogy. They
criticized displays of examples of solutions to
simultaneous equations in two variables.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SDNA
Content is accurate.
Content has educational value.

Content is free of stereotypes.
Ptirpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphici/soundlcolor are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.,

Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is 'effectively employed.

,

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate afid sequence.

.

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

-User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.

...
Inforination displays are effective.
Users can op-ente easily ihd independently.
Teachers can employ package easiN.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Sttongly Agree A-Agree D-Disavee SD- Strongly Disagree NA -Not Applicable

Evaluators indicate they would not use 'or recommend use of this package.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248-6800

This evaluation is based on the evaluanorts,of three or mo7e reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

, Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
'



micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Gramm Pr Problems for Practice: Homonyms

' PRODUCER: Milliken Publishing Company
U00 Research Blvd.
St. Louis MO 63132

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 1982, by staff of
the Portland Public Schools, Multnomah ESD,
Portland, Oregon.

60ST: $80 per module; $375 for serimof 5 modules.

ABILITY LEVEL: 3-9
SUBJECT: Language Arts: Grammar,and Usage,

Homonyms
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" flexible disk'
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II, Single

disk drive, B & W monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: DOS 3.2, 3.3; Applesoft
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Assessment, standard
; instruction

INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and practice,
tutorial, learning management

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In the program:
student instructions, followup activities, and
posttesting. In supplementary materials: suggested
grade/ability levels, instructional-Objectives,
program operating instructions, teacher's
information, resource/reference information, and
information about the program's relationship to
standard textbooks.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES stated): to,Provide
individual drill and practice tor students.on
troublesome homonyms and word pairs, using skills
and concepts alreadx introduced by teachers.

4 ^

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISTTES (Inferred):
Students should already be familiar with the concept

of homonyms and should have had considerable
practice using them in drill and practice situations.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
contains eight tests on homonyms covering simple
homdnyms, contraction homonyms, triple homonyms
and confusing pairs. Students must pass tests at
9096-or better to move on to another'test. Failure'
to pass at the 90% or better level.results in
additional drill and practice experience. This
package also contains a useable student
management program component. This package is
one component of an integrated program series
covering English grammar.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: Twenty
minutes per day until the materiel is mastered..

POTENTIAL USES: Thispackage would be useful in
a classroom setting for drill -end practice or testing
of student knowledge of homonyms. It would not be
useful for basic instruction, and students should
probably have had considerable paper practice on
homonymsrior to using the program.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The program contains
student and class management components which
allow the teacher to assign work (drill and practice)
as needed by students. The material in the program
had been correlated with basal language arts texts.
The meiterial includes a scope and sequence chart.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The program does not make
adequate use of the more creative aspects of a
computer. A more extensive teacher's guide with
student support materials would be helpful.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA. A D SDNA
Content is accurate.
Contein has educational value.

Content is free of stereotypes.
!' P.:rpose of package is well defined.

' Package achieves defined purpose.

Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately-----

' Use of packige is motivational. ____...:---"

Student creativity is efferaiveli-stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employec.

.0

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.

'' Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Information displays areeffective.
Users can operate easily Mid independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree Sti- Strongly Disagree 'NA - Not Apphcable

Evaluators indicate they would use. or recommend use of this package with little or no thange.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory )
300 Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(303) 2484800

So

TSis evaluationis based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potentialusers of tlie courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro4iFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

,Essential Math Program

VERSION: Catalog No. 26-1746 (1980)

PRODUCER: Radio Shack
Education Division
400 Atritim, One Tandy Center
Fort Worth TX 76102

EVALUATION \MPLETED: June, 1982; by staff
and constituents f the Portland Public Schools
And Linn-Benton ESD, Oregon'.

COST: $199.00

ABILITY LEVEL: 7-12
SUBJECT: Math: additiori, subtraction,

multiplication, division, and number concepts
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 16K Radio Shack,Model

I or Model HI with either disk drivemr
cassette recorder

REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Basic, TRSDOS
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediation,

standard instruction
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUEE: Drill and

practice

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: The computer
program offers a pretest for placement purposes.
Supplementary documentation includes:
suggested grade/ability level(s); instructional
objectives; prerequisite skills or activities; sample
progratn. output; teaeher's information; and
student's instrudtions.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: Objectives are
statectie Appendix I of the written materials,

cover standard elementary basic arithmetic
operation skills.

INSTRUCTIONAL PIthREQUISITES:
Prerequisites are also stated in Appendix I,
include some prior instruction in arithmetic
operations.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This program
includes skill building exercises, a placement
mode, and lesson content summaries for addition,
subtraction, multiplication, division and number
concepts in grades 7 through 12. The package
consists of an integrated program series of
programs.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED:
Twenty miniites daily.

POTENTIAL USES: Use the [3rogram in classroom,
or lab for drill and practice.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: 1. The program contains
individualized exercises in number concepts not
usually found in K-8 math. 2. Supplemental
materials make the program easy to learn to use.
3. Complete content description by lesson is
found in Appendix I:

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: 1. The program Can only
be used for drill and practice. 2. The program
does not provide for erasure of an incorrect,
response. The student is not able to correct'
mistakes.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SDNA
Content is accurate.i
Content fias educational value.
Content is free of stereotypes.

- Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and fogical.
Diffictilty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.
Use of package is motivational.
Studeni creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A- D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.

' Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.
User support materials are comprehensive.- User support maierials are effective.
Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
TeaChers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Stron3ly Agree A-Agree.D-Disagree SD- Strongly Disagree NA -Not Applicable

EvaluatOrs indicate they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248-68045

thu evaluation is based on the evaluanoru of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential u.sers of the courseware package.

g

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro SIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Fundamental Math I II, III

PRODUCER: Random HoUse, School Division
2970 Brandywine Roild
Atlanta, Georgia 36341

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 23, 1982 by the
staff and constituents of the Portland Public Schools.

COST: Total Package:16K Cassette, $459; 48K-
Disk, $600; 48K Disk and Management System, $699

Math I II 111

16K Cassette $ 84 $288 $198
48K Cassette 105 369 258
48K Disk 6c Management 150 420 315

ABILITY LEVEL: Grqdes 1-9
SpBJECT: Math: neinber concepts, addition,

subtraction, multiplication, fractions, decimals,
and percents

MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 16K-48K Radio Shack

Mode1111, single disk drive. Also available:
TRS 80 I/M 16K cassette; TRS 80 48K disk and
management system (rAuires 2 disk drives)

REQUIRED SOFTW4RE: Basic, TRSDOS
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediation, standard

instruction, enrichment, assessment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and

practice, game

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: Extensive
suplementary materials contain the following kinds
of documentation: suggested grade/ability level(s);
instructional objectives; prerequisite skills or
activities; sample program outputs; program
operating inStructionsppre- and post-tests; teacher's
information; resource/reference information;
student's instnictions; and a description of the

program's relationship to standard textbboks. In
addition, the program contains,instructions to
studenti.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: Instructional
objectives covering fundamental math concepts are
str ted:

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: Instructional
prerequisites are stated.

CONTENT AND-S:'RUCTURE: The package
consists of.mpre than 450-lessons covering math
skills in addition, stbtraction, multiplication,
division, number concepts, fractions, decimals,, and
pre-algebra. It contains lmons for grades 1-9. The
package includes complete scope and sequence,
assessment and scoring, and lesson content and
objectiVes. This package is a component of an
integrated*program series;and the computer,
program may be listed and altered.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: yifteen
to twenty minutes dilly.

POTENTIAL USES: The program mayte used for
drillqtnd practice in the classroom or lab setting.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The package contains
supplementary Materials; it covers grades 1-9; it
covers many topics; and it contains extrwactivities
for many lessons.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Not all lessons contained
extra activities (specifically, fractions, decimals,
and pre-algebra did not contain extra activities).
Program errors were found in the lesson covering
number concepts.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SP NA
Content is accurate.
Content has educational value.

Content is free of stereotypes. ..r.

V- Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.

Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.

Instruction integrates with prior leatning.
Learning can be generalized.

User sufiport materials are comprehensive.
si- User support materials are effective.

. Information displays are effective. 1

Users can operate easily and independently
Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA - Strongly Avee A-Agree D-Disavee SD-Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators indicate they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248-6800

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Oermission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.-



microefin COURSEWARE,EVALUATION

English Computorials

PRODUCER: Educulture
P 1 Dubuque Plaza, Suite 803

Dubuque, Iowa 52001

EVALUATION COMPLETED: May 1982 by the
staff and constituents of Lehigh University and
Bethlehem PA Public Schools.

VERSION: Examination Package (Evaluators were
unable to determine certain information because
they were evaluating a demonstration package.)

COST: Computorials I-V: $625; individual
computorials: $125; cassette player: $125

ABILITY-LEVEL: Grades 10-college
SUBJECT: English
MEDIUM OF, TRANSFER; Tape cassette or

- 5 1/4" flexibledbk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Apple II or Apple II

Plus with disk drive and special computorial
audio cassette player ,

REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applescft, DOS 3.2.1 or
DOS 3.3

INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediation
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and

practice, tutorial, pyoblem solving

-DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: The computer..
program contains the instruCtional objeCtives,
program operating instructions, pre- and
pcst-tests, resource and reference information
and teacher'S inforMation., Supplementary
materials provide information fL the teacher.

WHOM

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: Not stated

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED:
Approximately 2 1/2 hours per section

POTENTIAL USES: To diagnose student strengths
and weaknesses in English grammar, and based on
the diagnosis, to provide tutorials for instruction
in areas of weakness.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The diagnosis of student
knowledge and provision for acquisition-of
knowledge and skill application.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: 1. The use of vocabulary
such as "appropriate" when referring to linking
verbs is vague. Recause its meaning is unclear,
more than one response should be correct. 2.
Pressing the wrong key can produce a correct
response. For instance in the "Get Acquainted"
lesson, the "?" key produces the same results as
the spaCe bar; in lesson 36 the user is not oriented
to pressing the actual keys needed to supply the
correct response. 3. The needdor the audio
accessory is a hindrance. 4. Th target audience
for this paokage is not identified.

a

EVALUATION SUMMARY

M A D SDNA
Content is accurite.
Content has \educational value.--,

'
Content is free of steret."-Ipes.

----1 Purpose of package liwell defined.
Package achieves defined Purpose. .

Content presentation is clear aad logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphics/sound:color are used appropriatelV.
U. of package is motivational.
Student -creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA ,A D sb NA
1 Learner controls rate and sequence.

Ihstruction integrates with prior Warning.
Learning can be generalized.
Wer'support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teacheri can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.1

SA -Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Diugree S - Strongly Disagree 54A - Not Appkcable
1 - IsiraeN

Evaluatori indicate they woulduse or recommend use of this package with.little or no change.

ligNorthwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon-9.7204
(503) 248-6800

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more t4viewer3
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micrott COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Titration

VERSION: 1980

PRODUCER: Mentor Software, Inc.
Box 8082
St. Paul, Minn. 55113

EVALUATION COMPLETED: Apri11982, by staff
and constituents of the Texas kegion X
Educaional Service Center.

k

COST: $19.95

ABILTTX LEVEL: Grades40-14
SUBJECT: Chemistry: titration
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Apple 11, single disk

ctive
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard

instruction, enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill an

practice .

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: Supplementary
materials include suggested grade/ability levels,
instructional objectives, program operating
instructions, student instructions and student
worksheets.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: Instructional
sobjectives are stated.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES (Inferred):
Users should have had science instruction at the
9-10 grade level.

CONTENT AND STRUdTURE: The program
simulates an acidic or basic titration of a solution
of mknown strength. The necessary equipment is
displayed graphically. After the titration has
been completed the user is tutored in performing
the necessary calculations. The results are
comPared to the actual normality of theunknown
solution.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED:
Twenty minutes.

POTENTIAL.USES: This package can be used as a
pre-lab for students to perform before cloing an
actual titration experiment in the laboratory. It
could also be used by an instructor for purposes of
demonstration.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The computer responses
are "friendly," and the activities involve students
in appropriate ways.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The terms "acid solution"
and "basic solution" need to be added to the
definition sheet.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.
Content has educational value.
Content is.free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level isxppropriate to audience.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.
Use of package is motivational. .-

Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback ii effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.

° Instruction integrates with pribr leaining.
Learning can be generalized.
User support materials are comprehensive.
User support -materials are effective:
Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal us.

°SA -Strongh Agree A-Apee D-Disegree SD- Strongh Disagree NA- Not Applicable

Evaluators indicate they would use qr recommend use of this package only if certain changes were made.
(See Major Weaknesses.) S.

'

leNorthwest Regional Educational Labcratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 2484800

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representativfi of potential users of the course ire pachage,

' Permission to reproduce this documext is hereby. gram.a.



micro*IFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Gramlnar Package 1

VERSION: TRS-80

PRODUCER: Micro Learning Ware
P. 0. Box 2134
N. Mankato, MN 56001

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 22, 1982 by
the staff and constituents of the Portland Public
Schools, Portland, Oregon.

COST: $24.95

ABILITY LEVEL: 4-5
SUBJECT: Language arts
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Radio Shack TRS-80,

Models I & Ill, with disk drive (also available
for Apple II, PET)

REQUIRED SOFTWARE: (Apple Applesoft,
DOS 3.3)

INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediation,
Assessment

INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and
practice

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: Documentation
available in't4e computer program includes,
program operating instructions and student's
instructions.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES (Inferred):
Students will recognize words in syntax that
belong' to It particular grammatical classification.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.
Content hat educational value.
Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

1. Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphicsib md/color are used appropriately.
Use of package is motivational.
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.

41. Feedback is effectively employed.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQULSITES (Inferred):
An introduction to parts of speechrprevious drill
and practice, and an understanding of how to use
computers.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: The package is
made of six programs which appear on a menu.
Teachers may make additional sentences,'but
students would be unable to tell whether their
responses to the added sentences were correct or
not. Sentence structure is very basic and
uncreative. This package is one component of an
integrated program series, and listing and
alteration of the program is allowed.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: Thirty
minutes per day for twelve days.

POTENTIAL USES: Drill and practice.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: Provision for inserting
one's own sentences.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: (1) The package is boring
and is an unimaginative application of drill and
practice; (2) The program uses the same sentences
throughout the menu; (3) There is no pre- or
pcst-test; (4) No printed material on goals and
objectives is available.

SA A -D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.
User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are'used appropriately.
Program is reliable in hormal use.

SA -Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD- Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators indicath they would not use,or recommend this package.

Northwest Regional Educational Lahoratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248-6800

8 5

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more re.viewers
who tire representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby ranted.



microliFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Elementary Mathr....iatics Classroom Learning System: Whole Numbers

VERSION: English Language

PRODUCER: Sterling Software
Sterling Swift Publishing Co.
1600 Fortview Road
Austin, Texas.78704

EVALUATION COMPLETED: May 1982 by the Program
for Research and Evaluation in Public Schools (PREPS),
Mississippi.. Evaluators indicated that this evaluation
was based partly on their observation of student use of
this package.

COST: $495

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 4-7
SUBJECT: Mathematics: whole number

Operations
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5 1/4" flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II Plus, one

disk drive; a printer for use by the teacher is
recommended bui not required.

REQUIRED SOFTWARE: DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: 'Remediation,

standard instruction, enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and

practice, tutorial, information retrieval, game,
simulation, problem solving

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: The computer
program includes pre- arid post-tests and student
irstructions. The supplementary materials include the
suggested grade and ability level, instructional
objectives, sample program output, program operating
instructions and teacher's information

INSTRI,CTIONAL OBJECTIVES: Standard objectives
fce basic',operations with Whole numbers are stated for
each section in the package.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: (Inferred) Math
skills appropriate to the fourth grade level.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: The package consists of
six disks and a documentation manual. One disk is a
management disk, which can accommodate up to five
classes of forty students at a time. Basic math
operations are covered on each of four disks (addition,
subtraction, multiplication and division). The sixth disk
contains games to be used to reinforce the student's
work. All course material deals with whole numbers
and each disk is sequenced so that easier material is
dealt with before more difficult material. The program
provides teachers with an accurate report of student.
progress.

POTENTIAL USES: (1) As a "catch-up" for slow
students or students who were absent when material
was being covered. (2) As a review for all students.
(3) As an exercise emphasizing the role of place value
in all operations. (4) As a method of increasing the
student's speed in computations. (5) As a way of
reinforcing the major operations in the four basic skill
areas in mathematics.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: (1) Material is presented in
increasing levels of difficulty. (2) The package
provides repetition of basic skills. (3) The package can
be used with 'students of different ability levels. (4)
Plaze value is Stressed and (5) the games provide a,good
challenge to the students.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: (1) The first game could not
be played without paddles. (2) the games would be too
difficult for some students, especially slow learners, to
complete successfully. (3) When carrying an operation
to another place value, it was difficult to remember
what was carried.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
I

Content is accurate.

I Content has educatknal value.
I Content is free of stereotypes.
I Purpose of package is well defined.
t Package achieves defined purpose.
I Content presentation is clear ind logical.
I Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.

I Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

I Use of package is motivational.
I Student creativity is effectively stimulated.

Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalizeo.
User support materials are coinprehensive.
Usersupport materials are effective.

. Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.

4/1 'Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA-Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD- Strongly Disagree SA - Not Applicable

Evaluators indicate they would use or recommend this package with little or no change.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248-6800 86

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro*IFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Energy Czar

VERSION: CZ 4121

PRODUCER:. Atari, Inc.
60 E. Plumeria
P.O. Box 50047
San Jose, California 95050

EVALUATION COMPLETED: September 1982 by the
staff and constituents of the Capital Chilcken's Museum.

COST: $14.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grade 7-Adult
SUBJECT: Energy, Economics
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: Tape Cassette
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Atari 400 or 800 with 16K

Ram, Atari 410 cassette recorder, monitor or
television

REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Atari Basic (Cartrite)
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard instruction,

enrichment, assessment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Tutorial, information

retrieval, simulation, problem solving

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: Supplementary
materials include suggested grade/ability levels,
instructional objectives, sample program output,
program operating instructions, and resource/reference
information.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES (Stated): L Problem
solving, 2. Developing an understanding about the
relationship between energy issues, economic and
politics, 3. Logical thinking, 4. Decision making

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES (Inferred): L
Ability to set up and operate the computer syitem, 2.
Fundamental understanding of energy sources and
alternatives, 3. Understanding of stakes involved in
basic energy issues.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This simulation involves
the user in selecting an "energy bias" or basic
orientation,to energy issues. Then, role playing an
"energy czar " the user simulates the enactment of
legislation related to the chosen energy bias. The
program also provides feedback in the form of the
country's response to the energy czar's leadership
performance. This program is a component in an
integrated series, and listing and alteration of the
program ire allowed.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: Evaluators
indicate that a session involving this game would have a
duration 'of between two and three hours.

POTENTIAL USES: This program is not appropriate for
introducing students to relevant issues. It would more
usefully serve as,a tool to enable students to look at
possible consequences of independently made energy
decisions. The program could also be used with groups,
each of which might represent a single energy bias. It
was also suggested that the program could be used as an
effective simulation for training in citizenship, as a
means of demonstrating the importance of a single vote.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The program introdudes the
concept of political bias and popular opinion in
government lwislation. The limited simulation
situation has potential for illustrating the consequences
which comes from making such decisions.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: L The package is not age
appropriate for its intended audience. (may be too
difficult for grades 7-8), 2. The'program lacks
sufficient excitment and enjoyment, 3. The program has
poor delivery of factual and explanatory background
information.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.
Content his educational value.
Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.
Content preserliation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.
Use of package is motivational.
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A DSDNA
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.
User support materials are compreheniive.
User support materials are effective.
Information displays aie effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can etisploy package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Stronely Ave. A..Agrett 0-0Ita5ree SD-Strongly Disagree !iik - Not Applicable

Evaluators indicate they would use or recommend use of this package onlr if certain changes were made.
(See Major Weaknesses.)

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248-6400

This evaluation is.baseci on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is 'hereby granted.



micro/LT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Computer Simulated Physics Experiments

VERSION: Copyright 1980 (1981 update available)

PRODUCER: EduTech
634 Commonwealth Ave.
Newton Centre, Mass. 02159

EVALUATION COMPLETED May 1982 by the staff and
constituents of the Lehigh University Educational
Technology Center and Bethlehem School District,
Pennsylvania.

COSI% ;85.00 per disk

ABILITY LEVEL: Upper high school, pcet-secondary
SUBJECT: Math, physics
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple 11 Plus, disk

ctive game paddles
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: DOS 3.3, Basic
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard instruction
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Tutorial, simulation,

problem solving

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: Program includes
instructional objectives, program operating
instructions, student instructions, end a discussion of
the program's relationship tc; standard textbooks.
Supplementary materials include the following kinds of
documentation: instructional objectives, prerequisite
skills or activities, sample program outputs, program
operating instrtictions, teachers information
resource/reference information, student inst!ructions,
stildent worksheets, and a discussion of the program's
relation to textbooks.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES (Stated): L To
demonstrate concepts of statistics (distribution,
average, standard deviation). 2. To demonstrate
parabolic motion with different initial conditions. 3. To
demonstrate position and speed of In object with
changing acceleration. 4. To dkmonstrate Kepler's Laws

of Planetary Motion. 5. To demonstrate wave variables
and the principle of superposition. 6. To demonstrate
lines of force and equipotentials in an electric field.
INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: The program
states that classroom instruction is needed to introduce
the students to terminology and concepts covered in the
program.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: The package provides
demonstrations in the areas of statistics, parabolic
motion, planetaryanotion, viave motion, acceleration,
and electric fields. The user determines which area to
run; A graphic display is generated to simulate an
experiment which demonstrates the concept with
variables determined by the user. The package provides
simulations that otherwise would be difficult to
reproduce using actual apparatus. Six disks 'make up
the package with each major topic on a single disk.
Listing and alteration of the program is allowed.
ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED Varies by,
program

POTENTIAL USES: The package Can effectively be
used to aid classroom instruction (with the instructor
using the computer) or as an individualized laboratory
experience (with each student uting a computer). The
individUal programs can be used to enhance the
student's understanding of concepts in the designated
areas. ,

MAJOR STRENGTHS: 1. The use di graphics in
demoltrating the results of user proCtided values for
variab es within the program 2. Well organized teacher
and student manuals

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Parts of the student manual
are too difficult for many high school studenta.
However, evaluators saw little difficulty for the college
student.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.

zis Content hai educational value.
Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of PaCkage is well defincd.

t. Package achieves defined purpose."
Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
'Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

^ Use of paatage is motivational.
Studentcreativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.- User support,materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Information displays are effective.
Uiers can operate easilv and Independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD- Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

Evaluators indicate they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

Northwest Regional .Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248.6800

This aluation is ba.sed on the evaluations of three or more revtiwers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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Number Blast
VERSION: APX-10097/20097

PRODUCER: Atari, Inc
1265 Borregas Avenue
Sunnyvale, California 94086

Distributed by:

Atari Program Exchange
3281 Scott Blvd.
Santa Clara, California 95051
(800/538-1862)

EVALUATION COMPLETED: September 1982 by the
staff and constituents of the Capital Children's
Museum. Evaluation of this package was based partly
on observatice ot student use.

COST: $15.95 (disk or cassette)

ABILITY LEVEL: Ages 6-16
SUBJECT: Mathematics: addition and

multiplication
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Atari 800 with 24K ram,

Atari 810 disk drive,.2 joystick controllers
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Atari Basic (cartridge),

Number Blast disk/cassette.
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediation,

enrichment, assessment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUE3: Drill and practice,

tutorial,-game

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: Program operating
instructions are available in the supplementary
materials.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES (Inferred): 1. To
provide drill and practice in addition and multiplication,
2. To develop fine motor skills in use of joystick, 3. To
develop hand-eye coordination.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES (Inferred):
Knowledge of the operation of the computer system and
knowledge of multiplication and addition tables would
be prerequisites to using the package.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This component teaches
addition and multiplication of positive and negative
numbers using a game format. Speed of making
domputations and skillful manipulation of the joystick
enables high scores. One or two persons can play
number blast. This program is a component in an
integrated program series. Listing and alteration of the
computer piogram are allowed.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: Twenty to
thirty minutes daily.

POTENTIAL USES: The package would be appropriate
in situations requiring drill And practice in addition and
multiplication.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: I. The ability to add end
stbtract by.10 encourages students to find creative
ways of reaching a number (...to get to 29; 10+10+10 and
subtract 1...) 2. The program is strong as a drill and
practice program.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: I. There is not a great
difference between negative and positive reinfoiCement
ifi-the game. 2. Students should be given more chances
on the same problem if they provide an incorrect
response. 3. The menu should allow selection ot an
appropriate level of difficulty. 4. There should be
more opportunity for collaboration and less emphasis on
competition. One evaluator suggested that students
might try together to answer problems within a specific
time limitation. 5. The program does not provide new
concepts. 6. No followup materials or suggestiohs are
provided. 7. The exact purpose of the package is not
defined.

EVALUATION SUMMARY,

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.
Content haaeducational value.
Conteneis free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.
Student creativity is effectively siimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learr Ir.: can be generalized.

Uut support materials are comprehensive..
User support materials are effective.

, Information displays are effective.

Users can operate easily and independently.

Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA-Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagreg SD- Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable-asssis
Evaluators indicate they would use or recommend use of this package only if certain changes were made (See
Major Weaknesses.).

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 24414800

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are reo4seritative of potent:al users of the courseware package.

Permission to re'produce this document is hereby ranted.
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My First Alphabet

VERSION: Atari APX-20083

PRODUCER: Atari, Inc.
60 E. Plumeria
P.O. Box 50047
San Jose, California 95050

EVALUATION COMPLETED: September 1982 by
the staff and constituents of the Capital Children's
Museum. Their evaluation is partly based on
observation of student use of the paCkage.

COST: $34.95
111

ABILITY LEVEL: Pre-kindergarten to
kindergarten

SUBJECT: Alphabet and number recognition
MEDIUM OF TRANbFER: 5-1/4" flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Atari 800 with 24K

ram, Atari 810 disk drive, monitor or television
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Atari Basic (cartrite)
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediation,

standard instruction, enrichment, assessment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and

practice, tutorial, information retrieval, game,
learning management, pattern recognition

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: Supplementary
materials include: sugggested grade/ability leyel(s),
instructional objectives, sample prograrn output,
program operating instructions, and -teacher's
Information

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES (Stated): To teach
the alphabet and numbers in a pleasing fashion by
means of association

MI!

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES (Inferred): The
ability to manipulate the computer system,
especially the keyboard

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: "My First Alphabet"
serves as a remedial reinforcement as well as a .
number and alphabet learning program. The
package provides optional selections for the user,
depending on how the program is used. Users. may
select prompts or answers

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: Thirty
minutes to one hour per day

POTENTIAL USES: The package is appropriate for
grow work in the classroom or for home use. For
chileren just beginning to use the program, a great
deal of adult supervisiow will be needed. The
program is quite noisy and could disturb children
working on other projects nearby.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: 1. The graphics are excellent,
2. The sound rewards are varied, 3. The program
relies on association to teach, rather than on drill,
4. The program is stimulating and enjoyable.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: L A letter or number should
be drawn before its picture is presented so "that
chileren have enough time to study its shape., 2. ,
Motion of graphics and prompts across the screen
should be from left to right to encourage children
with Dyslexia to read in that direction, 3. If the
program were used with a voice synthesizerj
children would not have to depend on an adult to be
sitting with them, 4. The disk is required at most
times in-the program, 5. Exit from the program is
only pcssible at the end of each presentation or
respond, which renders the documentation pointless.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D S NA
Content is accurate,
Content hat educational value.
Content is free of stereotYPes.
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation.is clear and-logical.
Difficulty level it appropriate to audience.
Graphics/sound/color are used approprietely.
Use of package is modiational.
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively-employed.

SAA- D-SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized. r,

User support materials are comPsrehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Information displays are effective.
Users can-operate easily and independently.
Teachers can'employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in-normal use.

SA-Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Ditagree SD- Strongly Disagree NA -Not Applicable
===r-Amosslas=0,

Evaluatori indicate they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

VI

113
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248.6800

4 0

This evaluadon is based on the evaluation-3 of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Perrnission to reproduce this document Is hereby granted.
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Euclid Geometry Tutor
VERSION: 1980 Cat. No. 26-1724

PRODUCER: Radio Shack
Education Division
400 Atrium, One Tandy Center
Fort Worth, Texas 76102

EVALUATION COMPLETED: June 22, 1982 by the
staff and constituents of PREPS, ississippi and
Portland Public Schols, Multnoma1ESD, Oregon

COST: $29.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 9-12
SUBJECT: Geometry: geometric proofs
MEDIUM, OF TRANSFER: Tape cassette or

5 1/4" flexible disk
REQUMED HARDWARE: 16K TRS-80 Level I

or Level II, or Model III
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Basic, TRS-DOS
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediation,standard

imtruction, enrichment and assessment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and

practice, tutorial, problem solving

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: The computer
program contains a post-test. Supplementary
materials offer the suggested'grade and ability
level(s), prerequisite skills or. activities, sample
program output, program operating instructions,
teacher's information, student's instructions, student
worksheets and follow up activities.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (Inferred)
Understanding of triangle labeling, criteria for
proof, structure of a two column proof and the
process of dedudtive reasoning.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: The user gives the
domputer a theorem to be proved. /The computer

then asks for the givens. The student has four
choices: (1) automatic: the computer proves the
theorern if possible; (1) practice: the student
supplies the proper statements and the computer
supplies the reasons; (3) quiz: the computer
supplies hints (if needed); (4) test: the student
proves the theorem without help from the
computer. In the last three modes, the computer
will verify whether the student's proof is logically
correct. The computer will also state when a
theorem is not provable. This paCkage is et,single
program, and listing and alteration of the program is
allowed.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: Thirty
minutes per session

POTENTIAL USES: The package can be used in
teaching simple two column proofs of geometry
theorems dealing with triangles, segments and
angles of congruence. It also provides an

. introduction to logical thought. The program
represents an innovative teaching te*chnique and
could be used with individuals for remedial worti.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The program requires
carefully organized logical thought and requires
precision of language.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The user ivrequired to use
abbreviated language for statements and reasons.
The program is fairly inflexible and possibly
ccausing if the instructions are not carefully
followed. It was noted that in spite of the program's
name, it only covers a subset of geometry.
Teachers using this program should be thoroughly
familiar with it before using it. Reviewers warn
that greater teacher familiarity is needed than is
the case with other iirograins.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SDNA
Content is accurate.
Content has educational value.

Content is free of.Rereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropiiate to audience.
Graphics/soimd/color.are used appropriately.

...

% Use of package is motivational.
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate andssequence.

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning cats be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Information displays are effective...
Users can operate easily and independently.

Teachers can employ package 'easily.

- Computer capabilities are used approPriately.
Program is reliable in normal use. -

SA -Strongly Arm A-Airet D-Disagree SD-Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable `

Evaluators indieate they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W.. Sixth Avenue Poytland, Oregon 47204
(503) 248-6800
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This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three Or more reviewers
who are representattve of Potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce tts,locument is hereby mold. °
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Test Bank
VERSION: 2.1

PRODUCER: Lawrence Atherton
Advance Technology

Applications
4296 Tambor Court
San Diego, CA 92124

EVALUATION COMPLETED: January, 1983 by
staff of NW REL and the Institute for
Educational Research, Glen Ellyn, IL.,

COST: $450.00

KBILITY LEVEL: Any
SUBJECT: Any
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" flexible disk
REQUIRE1) HARDWARE :TRS-80 Model I or WI
321( RAM, sirgle disk drive
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Machine language, DOS
provided with package
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Assessment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Test
construction

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE The User's
Manual is a 77 page notebook-in a clear, easy to
read format. Included are sample screen
displays, a comprehensive table of contents, and'
a complete summary of com9Vands: Neither an
index nor a summary of ert6r messages is
provided. The material is well edited. A random,
sample of text tested at a readability level of
eighth grade. The first section of the instruction
manual provides enough information for general
use, and the advanced section should be
comprehensible to nahe users after they have
sfient a few hours:trying out the program.
Although the material is well presented, it would
be improved by talc?* theereader through all the
operations ia normal sequence of entering some
items, savirg them in a disk file, assemblirg them
into a test format, and printing the test for a
smell sample of ten, items.. Details on the method
of writing the items-to disk-attually making, a
test bankere not given until the sixth chapter.

NOTE: The nature,of this evaluation differs from
that usually emplOyed for'instructional.software
because of thenature of thissoftware and its use.

OVERVIEW: The TestvBank allows anyone
involved in test preparation to enter, -edit, and

save a collection of test items in a
microcomputer. The user can then select a
subset of the items based upon their
characteristidl, edit the items again, and produce
final test copy in a variety of formats. Sdhools,
universities, licensing groups, employment
offices, or any other agency involvedin testing
where items are used more than once would be
likely to find the program quite useful.

DATA ENTRY: The program represents the
melding of four'seriarate tasks. The first is that
of text entry and editirg, where items are typed
info the computer. Either immediately, or at any
later stage, the user can modify the item through
inserting or deleting material, reformattirg,
adding optiOns, or changing the descriptors. This
allows a continuing improvement of the items
through their lifetime. In editing, the @ is used
as the control character. Deletion is a two-stel-
procesawhere the characters to be removed are
first changed to graphics and then cleared out. If
,the item writer wishesto.emphasize an
jjngortant -word such as 'NOT," it can be
capitalized or placed in single quotes; the
capability of printers to underline or print in bold
letters hasnot been tapped.

Included in tke editing section is a provision for a
'soft hyphen,' a hyphen usedsto splita word at the
end of a line for aesthetic reasons. If subseqUent
editing causes the word to be moved, the soft
hyphen disappears. Insertion oc a soft hyphen is
accomplished by simultaneougY pressing the @
'key and H keys. To draw eiline for
fill-in-the-blank items, one must use the @ and
keys together, possibly-confusing to some users.

,The screen format is easy to use. The cursor
location gives a clear indication whether the
program is expecting a command, tekt entry, or
some other specific information. A protected
area on the screen is used to display prompts. -Ne
Holding down a key results in auto repeatirg, an
tabs are automatically placed at appropriate
places for simplified item entry. The commands
are almost all single key, and easy to remember.

DATA STORAGE: The second task is that of
storing the data base on a disk. In a maw& akin
to many text editors, the Telt Sank program

Continued on back

Northwest 'Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 24811800

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potentAil users of the courseware package.

Perinission,o reprOduce'this document is hereby granted.



micro/fin COURSEWARE EVALUATION

manipulates all the data in memory and then
transfers it to disk. Therefore the size of any
single file is limited to the available memory. In
most cases this presents no problem as the user,
may assemble a test from any number of separate
files; but if the-items are widely scatteredlhough
these files the manual effort could become
horrendous.

The disk routines are well thought out. The
adthors chose to write their own disle operating
system rather than to use the one supplied by the
hardware manufacturer. Material written to disk
is verified before .the program will continue.
When the files are named, the program cheeks to
be certaii, that another program with the same
name will not be inadvertently destroyed.
Separate files are produced by different sectic.ns
of the master program, and they are nicely kept
separate by the software. Provision has been
made for merging subfiles into larger units, and
for breaking bigger files into smaller ones.

Almostany type of prose item can be handled
easily. Examples of essay questions,
fill-in-the-blank, multiple choice, and matching
formats are shown in the manual. The obvious
sdiffieulty with this or with,,any computerized
item bank is how to includipictorial material.
Pictures, diagrams, formulas with subscript,s and
superscripts, special-symbolsiand thelike are
almost impossible to save in machine-readable/
format, and this software makes no provision,O
do so.

However, one cankeep such materials in a
separate file, and add tags tu the items to remind
oneself to place the accompanying materials into
position before reproducing the final version of
the test. The program allOws designation of the
number of line feeds to follow an item so that
room can be allowed fot the materials..

`

ITEM-RETRIEVAL: The tliird task i that of
retrievirg the items from the file in preparation
for printing. The simplest method is to call the
items up by number, where the number is taken
off the master printout of the file. Or the user
can display itemeon the screen, and press a
single key to identify an item to be selected. Fo
large data bases.the most likely method is to use
the 'Hunt' cOmmand to find items with certan
characteristics. Three separate six-category

schemes are built into the program; e.g., items
could be categorized by (A) type of item, (B)
Bloom taxonomy; and (C) subject matter. Then P

one easily could specify matching items, level 2,
in geography. Only the logical 'AND' relationship
can be specified.

The use of othei classification methods is
possible, but requires careful thought. A few
hints are providedin the manual, all of which use
the answer line. The line allows one to enter
information such as the specific answer, key
words required in an essay or similar format
answer, notes to oneself, br any alphanumeric
information. If the user had'each itemtied to an
objective, the abbreviated riame of the objective

;7 or its number could be added to the answer line;
e.g:, (242.16a). Calling up the items.* that code
would then retrieve all those so identified.
Unfortunately, the sort options are limited to
moving items around after they are selected.

Another deficiency is the lack of any simple
of/includiig item statistics in the item file. The
m,anual mentions classification of items as easy,

oderate, and hard, but users might prefer to
nclnde both difficulty and discrimination indexes

/ for all item alternatives. This, along with a Sort,
would simplify the ordering of items from easy to
hard as is commly done.

TEST PRINTING: The final task is that of
printing the test. A nice teature is that those
items selected for inclusion can be edited before
printing without affecting the niaster item bank.
This could be used to advantage by any agency
including some generic items which 'would bt
modified by the user for a specific situation; e.g.,
an atithmetic word problem with the details tied
to the most recent sports event.

Headings and st3ecial instructionE to the test
taker are easily added. The user naksome
control over printer parameters, such as location .
of the left margin (0-15), stopping after each
page, a CR/LF or just a CR, and whether to print
all or just a part of the test. Unfortunately, the
right margin, number of lines per page, and the
character spacirg are fixed and unaccessible to
the user.

Continued on next page
ca
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The test can be routed to the printer, or to disk
, 0 file for storage. Therefore Cuser could build a

test file initially, and thenconvert a series of
. tests into an item bank latera relatively

painless method of building a data base. e
. .

SUMMARY: The program is easy to use, has good
documentation, and 90 direct competition. It
appears to be very useful for organizations with'
a modest file of items (perhamup to 5000) in a
given grade level or-other category. Experienced
users might be able to duplicate some of the
characteristics of the program with either a data
base management system, Orli text editor
combined with some qarefill planning. However,
most of the potential audience would find this
program preferrable. ,

1

0

The evaluators indicate they Would use or recommend this package with little or no change.

A)\
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth AvenUe Portland, Ormon 97204
(503) 2484800

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.
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-The Arithmetic Classroom: Fractions-Addition & Subtraction
VEiSION: Copyright 1982

PRODUCER: Sterling Swift Publishing Company
7901 S. IH-35
Austin,,TX 78144

EVALUATION COMPLETED: January, 1983 at
the Connecticut State Area Cooperative
Educational Services in New Haven, Connecticut.

COST: $49.95, replacement disks $9.95

ABILITY LEVEL: .qrades 4 to 8
SUBJECT: i;iathematics
TOPIC: Fractions
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" flexible disk
REQUIRED FIARDW ARE: Apple II+, 48k, single
disk drive
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: DOS 3.3, Applesoft
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediation,
standard instruction, enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUE: Tutorial, drill
and practice, instructional management

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program--
sample program output, and post-test. In
supplementary materialsstudent worksheets,
and follow-up activities.

INSTRUCTIONA,L OBJECTIVE: (INFERRED)
Standard objectives for addition and subtraction
of fractions.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: Assumed
but not stated.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURES The package is
part or a learning system entitled The
Arithmetic Classroom which consists of eight
self-contained but integrated learning packages
covering the following topics:1 Addition,
Subtraction, 'Multiplication, Division, Fractions
Basic Qoncepts, FRACTIONS ADDITION &
SUBTRACTION, Fractions Multiplication &
Division, and Decimali. Each learning package
contains a lesson diskette, a practice workbook
and achievement record forme which are to'be
used to keep track of learning progress. This
package, FRACTIONS ADDITION &
SUBTRACTION, cpntains lessons'at five levels of
competence. The student is free to choose the
lesson helshe wants, but should be advised that
the lessons must b.e studied and mastered in
sequence: that is, the learner should be
competent at level 1 befoit trying level 2. The
same leison can be studied numerous times
without repetition. Each lesion in FRACTIONS

ADDITION & SUBTRACTION is structured in
essentially.the same way: examples are given for
each lesson learning objective followed by related
practice exercises, and every lesson concludes
with a test that is intended to deterniine if
mastery has been achieved. The record keeping
Section of the program is structured for the
student to keep track of his/her own progress in
the strand. There is also a game package
available for $29.95 which supplements this
material.

Continued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

.SA A I) SDNA
Content is accurate.
Content has educational value. 4

Content is free of sieieotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation,is clear and logicaL
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphics/sound/color are,used appropiiately.
Use of package is mcivational.
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SI3 NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction intigrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.
User support materials *.e comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Information displays areeffective.
-Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Strongly Agree 'A-Agrr D-Ditagree SD-Strongly Disagree NA -Not Applicable

Evaluators indicated they would use or recommend pie of this package with little oeno change.

/1\
Nurthwest RtgiInal Educational Laboratory
300 s.w. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248-6800
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This evaluation is baied on the evaluations ofithree or more reviewers
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The Arithrnetie.Classroom: Fractions Addition
and Subtraction

POTENTIAL USES: .Thepackage could be used
for individual and small group instruction. It
would.be a good supplemental or remedial
package,as well. It is most appropriate for
grades 4-8.

MAJOR STRENGTHS:' The content is accurate.
The student response rewards students in a
highly Motivating manner.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The program should be
classified for only upper elementary grades. The
format used for the tutbrial is not carried oier
into the student exercises..In the tutorial, the
fraction'iarei added first, -then the whole
,numbers. In ;the exercises, the whole number is
entered firstla4d then 'the fraction. According to
the producer; ihe students are instructed to.do
their Work on liaper and then type in the answer.
The order of ;etering the digits in the exercise is,
different fromithat shown'in the tutorial to make.
it more eofiV,enient for the student to enter-the
final abswer:

I

OTHER COMMENTS: According to the producer,
the latest veraion of this package contains more
comprehensive support materials which gives the
scope and sequence of the objectives.

cs.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
(503) 248-64500

This eiroluation. is based on the evaluations of Olive dr mire ieVieters
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The Arithmetic Classroom: Decimals

VERSION: Copyright 1982

PRODUCER:. Sterling Swift Publishing Co.
7901 S. IH-35
Austin, TX 78744

EVALUATION COMPLETED: January, 1983 at
the Connecticut State Area Cooperative
Educational Services in New Haven, Connecticut.

COST: $49.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 4 to 8
SUBJECT: Mathematics
TOPIC: Decimals
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Apple II+, 48K, single
disk drive
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: DOS 3.3, Applesoft
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediation,
standard-instruction
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUE: Tutorial, drill
and practice

"DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
program operating instructions, and post-test. In
amolementary materials sample program
output, program operating instructions, teacher's
ihformation, student worksheets, follow-up
activities, and management system,.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE: (INFERRED)
Standard objectives for-decimal concepts.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: None stated.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: The package is
part of a learning system entitled The
Arithmetic Classroom which consists of eight
self-contained but integrated learning packages
covering the following topics: Addition,
Subtraction, Multiplication, Division,
FractionsBasic Concepts, FractionsAddition &
Subtraction, FractionsMultiplication dc Division,
and DECIMALS. Each learning package contains
a lesson diskette, a practice workbook and
achievement record forms which are to be used
to keeR track of learning progress. This package,
DECIMALS, contains lessons at five levels of
competence. The student is free to choose the
lesson he/she wants, but should be advised that
the lessons must be studied and mastered in
sequence; that is, the learner should be
competent at level 1 before trying level 2. The
same lesson can be studied numerous times
without repetition. Each lesson in DECIMALS is
structured in essentially the same way: examples
are given for each lesson learning objective
followed by related practice exercises, and every
lesson cc:includes with a test that is intended to
determine if mastery has been achieved. The
record keeping-section-of the program is
structuredlor the student to keep track of
hiWher own process in the strand. Theresis also
a game package kvailable for $29.95 which
supplements this material.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 15
minutes per day/twice a week

Continued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.
Content has educational value.

Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpae.
Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.

.

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Leiki.W11-1, can be generalized.

User supPort materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Information displays are effective.

Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA-Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD- Strongly Disagree NA -Nee Applicable

The evaluators indicate they would use or recommend use of this pacimge only if certain changes were made

(see Major Weaknesses).

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 245.6800

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewe-s
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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The Arithmetic Classroom: Decimals

POTENTIAL USES: This package is most
appropriately used with individuals and small
groups, and as reiiiforcment after formal
instruction.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The content is accurate.
The tutorial process is educationally sound.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Numbers could be made
larger so that a group of students could view the
material easily to make better use of the total
screen.

OTHER COMMENTS: According to the producer,
the latest version of this package contains more
comprehensive support materials which gives the
scope and sequence of the objectives.

0
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Metric Drill
VElitON: 3.3

PR6freeR: Hartley Courseware, Inc.
Box 431
Dimondale, Michigan 48821

EVALUATION COMPLETED: January 1983 at
the North Clackamas School District, Milwaukie,
Oregon and at Northwest Regional Educational
Laboratory, Portland, Oregon.

COST: $49.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 4 through 8
SUBJECT: Mathematics
TOPIC: Metric System
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-114" flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Apple II, 48K, 1 disk
drive, monitor, printer (optional)
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3 or 3.2
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediation,
standard instruction, assessment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Instructional
management, authoring, drill and practice, tutorial

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
pre-test, post-test, and student's instructions. In
supplementary materials prerequisite skills or
activities; program operating instructions, and
teacher's information.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBjECTIVES: (STATED) To
provide drill and practice on metric units-for
measuring length, volume and mass metric
prefixes; conversion between metric units; and
estimating metric measures. Objectives are

stated more precisely in the manual.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) The package is organiAed in a
series or lessons. Successful completion of one
lesson is the prerequisite for the next. By
pre-testing the teacher can determine placement.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
provides drill and practice material for three
levels of skill using the metric system
beginning, intermediate and advanced in
length, mass and capacity units. The teacher can
create hieher own lessons to fit the needs of the
student. Student record keeping is also provided.

POTENTIAL USES: This package is most
appropriate for use with individual students.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The skill levels in the
program build from simple knowledge to more
complex applications of knowledge. The
capability for the teacher to author appropriate
materials for students is a real plus: By following
directions in the program and reading the
documentation carefully, the process is very
easy. The record keeping for students is a strong
point in that it tells not only how many were
missed, but exactly what was missed.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The program moves
ahead too quickly with insufficient review. Some
improvement is needed, especially at the lower
levels, on the concept of the differences

Continued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.
Content has educational value.

Content is free of stereotypes.

Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined Ourrose.
Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphics/sound/color are Used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.
Student creativity is effectively'stimulated.,

_ Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and-sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Information displays are effective.

Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily. .

Computer cap0-lities ire used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disigree SD-Strongly Disagree NA - Not Appikelrle

The evaluators.indicate they would use or recommend use of this package only if ce:tain changes were made
(see Major Weaknesses).

/i()\
Northwest Regional Educational LaboratorY
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 24154800
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This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more.reviewers
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Metric Drill

between metric measurtments. Some visual
comparisons would be helpful. The rewards are
not particularly exciting, and would seem not to
be a motivator in themselves.

OTHER COMMENTS: According to the producer,
this package is undergoing extensive revisions:
The new version will have the following added
features: 1. lessons presented in linear
interactive instructional form followed by an
optional randomly presented practice lesson; 2.
feedback in terms of hints and explanations of
incorrect answem 3. teacher options including
number of times a student must answer before
the cbrrect answer is shown, branching to the end
of the lesson oritoo easy or too difficult lessons,
and' repetition of missed item4 4. pre/post tests
for placement and testing progresg and S. some
additional graphics.

elNorthwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 &W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregott 97204
(503) 2414500
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Math COncepts

VERSION: 3.3

PRODUCER: Hartley Courseware, Inc.
Box 431
Dimondale, Michigan - 48821

EVALUATION COMPLETED: January 1903 at
the North Clackamas School District in
Milwaukie, Oregon and the Northwest Regional
Educational Laboratory in Portland, Oregon.

COST: $39.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 2 to 6
SUBJECT: Mathematics ,

MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Apple II, 48K, 1 disk
drive, monitor, printer (O'ptional)
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3 or 3.2
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediation,
standard instruction, assessment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Instructional
management, authoring, dri11 and practice, and
tutorial

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
pre-test, post-test, and student's instructions. In
supplementary materials instructional
objectives, program operating instructions, and
teacher's information.

UNSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
provide drill and practice on the concepts of
ordering decimal and whole numbers, identifying

odd and even numbers, place value, rounding,
identifying prime numbers, the meaning of
multiplication, and counting by 2's, 5's and 10's.
Objectives are stated more precisely in manual.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES:
(INFERRED) This package is organized in a
series of lessons. Therefore, successful
completion of one lesson is the prerequisite for
the next. By pre-testing the teacher can
determine placement.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
provides drill and practice on the math concepts
described in the objectives. The student either
fills in a direct answer to"&question, or is given a
choice of a, b, or c. The teacher can create
lessons with as many items as needed, each
having a 4-line stimulus and up to 4 correct
responses, giving flexibility of student re,sponse.
The student planning file keeps records of
incorrect responses. A printout of this file is
available.

POTENTIAL USES: This package is most
_appropriately use with individual students.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The capability for the
teacher to author appropriate materials for
students is a real pl-ds: By following directions in
the program and reading the documentation
carefully, the process is very easy. The record

Continued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SDNA
Content is accurate.
Content has educational value.

Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphics:sound/color are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.'
Instruction integrates With prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

...
User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Information displays are effective. ,

Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used apPropriately.
Program is reliable in nurmal use.

SA-Strongly Agree A-Agree -,Disagree SD-Strongly Disagree NA-Not Applicable-

The evaluators indicate that they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97704
(303) 248-6800

This e. ,luation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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Math Concepts

keeping for students is a strong point in that it
tells not only how many were missed, but exactly
what was missed.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The directions are not
always explicit. Abbreviations may be used
inappropriately "R. to nearest ..." for round.
Young students may not grasp what directions
mean. There is a spelling error in program C16
"nearest." The.rewards are not particularly
exciting, and would seem not to be a motivator in
themselves.

OTHER COMMENTS: According t o the p roducer,
Ahis package is undergoing extensive revisions.
The new version will include the following
f eat ure= 1. additional graphics in the
presentation 2.capability for the teacher to set
response requirements, i.e., branch to the end of
the lesson if work is too easy or too difficult; and
3. modification of the more difficult of the
instructional sequences based on test information
with Chapter 1 children.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 &W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 2454800

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the coursiware package.
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PRODUCER: ATARI Program Exchange
P.O. Box 3705
.Santa Clara, CA 95055

EVALUATION COMPLETED: February 1983 by the staff of Northwest Regional
Educational Labdratory.

(NOTE: The format of this report differs from that used by MicroSIFT for instructional
software, and is designed specifically for recordkeeping software.)

COST: $22.95

MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" flexible disk

REQUIRED HARDWARE: ATARI 800 computer with 40k of RAM memory, Monitor, 1
or 2 ATARI 810 disk drives, ATARI BASIC language cartridge. Optional
equipmentATARI or equivalent printer, ATARI 850 interface module.

REQUIRED SOFTWARE: DOS-2

PURPOSE: To store grades, computer averages, analyze grades, and print grade reports.

INTENDED AUDIENCE: Classroom teachers

SYSTEM CAPACITY: One-class-record could be as much as 100 grade entries
for 35 students with names as long as 25 characters, and assignment nimes
ai long as 20 characters.- The documentation does not state how many such
classes will fit on one data disk. However, the system does allow you to
use as many data disks as you like.

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: The package includes one operators manual
which includes a table of contents, a system overview, operating
instructions, illustrations of screen displays, sample reports, and a
description of system and individual file capacitiesb

REPORTS GENERATED: The system will generate the following reports
provided the printer oplion is available to the system: individual
student report, final class statistics (grade frequency distribution),
class grade report, class name list, and class average report.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: This package takes the tedium out of grading. It also
allows-for-manual-gradrnethods-(absolute_percent,_poinLsystem,___
grading on the curve, grading on the curve using the standard
deviation). Records can be retrieved in elms list order (alphabetical),
by student name, or by any,of the first characters in the student name.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Documentation is poorly organized and should have an
index. In certain cases ths error trapping is poor. Once a grading
method is chosen, it Cannot be changed.

OTHER COMMENTS: .Since the evaluation began, Easy Grader has been
revised by the author. Anyone who purchasd Rev. 1.1 can obtain a free
upgrade tb Rev. 1.2 by phoning the Atari Fatchange Order Departrnent
(800/538.1862).

113
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
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This evaluation is based on the evaluationrof three or more reviewers
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For the following sections this 'key applies: SAStrongly Agree, AAgree, DDisagree,
SDStrongly Disagree, YYes or True, NNo or False.

DOCUMENTATION:

. D Documentation provides necessary assistance to make the program easy to use.
SA Capacity of the system is suitable.
A Terminology and format are consistent.
A Documentation is written in clear, straightforward language.
D Documentation is well organized.

INPUTS/OPERATION

N Allowable input field sizes are delineated.
Y There is an editing option prior to or in conjunction with entry of each set of data.
Y The package is menu driven.
N Records are retrievable by record number.
Y Records are retrievable by name.
Y The number of records in use can be displayed.
N. \ A message appearswhen the file capacity is approaChed.
'Y The capacity to copy data files appears on an appropriate menu or in the

program Oen mentation.
Optional and/or user-defined data fields are available.

D The package permits:only acceptable data to be entered.
D The package provides for easy or automatic restart and recovery.
A Data entry procedures are consistent from module to module.
D The various displays provide ..dequate instructions and prompts to the user

concerning how to enter data.
D The package adequately advises the user when the program is functioning

incorrectly.
A Data fields are designed to accomOdate the sizes and formats of data in

common use in school.
SA The capacity of the system and,individual files are suitable for intended

applications.
D The program runs at an adequate speed.

OU TPU TS

A The program provides outputs which aie appropriate for the purpose of the
program.

SA The package provides suitable options for screekdisplay of hard copy
outputs, and vice versa.

SA The package provides for screen and hard copy outputs.
A Reports are easy to read and use, with meaningful abbreviations, adequate

spacing and legible print.
A Screen displays are-easy to read-and-ute.

OVERALL

SA The package is easy to install and use.
A The package provides a real advantage over manual methods.
A The program is flexible in being able to be adjusted to local needs.
A The program is reliable.
A The package does the task it purports to do.
D The software provides for protection against casual access to confidential data.

egiNorthwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 2484800
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This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of thX courseware package.
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Basic English Skills

PRODUCER: Encyclopedia Britannica
Education Corporation

10th Floor
425 N. Michigan-Avenue
Chicago, IL 60614

EVALUATION COMPLETED: March 1982 by the
staff and constituents of TIES, St. Paul, Minnesota

COST: $373.00 per set

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 6-12
SUBJECT: English grammar: parts of speech
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/14" flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: 48K Apple II with one

disk drive and a monitor or television
(preferably color). -

REQUIRED SOFTWARE: DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediation,

standard instruction, enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Drill and

practice, tutorial

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: The computer
program includes prerequisite skills and
activities, program operating instructions,
pretests and student instructions. The
supplementary materials include the suggested
grade and ability level(s) and instructional
objectives.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: Obrrectly
identify and pluralize proper, common and
collective-boun% correctly identify and uSe
nominatilie and objective case pronouns,
correctly use "Who" and "whom;" identify verbs,

f=

verb tense, verb phrases, auxiliary verbs, "being"
verbs, action and linking verbs, use irregular
verbs, use past and past participle forms of
irregular verbs identify adverbs, distinguish
between adjectives and.adverbs; identify
adjective degrees and descriptive, demonstrative
and possessive adjectives, distinguish between the
use of "a" and "an;" identify coordinating,
subordinating and cm relative conjunctions and
determine correct usage; use prepositions
correctly within a paragraph.

INStRUCTION AL PREREQUISITES: Sixth grade
reading level

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: The package
contains eight diskettes covering the traditional
parts of speech.- There is-one diskette for each
part of speeCh with the exception of "verbs," for
which there are three diskettes, and two, .-
"conjunctions" and "prepositions", share a
diskette. There are from two to five lessons on.
each diskette. Most begin with a short tutorial
plus four or five questions with highly detailed
feedback. The second part df each lesson usually
consists of a short drill with eight to ten
questions. There is a forced criterion level on the
tutorial sedtions, requiring the student to answer
with 90-100% accuracy before being allowed to
go on to the drill section. On most of the
diskettes there is one lesson involving the
identification of a part of speech and at least one
lesson'in which the student must make decisions
about correct usagg. In most of these tasl? the

Continued on back

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
_ Content is accurate.

Content has educational value.
Content is free of stereotypes. .
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

Content presentation is clear and logical.-
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.

Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.

Instruction integrates with prior learning., .

Learning Can be generalized.

User suPport materials are compreheniive.
User support materials are effective.
Information displays are effective.

Users can operate-easily and independently.
Teacheni can employ package easily.:,

1 Computer capabilities are used appropriately.

' Program is reliablein normal use.

SA -.Strongly Agree A-Avee D-Disagne SD-Strongly Disagree NA - Net Applicable

Evaluators indicate they would use or recommend use of this package only if certain changes !Ire made.
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Basic English Skills, continued

student is working with single sentences. In the
"Prepositions" and "Verbs 2" exercises the student
identifies the parts of speech in a paragraph .

context. (Note: evaluators suggest that the
diskettes be used in order because the
grammatical terminology builds.)

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: Total
tirne for all diskettes is 12 hours and 40 minutes,
The time estimates provided by the manufacturer
appear to be accurate for remedial usert and will
"be low when used for enrichment.

POTENTIAL USES: Remedial grammar
instruction foi high schoolvP1, for mainstream
students at the junior high1evel or for
enrichment at the middle school level. Because
the material contains both tutorial and drill
activities it would be aprobriate both,as standard
classroom instruction and as a supplement.
Because the on-line instructions are clever and,
because the program is relatively free of bugs, it
could be used in lab settings where a student is
not under immediate supervision. The
courseware contains no management system and
is not appropriate where student records are
required.

MAJOR. STRENGTH& -I) The content of the
package is'clearly written and well organized.
The grammfr terminology is used carefully with
new terms being introduced only after having
been-carefully explained. 2) The screen
formatting-was extremely weddone. Borders are
used to separate directions from exercises. The
screens were never cluttered and presentation
'delays effectively focus the user's attention on
the relevant section of the screen. 3) The
feedback used in the tutorial sections was
detailed and highly informative.. Color coding
was used akan additional source of feedback. 4)
The input routines were, well constructed, so that
erroneous input was erased and the cursor
relocated. When input wqs in whale words,
simple spelling errors were checked for andnot
counted against the student. 5) The instruclional
content was accurate and appeared to be at an
appropriate reading level for high school
stUdents. 6) The program uses an upper and lower
case character set and with the shift key adaptor,
upper and lower case letters can be input. This is
particularly useful in the section on common and
proper nouns.

0

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The documentation was
added after the package was originally reviewud.
The lack cir documentation was originally listed
as a major weakness. The documentation included
in the package now, while very helpful, would be
much stronger if samplescreens were given for
lessons. Without running each diskette, teachers
will have difficulty envisioning how lessons are
structured and presented. In addition,
inconsistency in the tse of directions on different
disks was noted.

4

Nonhwest Regional Educational Eaboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(so3) 2484MM

' U

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the 'courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



talcroliiIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Antonyms/Synonyms

VERSION: 3.3

PRODUCER: Hartley Courseware, Inc.
Box 431.
Dimondale, Michigan 48821

EVALUATION COMPLETED: January 1983 at the
North Clackamas School District, Milwaukie, Oregon,
and at Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory,
Portland, Oregon.

COST: $39.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 3 through 8
SUBJECT: Language Arts
TOPIC: Word Usage
MEDIUM OF TR&NSFER: 5-1/4" flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Apple II,^48K, 1 disk drive,
monitor, printer (option4
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3.or 3.2
ItISTRUCFION AL PuRPosg: ,tandard instruction,
enrichment, assessment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Instructional
management, authoring, drill and practice, tutorial

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
Student's instructions. In supplementary materials
suggested grade ability level(s), instructional
objectives, program operating instructioni, and
teacher's information.

IN STR U CTIO N AL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
identify antonyms and synonyms of words. The
objectives are stated more preciselyin the manual.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: (INFERREp)
The student should have some prior instruction on the

meaning of antonym-and synonym. The package
provides a student planning option which allows the
teacher to assess the student's progress.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: Lessons,were
developed to help students expand vocabulary by
becoming familiar with synonyms and antonyms. The
student is given a sentence and is asked to select a
.synonym or antbnym from four given answers. Other
options include the ability to create your,own lessons
and //student planning feature where'the computer
keeps a file of the incorrect responses made by each
studrt.

POTENTIAL USES.: This package is most appropriately
used with individual students for standard instruction
and enrichment.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The package gives students a
chance to see there is more than one way to say
something. The capability for the teacher to author
appropriate materials for students is a real plus: By
following directions in the program and reading the
documentation carefijlly, the process is very easy. The
record keeping for students is a strong point in that it
tells not only how many were missed, but exactly what
was missed.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The rew-ards are not
particularly exciting, and would seem not to be a
motivator in themselves. Theprogram states it builds
vocabulary, but more likely it is building on knowns, In
S4Erthe question is asked of the student"Do you weld
to add spark to your communication?". If Ahe student
inputs "No" the'response is "good going"?.? However,
the authoring capability of the package would allow the.
teacher to modify such a question, or any other
question in the prewritten lessons.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.
Content has educational value.
Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defiped purpose.

Content presentation is clear and logical.

....-.--,..
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Gaphicsisoundkolor are wad appropriately.
Use of pacitage is motivational. **-

-. Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA.
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independentlV.
Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Strongly Agree- A-Agrat D-Disagree SD - Strongly Disagree NA - Noe Applialele

The valuators indicate they would use or recOmmend use of this package with little or no change.

13
Northwest Regional Eduiational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 2484800

.jji

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
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inicroliiIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

-Consonants/Blends
VERSION: 3.3

PRODUCER: Hartley Courseware, Inc.
Box.431
Difncridale, 'Michigan 48821

EVALUATION COMPLETED: January 1983 at the
North Clackamas School District, Milwaukie, Oregon,
and at Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory,
Portland, Oregon.

COST- $79 95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 1 through 3
SUBJECT: Language Arts
TOPIC: Reading
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE Apple II, l48K, 1 disk drive,

\ monitor, Cassette Control Device (CCD), cassette
recorder/player, printer (optional)
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, rios 3.3 or 3.2,
cassette tapes
INSTRUCTIO N AL PURPOSE: Remediation, standard
instruction, assessment .

INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Instructional
management, authoring, drill and practice, tutorial

DOCUMENTATION AVAILAFILE: In program
student's instructions. In supplementary materials
instructional objectives, sample program output,
program operating instructions, and teacher's
information.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) Given the
auditory stimulus, the student will type the: initill,
final and Medial consonants initial, medial end final
blends of L, R, S, Q, T; and initial and final diagraphs.
The student will understand silent letters, hard and soft

sounds of consonants, and sounds formed by
combinations of consonants. Other objectives are
stated in the manual.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: (INFERRED)
Familiarity with the keyboard.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: A series of phonics
lessons on sounds of consonants and consonant blends is
presented on this disk. Initial and final consonants are
included along wi,th initial, final and medial blends.
The teacher records theinstructions and directions on
tape with the use of the CCD. The teacher makes
tapes to fit lessons from a supplied word list. The
teacher can 4so create a lesson other than the given
lists. Student ecord keeping is provided with-en option,
for a print out.

POTENTIAL USES: This package is most appropriately
used with indj4idual students for standard instruction or
remediation.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The package covers a wide
variety-Of material on consonants arid blends. The
capabilitylor the teacher to author appropriate
materials for studenti is a real plus: By following
directions in the program and reading the
documentation carefully, the process is very easy. The
record keeping for students is a strong point in that it
tells not only how many were missed, but exactly what
was missed.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The package includes many
instructions which could be confusing and frustrating
for young students. The rewards are not particularly
exciting, and would seem not to be a moti tor in
themselves.

EVALUATION SUMMARY'

SA A' D SD NA
Content is accurate.
Content has educational value.

_Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well ;defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.
Content preseniation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.
Use of package is motivational.
Student treativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.
User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately:.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disogroe SD-Strongly Menne NA -Not Anollgagle

The evaluators indicate they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204

fi Pirmiuion to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
1

(503) 2484800

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseWare package.



aiicro*IFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

-Create Fill-InThe-Blanks

VERSION: 1.981.

PRODUCE&
Hartley Courseware, Inc.

Box 431
Dimondale, Michigan 48821

EVALUATION COMPLETED January, 1983 at the
Clackamas County EDS, Milwaulde, Oregon.

COST: $26.95

Aigurr LEVEL: Grades K-6
SUBJECII Any language ctrriculum area
TOPIC:
MEDIUM.OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" flexiNe disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Apple II, 48K, 1 disk

- drive, monitor, cassette control device, cassette
pliyer/recorder, printer (optional)
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Cassette tapes,
Applesoft, DOS 3.3 or 3.2
INSTRUCTONAL PURPOSE Remediation,
i;tandard instruction, assessment
INSTRUCTIONAL. TECHNIQUE: Authoring, drill
and practice

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In nrorram
stadent's instructions. In supplementary
materialasample program output, program
opersg instructices, teacher's information.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE: Not stated because
this is a program9which allows teacher to en er
material.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: None stated.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: The teacher is able
to create lessons, using the tape player, which
requires one-word-or-part-of-a-wordase_revonse.
Especially recommended for giving students
practice on recognizing sounds. Lessons are easy to
preparefollowing the step by step instructions on
the computer screen. Programs keep track of
individual errors. Up to 15)0 students can be saved
on the disk. Each disk will also hold 50 different
files (lessons) of UP to 20 presentations per file.

POTENTIAL USE& Program allows teacher to
enter stimulus word for any curriculum area. The
package has no built-in content. This paekage is
most appropriate for use with individual students.

MAJOR STRENGUI& This package has the
flexibility to be adapted to any subject area. It
allows for one or two letters to biantpu -maldng-it
very gcod for young children. The unique tise of
'the Cassette Control Device (CCD) is a Positive-
aspect of some of the authoring programs as it gives
students both visual and auditory clues. The only
limitation is-the amount of time the computer
allows to get something recoited on tape. The
capability for the teacher to author appropriate
materials for students is a real.plus: By following
directions In the program and reading the
documentation carefully, the process is verreasy.
The record keeping for students is a strong point in
that it tells not only :tow many were missed, but
exactly what was Mir:ed.

MAJOR WEANNESSE& There are lots of
instructions to get startecrtaiyotrig-students..-The
rewards are notparticularly exciting,- and would
seem not to be a motivator in themselves.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

M A D SD NA
Content is accurate.

. 'a Content hes.educadonal value.
Content is fri/Of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is Well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentadon kklear and...logical.
Difficulty level Is appropdate ve audience.
G 7 . color are used Opproprian.
Use Of package is inotivationel.
Student creadVity is Effectively stimulated.
Feedback I. effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.' Learning can be generalised. '
User suppon materials are c.osis_hrsiw lvv.
-1:sei supper: materials are effective.
Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and Independently.
Teachers can employ peckage easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program I. reliable in normal use.

SA -Smugly Apo* A-Agroo D-Disygoo SD- Strongly Dingo; NA - N5 Applicable

`

Evaluators indicated.they would use or recommend use -of this package with little or no change.

This evaluation is basedondtimol three or more reviewers
who ere representative of potential users of the courseware Package.

Permission to reprodske this docinnent iLhereity granted. .

NerthWee Regional Educational Laborkeery
300 &W. Sixth Avenue Penland, Oregon 97204
(503) 2404400 .



.:micro*IFT'COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Create Skills Elementary/Intermediate

VERSION: 1981

PRODUCER: Hartley Courseware, Inc.
Box 431
DimondaKM:ch1gan-48821--

EVALUATION COMPLETED: January, 1983 at
the Clackamas County ESD, Milwaukie, Oregon,
and at Northwest Regional Educational 0

Laboratory, Portland, Oregon.

COST: $26.95

iBILITY LEVEL: Elementary, grades 1-6;
Intermediate, grades 4-8
SUBJECT: Language (any subject except math)
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Apple II, 48k, 1 disk
drive, monitor, printer (optional)
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3 or 3.2
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Rerfiediation,
st ndard instruction, assessment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUE: Instructional
management, authoring, drill and practice, tutorial

bOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
student's instructions. Implementary
materialsprogram operating instructions, teacher's
Trilcrnation.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE: Teacher creates
lessons, so would also create objectives.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package
_comes in two versions, elementary or

intermediate-ea-eh-for the pricelistedabove.

The elementary version allows 4 lines of stimulus
and acceptable response. It also haS.seVeral
special graphics symbols available.

The ititeiftiediate-version-allows-9-lines-of
*lines of stimulus, and can_specify tip to 4
acceptable responses.

Both versions keep a file of the students' incorrect
resonses for the purpose of planning future lessons.
A printout of this file is available. The program
will store 40+ students per disk.

POTENTIAL USES: Teacher can create a lesson
to fit any curriculum area by following
directions. Lessons provide drill and practice or
tutorial modes.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The capability for the
teacher to author appropriate materials for
students allows flexibility to adapt to his/her own
curriculum. By following directions in the
program and reading the documentation-carefully,
the proCess is very easy.,. In allowing multiple
acceptable responses to the stimulus, the teacher
is able to allow for variable responses where
appropriate. The -record keeping for students is a
strong point in that it not only tells how many
were missed, but exactly what was missed.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The rewards are not
particularly exciting, and would seem not to be a
motivator in themselves.

OTHER COMMENTS: Be sure to read 'formatting:

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA
Content is accurate.
Content has educational value.
Content is free of stereotYPes.
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.

,Graphics/setund/color are used appropriately.
Use of puckage is tiotivational.
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rr:e and seRuence.
Instruition integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.
User support materials are comprehensive.Ifil
User support materials are effective.
Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teas:hers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are useeappropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Strongly Agree A.Apee D-Disogne SD-Strongly Disagree NA . Noe Applicable

Evaluators indicated they would recomMend use of th.1 L...ackage with little or no change.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204

. . (903) 2464800

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of Potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



microeiin COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Create Spell-It

VERSION: 1981

PROD9CER: Hartley Courseware, Inc.
Box 431
Dimondale, Michigan 48821

EVALUATION COMPLETED: January, 1983 at
the Clackamas County ESD, Milwaukie, Oregon.

COST: $26.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Pre-school through grade 10
SUBJECT: Language Arts
TOPIC: Spelling
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" flexible disk,
protected
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Apple, 48K, 1 disk
drive, monitor, cassette control device, cassette
player/recorder, printer (optional)
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Cassette tapes,
Applesoft, DOS 3.3 or 3.2
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediation,
standard instruction, assessment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUE: Instructional
management, authoring, drill and practice

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program-i-
student's instructions. In supplementary
materials sample psogram output, program
operating instructions, and teacher's informatidn.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE: Creating lessons
is done by teacherobjectives would vary from
teacher to teacher.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: None stated.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: Teacher records
auditory stimulus which can require one word or a
phrase to an answer. Student planning/recordkeep-
ing is included. Teacher creates all lessons.

POTENTIAL USES: There is no curriculum
content with this package. It is it( program Which-
allows a teacher to author his/her own word list,
so it would be useful in any curriculum area. The
teacher first creates a word list using a tape
recorder with a controller device from the
computer, the teacher then pronounces each word
in the list, and uses it in a sentence if desired.
Students using the program type the word into
the-computer which-they-hear -from -the tape
recorder.

MAJOR STREliGTHS: The unique use of the
caSsette control device (CCD) is a positive aspect
of this package and gives students both visual.and
auditory clues. The only limitation is the amount
of time the computer allows to get something
recorded on tape. The capability for the teacher
to' author appropriate materials for students is a
real pills: By following directions in the program
and reading the documentation carefully, the
process iá very easy. The record keeping for
students is a strong point in that it tells not only
how many were missed, but exactly what was
missed.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The program does not
allow for capital letters in responses, so the
student could not use proper nouns. The rewards
are not partici3larly exciting, and would seem not
to be a motiirator in themselves.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SDNA
Content is &comae:
Content has educational value. .

, Content is free of stereotYPel.
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined PurPose.
Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate ta audience.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.
Use of package is alotivational.
Studeni creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner cobtrols rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized. -
User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective:
Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA-Strongly Agree A-Apee D-Diragree SD-Strongly Minim NA-Not Applicable

Evaluators indicated theiwould use, or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

aNorthwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 24154500

. .

ti
4 This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers

who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is herebY granted.



micrAilFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Keyboard Organ

VERSION: APX 10094/20094

PRODUCER: Atari Program Exchange
P.O. Box 3705
Santa Clara, CA 95055

EVALUATION COMPUTED: January, 1983 by
the Capital Children's Museum in Washington, D.C.

COST: $22.95

ABILITY LEVEL: 4th grade and up
SUBJECT: Music
TOPIC: Music keyboards
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5" flexible disk
REQUIREDHARDWARE: Atari 800 or 400
system, Atari-810 or 410, 24K RAM
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Program diskette
INSTRUCTIONAL-PURPOSE: Standard
instruction, enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Game,
simulation

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In
supplementary materialsprogram operating
instructions

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (INFERRED)
To allow the operator to use the Atari computer
to play music.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQULSITFS:
(INFERRED) An understanding of the piano
keyboard.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: The program
simulates the keyboard organ usingone key fir
each note or chord. Features are: vibrato
(on/off), soft/hard attack, record and playback
songs, store recorded songs on diskette.

POTENTIAL USES: The software requires
supervision in order to understand and
implement. Since the supplementary materials
are ineffective and the program_ does not provide
user assistance, this program is not recommended
for uie without supervision.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: User can adjust the tempo.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The package teaches
nothing about note value. /The operating
instructions are cumbersOme and wordy. The
.graphies on keyboard are ineffective. The letters
for notes and for keyboard cause confusion to the
user who is familiar with music theory.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

M A D SDNA
Content I. accurate. 0

Content has educational value.
Content I. free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package I. well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation I. clear and.logical.
Difficulty level I. Xppropriate to audience,
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.
Use of twinge is motivational.
Student creativity is effectivelyltimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

M A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized. -

User support materials are compiehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Infonlatiott displays are effective.
Users can opente easily and independend .
Teachen can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Smugly Awe A-Afrets D-Disseres SD- Strongly Dimly, NA.; MA App1iesi4e

Evaluators indicate they would not use or recommend use of this package (see Major Weaknesses),

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204 .

(S03) 2404000

11 Lfr

This evaluation is based On the-evaluations of three or more reviewers
who sre representative of Potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this docitment is hereby granted.



Micro*IFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Lemonade
VERSION: APX 10001 and 20001

PRODUCER: Atari Program Exchange
P.0, Box 3705
Santa Clara, CA 95055

EVALUATION COMPLETED: January, 1983 at the
Capital Children's Museum in Washington, D.C.

-COST: UnkrIoVin

ABILITY LEVEL: 4th grade and up
SUBJECT: Math
TOPIC: Economics
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Atari 800 Computer and
Monitor, Atari 810 disk drive, or, Atari 410 Cassette
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Atari BASIC cartridge
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard instruction,
enrichment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUE: Game, simulation;''
problem solving

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In Ihe
programsample program output, and student's
instructions. In the supplementary
materialssuggested grade/ability level(s),
instructional objectives, prerequisitiskills or
activities, sample program output, teacher's
information, resource/reference information,
student worksheets, follow-up activities.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJESTIVES: (STATED)
Introduce student to a free mirket economy;
introduce student to running a-timall business;
simulates facing random unexpected events of real
life; practice in arithmetic; build basic economic
vocabulary; learning to make practical business
decisions.

INS'iRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: (INFERRED)
Iniroduction of related and provided vocabulary;
introduction of concepts of the economy (supply and
demand); introduction of the concept of outside
variables vs. business controlled variables.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: The package is a
lemonade stand simulation with user controlled
variables production costs, advertising costs, and
sales costs. Unexpected_events (not user controlled),
include-weather conditions, Market-conditions
(demand factors), and supply fluctuations. The
structure is a game format-Which is-a means to
reach the target audience. The object of the game
is to acquire the greateit assets. Assets-are
tabulated per day (run of game) and accumulated
over time.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 30 min.

POTENTIAL USES: Lemonade coUld be used to
augment economic instruction; for interactive
"word problem" solving; to help students in making
intelligent decisions in a free market economy; and
to develop a-iifise
Lemonade can be uied with individtialS,
grOups or large groups (using a large Monitor).

MAJOR STRENGTHS: instant visibili0 of results;
limited variables (i.e., results are clearly
understood); good graphic and sound effects.of
"events"; effective with more than one user; easy
manipulation and operation of program.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Program doesn't show
comparative daily profit; graphics could have been
augmented for a more enjoyable simulation; sound
for insufficient assets could be improved.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SDNA
Content is accurate.
Content has educational value.
Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

Conteni presentation is dear and logical. .

Difficulty level Is appropriate to audience.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
__

Learner controls rate and seqUence.

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Information displays are effective.

Users can operate easily'aXd independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Diaagree SD- St'rongly Metre: NA- Not Applicable

Evaluators indicate they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

Ell Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory This eval uation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Pordand,Dregon 97204 who are representative of potential users of the coursewire package.

.(503) 248-6800 Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



ealcro*IFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Letter Recognition

VERSION: 3.3

PRODUCER: Hartley Courseware, Inc.
Box 431
Dimondale, Michigan 48821

EVALUATION COMPLETED: January 1983 at
the North Clackamas School District, Milwaukie,

_ Oregon, and at Northwest Regional Educational
Laboratory, Portland, Oregon.

COST: $26.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Preschool through grade 1
SUBJECT: Language Arts
.TOPIC: Reading
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Apple II, 48K, 1 disk
drive, monitor, printer (optional)
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applwoft, DOS 3.3 or 3.2
INSTRUCTION AL PURPOSE: Standard instruction
INvTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Instructional
management, drill and practice, tutorial

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
student's instructions. Li supplementary
materials suggested grade/ability level(s),
instructional objectives, program operating
instructions, and teacher'g information.

INSTRUCTIO N AL OBJECTIVES: (STATED)
Given a letter (upper or lower case) on the
screen, the student will match it with the letter
on the keyboard. Given a number Written in
words, the student will type the numeral.
Objectives are stated more precisely in the
manual.

IN STRUCTIO N AL PREREQUISITES: (STATED)
The students need to know the difference on the
keyboard between the letter '0' and the digit '0',
and the letter '1' and the digit '1'.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: The student is
presented with capital letters, lower case letters
or digits 1-9 and must match them by pressing
the corresponding letter or digit from the
keyboard. Other options give the word name of a
number and th.43 student is to type the numeral.
Incorrect responses cause no change in the
display, but error is stored in student planning
file. This file is displayed at the end of the
exercise, or may be displayed later on the screen
or on the printer.

POTENTIAL USES: This package is most
appropriate for use with individual students.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: This package is good drill
and practice for the age group and is a good way
to get young students familiar with the
keyboard. The record keeping for students is a
strong point in that it tellsnot only how many
were missed, but exactly what was missed.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The graphics are
repetitive and would get tiresome quickly. The
rewards are not particularly exciting, and would
seem not to be a motivator la tnemselves.

EVALUATION-SUMMARY

SA A D_ SDNAwil Content is accurate,
value.Ccoonntteeintt hisasi edit::

HillPurpose

sttieonal

of Package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

1111 Content presentation I. clear and logical.Rini Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.

11:1 Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.
StUdent creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effealvely employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learfiing can be generalized.

1 User support materials art comprehensive.

11E01

IIIP User support materials are effective.
Inforination displays are effective.

III
Usera can operate easily and independently.

II Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Strongly Agree A-Agrae D-Disagno SD-Strongly Disagree NA - Not Appliealsk

The evaluatOrs indicate they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

1211
Northwest Regional Educational Laboraiory
300 &W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 2414800

114

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reProduce this document is hereby granted.



I.
micro/LT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Magic Spells

VERSION: Copyright 1981

PRODUCER: Advanced Learning
Technology, Inc.

4370 Alpine Rosid
Porto la Valley, CA 94025

EVALUATION COMPLETED: January, 1983 by the
"Oakland ISD, Pontiac, Michigan.

COST: $45.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 1 to 8
SUBJECT: Language Arts
TOPIC: Spelling
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" flexible diuk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Apple II, 48K, singe
disk, color monitor recommended
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, .

INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard instruction,
enrichment .

INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUE& Drill and
practice, authoring

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In the program
program operating instructions and student's
instructions. In the supplementary
materialssuggested grade/ability level(s),
instructional objectives, sample program output,
teacher's information, and student's instructions.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVFS: (STATED) To
increase the users skills in spelling.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: None

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: Adventure
combined with spelling drill and practice with clear
directions for use.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 20
minute sessions

POTENTIAL USES: Introduce disk to whole class to
explain how it operates. Make up student
assignment sheets including title of list, place for
student name, and the date, the list of words and a
place to enter the student's progress report.
Student would be given assignment sheet and sent
to media-center touse program. Upon completion
of program, student would return assignment sheet
to teacher for evaluation and follow-up. This would
be an eicellent program for correlating vocabulary
from other subject areas. Program provides an
excellent means for classroom teacher to enter his
or her own list of spelling or other words in which
review of spelling is needed. Students find the
format very motivational. It is very easy to enter a
list of words.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The program is simple to
use, especially entering a list of the teacher's
choosing. The program, is appealing to students. It
has many possibilties for use in all subject area6.
Input of the teacher's own words into program is
allowed, making the program very relevant. It is
very easy to enter a list of words. Appropriate
clues are available to assist students having
difficulty. The letters are large and easy to read.
A review of the word list is provided before tile
activity begins.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: None cited.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D S NA
Content is accurate.
Content has educational value. k

Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined. "

Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.
Use of package is motivational.
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning cante generalized.

.User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA-Ihroot Arm A-Agree D-Dlogreo SD-Strongly Dhow* NA- Not Aoplicable

Evaluators indicate they would useor recommend use of this package with little or no change.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 2464600

1.15

This evaluation is basid on the evaluations of three or mors reviewers
who are rePresentitivi of potential users of the courseware Package.

Permisiion to reproduce this document is herebY granted.



micro4IFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Math Strategy

PRODUCER: Behaviorial Engineering
230 Mt. Hermon Road, Suite 207
Scotts Valley, CA 95066

EVALUATION COMPLETED: January, 1983 at the
Oakland 1SD, Pontiac, Michigan.

. COST: $45.00

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 2 to 8,
SUBJECT: Mathematics
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5--1/4" flexiPle disk
REQUIRED HARDWAR Apple II, 48K, single disk
drive
REQUIRED SOFTWAREi Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard instrucion,
enrichment, remediation
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUE: Drill and practice

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In PrograRsample
program output; student's hstructions. In-
supplementary materialssample program output,
program operating instructions, teacher's information,
resource/referer.ce information, student's instructions.

INSiRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE (INFERRED) Rrcall of
basic math facts (e.g., 6 X 7 = 42)

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: None

CDNTENT AND STRUCTURE: This is a drill and
practice program on the basic math facts. The
program employs.sound and color graphics al, g with a
special "minds' eye" technique to help recall e
learned tables.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 5--10
minutes on a daily basis to achieve the obfectiVes and

-maintain new skills developed through program use.

POTENTIAI, WES: Large gm:Ivdiscussion and
instruction. Small group/individual
tutorial and practice. This program would be helpful to
elementary students with perceptual problems. Use
with individual students in learning to recall basic math
facts from memory.

MAJOR-STRENGTHS: Allows teacher input of items.
Perhaps students with perceptual problems would
ber.efit from it. Students liked the sound, blinking eye
and other positive comments.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The eValuators indicated they
would not use this program with average fourth
gilder& The relationship between so-et...lied
neuro-linguistic programming and drilling the recall of
basic facts is inconclusive. The program had a few
giitches--would not accept 144 typed backwards.
Students v:ould lose interest in the program after a few
problems. A wider variety of problems is neededtoo
many 5+5, 1+1, 2+2 types. This becomes a drill and
practice in mathematics, but-itset out to_be more.
The evaluators are not stre if this computer program is
the best way to teach children how to visualize using
their "minds eye", because the required action can be
predicts: ("type the equation" and "type the equation
backwards").

OTHER COMMENTS: The-producer indicatts that the
package is intended to teach a new 'method of learning
(neurolinguistió programming) rather than strictly
content area material.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SDNA
Content is accurate.
Content has educational value.

Content is free of stereotype*.
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logical.

Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.

i
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.
lnitruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

4 User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Information displays are effective.

Users can operate easily and independentlV.
Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Serenely Agree A-Agree 11-Disagree SD- Strongly Disagree NA- Not Applicable

Evaluators indicated they would not use or recommend use of this package (see Major Weaknesses).
<

121
Northwest Regional EducsSonal Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 246500

This evaluation-is raied on the evaluatilns of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted:



micro4IFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Nouns/Pronouns

VERSION: 3.3

PRODUCER:

_

Hartley Courseware, Inc.
Box 431
Dimondalei- Michigan-48821

EVALUATION COMPLETED: January 1983 at the
North Clackamas School District, Milwaukie, Oregop,
and at Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory,
Portland, Oregon.

COST:'$32.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 3 through C
SUBJECT: Language
TOPIC: Parts of Speech
MEDIUM tIF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Apple LT, 48K, 1 disk drive,
monitor, printer (optional)
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3 or 3.2
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard instruction,
assessment
INSTRpCTION AL TECHNIQUES: Instructional
management, authorirg, drill and practice, tutorial

DOCUMENTATIGN AVAILABLE: Luc:7gram
studen*"* instructions. In supplementary materials
suggesced grade/ability level(s), instructional
objectives, program operating instructices, and
teacher's information.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To
provide drill and practice on recognition of common
and proper nouns, possessive% nouns and pronoun% noun
plural% and identification of pronouns and
antecedents. The objectives are more precisely stated
in the manual.

IN STR UCTIO NAL" PREREQUISITES: (IN FERRED)
The student should have some prior instruction to
the objectives. A student planning option is
available to assess the student's progress.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: The package covers
identification of nouns, plural nouns, possessives,
identification and use of pronouns and.pronoun
antecedents. The student is presented with a stimulus
and inputs a choice of a, b, or e, or a word. The
package includes a record keeping option with printing
capability. Also included is a create-a-lesson format.

POTENTIAL USES: This package is most appropriately
used with individual students for remedial, standard
instruction or enrichment.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The presentation of the
material is very logical. The program allows for
alternate ways of answering the questions and gives
immediate feedback. The capability for the teacher
to author appropriate materials for. students is a
real plus: By following directions in-the program
and reading thc documentation carefully,the
process is very easy. Modifications to any existing
lesson can also be made. .The record keeping for'
students is a strong point in that it tells not only
how many were missed, but exactly what was missed.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The rewards are not
particularly exciting, and would seem not to be a
motivator in themselves. In places, the screen is
somewhat crowded due to the larger lettering.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SDNA
Content is accurate.
Content has educational value.
Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphicasound/color are used appropriately.
Use of package is motivational.
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integratei with prior learning.
Learning Can be generalized.
User suppOrt materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Informition displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.

.. Computer capabilities are used approOriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Strongly Ave. A-Agree D-Disagree SD- Strongiv Disagree NA -Not Applicable

The e;aluators indicated they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W, Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248-61500

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.
+.



microliFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Roots/Affixes

VERSION: 3.3:

PRODUCER: Hartley Courseware, Inc.
Box 431
Dimond& le, Michigan 46821

EVALUATION COMPLETED: January 1983 at the North
Clackamas School District, Milwaukie, Oregon, and at
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory, Portland,
Oregon.

COST: $39.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 3 through 8
SUBJECT: Language Arts
TOPIC: Word structure
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" ilexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Apple II, 48K, 1 disk drive,
monitor, Printer (optional)
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3 or 3.2
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Reno:die:Atop, standard
instruction, assessment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQ.JES: 511structiona1
management, avthoring, drill. am; vramics., tutorial

DOCUMENT, N AVAILABLE: In prozrarn student's
instructions. In supplementary matspials 7 suggested
grade/ability 1evWs"), instructional'objectives, program
operating instructions, and 'teacher's information.

INSIRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To provide
drill and practice in identifying root words, prefixes snd
suffixes. To develop an Ainderstanding of the meaning of
common prefixes and suffixes and how that meaning
relates to the root word. The objectives are stated more
precisely in the manual.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISIT-ES: (INFERRED) The
student should have some prior instruction to the
objectives before using the package: A student planning
option is available to assess the student's progress.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE» This package provides
material for grades 3 through 8 on root words, prefixes,
suffixes, identifying word parts and using prefixes in
context. It allow the teacher to create his/her own
lessons within the given parameters for responses. Other
options include student planning and student progress
record keeping.

POTENTIAL USES: This package is most appropriate for
use with individual students for remediation, and standard
instruction .

st,J.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The package has a good logical
presentation that works from easy to more difficult
levels. The screen displays use large, easy to read
letters. The student is given immediate feedback
responses. The program accepts either letter a, b, or c
responses of the complete word typed in. The capability
for the teacher to author appropriate mateCials for
students is a real plus: By following directions in the
program and reading the documentation carefully, the
process is very easy. The record keeping for students is a
strong point in that it tells not sinly how many were
missed, but exactly what was missed.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The rewards are not particulary
exciting, and would seem not to.be a motivator in
themselves. If a student used this program through grade
8 it could get repetitious.

EVALUATION SUMMALtY

SA A DOSD NA
'41 Co:intent is accurate.

Content has educational value.
Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined. '

Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentation is clear andlogical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.

' Graphics/soundkolor are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.
Student creativky is effectively stimulated.

o..-

Feedback is effectively employed.

SA N D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized:

.-
User support materials are comprehensive.
Wee support materiels are effective.

. Information displays are effective.

Users can oPerate easily and independently.
Teachers can eriploy package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -Strongly Ayes A-Agree D-Disagreo SD Strongly Disagree NA -Not Applicabk

The evaluators indicated they would use or reconimend use of this-program with little or no. change.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 24941500

Thi.s evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro*IFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Speed Reader

VERSION: Copyright 1981.

PRODUCER: Davidson and Associates
6069 Groveoak Place #12
Rancho Palos Vercks, CA 90274

EVALUATION,COMPLETED: January, 1983 by the
Oakland ISD of Pontiac, Michigan:

COST: $70.00
-

A3ILITY LEVEL: Secondary \

SUBJECT: Reading
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/14" flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Apple II, 48K, single disk
drive
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: DOS1.3, Applesoft
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediition,
standard instruction
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUE: Drill and practice

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE: (INFERRED)
To increase reading speed.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: Noire.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: Using program and
data diskettes, the user is given various exercises
designed to.improve reading speed. Documentation
summarizes disk program content for each exercise
and prescribes,passage through package.

ESTIMATED STUDENT TIME REQUIRED: 30
minutes, twice a week.

POTENTIAL USES: Using this package in the'
classroom is difficult since it requires a quiet
atmosphere for coricentration. However, it covers
valuable reading skills (rate and efficiericy) which
are more easily taught via the computer than via
the former tachistoscope. Speed reading is most
appropriate for individ'ual or small group usage,
whick makes it exc.ellerft for secondary students in a
readigestudy skills lab. The program can be used
by averffe or above-average secondary students
who wish to independently improve their reading
rate and qomprehension. With more teacher
involvement and direction, remedial students could
benefit from soine of the drill exercises.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: Once the learner
understands the purpose and operation of the
program, he/she'can run it easily himself each
timeno more- teacheckguidance would be needed to
advance with the program. This program forces the
learner to "keep up" better than a print speed
reading program can. In other words, the learner
cannot "cheat". The practices are to be liniited .

one per day (maximum time of 30 minUtes) and,as
few as two sessions per week. Thus, boredpm or
"burn-out" probably will not occur. TO-package
has.good manual and user documentition. Its
content is accurate and feedback on the student's
progress is accurate and immediate. EXam units are
included.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The text selections are
not motivational or plentiful. -They are void of'
explanations and activities for adjusting
speed/method of reading for specific content,

'

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SDNA
Content is accurate. ,
Content has educational value.
Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of packlige is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.
Content presentaiion is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is 10propriate to audience.
Graphics/sound/calor are used appropriately.
Use of package is-motivational.. .
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence. -

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.
User support materials are comprehensive.
User support materials are effective.
Information displays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.
Teachers can employ package easily.
Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in normal use.

SA-Strongly Agree A-Agree D-Disagree SD-Strongly Disagree NA -Not Applicable
=maw

Evaluators indicated they would use or recommend use of tMs package with little or no change.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248.6800

I 1 9

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of ihree or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



micro*1FT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Spelling Strategy

VERSIO N: Copyright 19 81

PRODUCER: Behavioral Engineering
230 M.t. Hermon Road, Suite 207
Scotts Valley, CA Y5066

EVALUATION COMPLETED: January, 1983 at the
Oakland ISD in Pontiac, Michigan.

.COST: $45:00

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 2 to 8
SUBJECT: Langu'age Arts
TOPIC: Spelling
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Apple II, 48K, single
drive, color monitOr recommended
REQUIRED SOFTWARE Applesoft, DOS 3.3
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Standard instruction
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Remediatio.n,
drill and practice, tutorial, authoring

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program --
vimple program output. student's instructions. In
sipplementary materials sample program output,
program operating instructions, teacher's
information, resource/reference information,
student's instructions.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (INFERRED) To
increase the users spelling skills.

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: None

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE This package is a
spelling drill and practice that employs sound, color

graphics and a special "mind's eye" technique to
help recall words.

POTENTIAL USES: Supplement for individuals or
pairs of students. Gooa for anyone with spelling
difficulties. Especially good in reading lab or
special education class. Easy entry of weekly
spelling lists. Menu option of adding individual word
lists witksentence practice.

MAunt STRENGTHS: Presents spelling words in
unusual and attractive format. Students intrigued
by need to viSualize_words forwards and
backwards. Hi-res displays change very
quickly--much faster than many other programs.
Good techniques for spelling words. GoOd
reinforcement witkseveral program options.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Learner must make many
hoices before program starts. Stu-dent must
indicatc-707ame, B) favorite color, 9) upper or
lower case, D) right or lefthanded, E) sound or no
sound, F) choose word list from menu, G) choose .
from menu of five options. Program would be
better if some choices could be preset by teacher
arid retained on disk (choices C, E, F and G).

Program may be too long for regular classroom
use. No choice on w-Iiich program to use for
reinforcement. The user Must gO through all of
them, which makes program lengthy.

OTHER COMMENTS: The producer indicates that
the packdge is intended to teach a new method of
learning (neurolinguistic programming) rather than
strictly content area material.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SDNA
Content is accurate.
Content has educational value.

Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

toritent presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphics/sound/color are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.,
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.

_ Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A D SD NA
1 Learner controls ratkand sequence.

Instruction integrates with prior learning.
'Learning can be generalized.
User support materials are comprehensive.

, User support materials are effective.

4
Information displays are effective.

ot Users can operate easily and independently.

ts. Teachers can emplby package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is retiable in normal use.

SA Strongly Agree A-Agree 0-Disagree SD- &ramify Disagree NA - Not Aingicalre

Evaivators indicate they would use or recommend use of this package with little or no change.

A\
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
(303) 248-6800

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of th4 coursewar:: package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted:.



microllIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Verbs

VERSION: 3.3

PRODUCER: Hartley Courseware, Inc.
Box 431
Dimond& le, Michigan 48821

EVALUATION COMPLETED: January 1983 at the North
Clackamas School District, Milwaukle, Oregon, and at
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory, Portland,
0:egon.

COST: $32.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Grades 2 through S
SUBJECT: Language Arts ,
TOPIC: Grammar
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Apple II, 48k, 1 disk drive,
monitor, printer (optional)
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3 or 3.2
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediation, standard
instruction, enrichment, assessment
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES: Instructional
management, authoring, drill and practice,.tutorial

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program student's
instructions. In supplementary materials suggested
grade/ability level(s), instructional objectives, program
operating instructions, and teacher's information.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: (STATED) To provide
drill and practice in recognizing and identifying verbs
identifying the tense of regular and irregular verbs
understanding subject and predicate correspondence;
contractions and correct verb usage. The objectives are
stated more precisely in-the Manual.

IN STRUCTIO N AL PREREQUISITES: (IN F ERRED) The
student should have some prior instruction-on the

objectives. A student planning option is available to
assess the studentt progress.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: This package contains a
multi-level program on verbs. The package includes 1.
recognition- and identification of ,verbs, 2. tense of
regular and irregular verbs, 3. subject - predicate
correspondence, 4. contractions, and 5. correct usage.
The vocabulary in the lessoni is controlled to allow for
each skill to be.presentedlit different reading levels.
Each lesson Includes apintroductory frame followed by a
simple example. Difficulty is graduallY increased.
Record keeping a!ith an optional printout is provided.
The capability for teachers to create lessons to fit the
needs of students is also provided.

9.,1ENTIAL USES: This package is most appropriately
used with thdividualltudents for remedial, standard
instruction or enrichment purposes.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The package is very sequential in
the development of each skill. The lessons first give an
explanation of the skill prior to the questions. The drill
questions at first are displayed with cties and then
without,cues. The capability for the ,teacher to author
appropriate materials for students is e real' plus: By
following directions in the program and reading,the
documentation carefully, the process is very.easy. The
record keeping for student is a strong point in that it tells
not only how many were missed, but exactly what was
missed.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: The rewards are not particulary
exciting, and would seem not to be a motivator in
themselves.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SD NA ,
Content is accurate.
Content has educational value.

Content is free of stereotypes.
Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

Content presentation is clear and logical.
Diffitulty level is appropriate to audience.
Graphics/soUndkolor are used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed..w:r

SA A D SD NA
- Learner controls rate and sequence,

Instruction integrates with pnor learning.
Learning can be generalized.
User support materials are comprehensive.
Useesupport materials are effective.
Information diiplays are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.

Teachers can employ package easily.

Computer capabilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in norMal use.

SA - S trongl y Agree A-Agree D-Disagree ,D- Strongly Disagree NA - Not Applicable

The evaluators indicate they would highly recommend this package.

ggiNorthwest Regional EdUcational Laboratary
300 S.W. Sixth Avenbe Poland. Oregon 97204
(S03) 24844900
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This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who are representative of potential users of the courseware fiackage.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.



microlfilFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Vocabulary Dolch

VERSION.:,- 1981
p,

PRODUCER: Hartley 'Courseware, Inc.
Box 431
Dimond' le, Michigan 48821

EVALUATION COMPLETED: January, 1983 at the
Clackamas County ESD in Milwaukie, Oregon, and
at Northwest Regional. Educational Laboratory,

--Portland, Oregon.

COST: 439.95 ,

ABILITY LEVEL: Pre-school through grade 3
SUBJECT: Language-Arts
TOPIC: Reading
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" flexible disk,
protected
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Apple, 48K, eaazette
control,device, 1 disk driye, monitor, cassette
player/recorder, printer (optional)
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: 'Cassette tapes,
'Appiesoft, DOS 3.3 or 3.2
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Remediatioh,
standard instruction
INSTRUCTIONAL TE'CHN IQUE: Instructional
managenient, authoring, drill and practice

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In program
student's instructions. In supplementary
materialssuggested,grade and ability level(s),
program operating instrucions, teacher's information.

IN STR UCTIO N AL 'OBJECTIVE: (IN FERRED) To
provide drill and practice on the Basic Dolch word

!MEM

INSTRUCTIOIM -PREREQUISITES: Nonastated.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: -A1rDolch_words
from pre-reading through the third grade are
included on the computer lesions. The student sees
-the word and says the-word. He/she then,hears the
word. The student indicates if ha/she knew.the
word. The computer stores the student's responses
for future reiiew and planning. The teacher must
record,the word or words incontext on a cassette
tape recorder.

POTENTIAL USES: This package is most
approPriate for use with individual students.

MAJORSTRENGTHS: The unique use of the
Cassette Control Device (CCD) is a positive aspect
of some of the authoring programs as it gives
students-both Visual and auditory clues. Record
keeping for students is a strong point in that it tells
not only how, many were missed, but exactly what
was missed. The eapability for the teacher to
author appropriate materielafor students is a real
plus: By following directIons in the program aild
reading the documentation carefully, the process is
very easy.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Many directions for young
student, would reiguire aid to help run the program.
In most cases the motjvational factor in using the,
material is in using the ciimputer itself. The
material is generally an electronic workbook (which
is not all bad) and immediate feedback is a positive
reason for ,using the computer in drill and practice.

'The rewardi-are not particularly exciting, and would
seem not to be a-motivator in themselves.

OTHER COMMMEN TS: CCD slot, #2.

EVALUATHSN SUMMARY

SA A D §DNA
Content is accurate.
Content has educational value.

_Content is free of stereotipes.
Purpose of package is well defined. -

Package ichieves defined Purpose.
Content presentation is clear and logical.
Difficulty level isappropriate to audience.

1 Graphicilsoundlcolor are used appropriately.
1

a Use of package is motivational.
Student creativity is effectively stimulated.
Feedback is effectively employed.:

SA A D SD NA
Learner coritrols rate and sequence.
Instruction integrates with prior learning.
Learning can be generalired.

User support materials are comprehensive.
,User kupport nikterials are'effective.
Information displays are effective.

...
1.Lers can operate easily and independentli.

'reicher* can employ package easily. 1

Computer.capabilities are used appropriatt..y.

Program is reliable in normal use.

SA -smirker Agree A-Agree D-Dhagree SD-Strongly Disagree NA -Not Applielsie

Evaluators indicated they would use or recommedd use of this package with little or no change.

Notthwest Regional Educationil Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portland. Oregon 97204
(503) 246-6800

This evaluation is btued on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who ere representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this documenris hereby granted.



micrlIFT COURSEWARE EVALUATION

Word Families

VERSION: 1981

PRODUCER: Hartley Courseware, Inc.
Box 431
Dimondale, Michigan 48821

EVALUATION COMPLETED: January, 1983 at
the Clackamas County ESD in Milwaukie, Oregon.

COST: $29.95

ABILITY LEVEL: Prerschool through grade 2
"EUBJECT: Language Arts
TOPIC: Reading,.
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: .5=1/4" flexible disk
REQUIRED HARDWARE: Apple II, 481{,.1 disk
drive, monitor, printer (optional)
REQUIRED-SOFTWARE: Apples t, DOS 3.3 or 3.2
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: itt: nediation,
standard instruction, assessment
INSTRUCTIO NAY TECHNIQUE: Authoring, drill
and practice

DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE: In
supplementary. Mat erialsinstruetiaal
objectives, sample program otitput, program
operatirg instructions, teacher's information,

, student's instructions.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE: (STATED) To
provide drill and practice for elementary students
in grades 1-2 in the areas of beginning
consonants, ending consonants and median vowels.-

INSTRUCTIONAL PREREQUISITES: None stated.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: Thistudent is
presented with a TV screen and'a word with a
letter underlined. There are several other single
letters presented. If one of those letters selected
by a student makes amew word,it appears on the
TV screen. The stimulus remains until all correct
choices are made, then goes on to the next word
and letters. Student planning/record keepirg is
included. Teacher can also create their own
lessons.

POTENTIAL USES: This package is most
appropriate for use with individuals or small
groups.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: It is easy to operate once
the student knows what-to expect. The capability
in this program for the teaCher to author
appropriate material tor students is a,real plus!
By.following*directioni!in program and reading
documentation carefully, the process is very

%easy.. Record keeping 1 or 'students-is a.strong
point in that it tells not onlyhOw many were -

missed, but exactly what was missed.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Uses the wife visual
display for all lessons and could be monotonous.
Students would have to be told Avhat clues to look
for to know itds time to' móve.on. For example,
if they have not made all choices possible, the
computer will waitand Wait. No directions are
given to student on cscreen. The rewards are not
particularly exciting,and would seem not to be a
motivator in themselves.

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA A D SDNA
Content is accurate.

*Contint has eduiational value.
Content is free of stereotypes.- Purpose of package is well defined.
Package achieves defined purpose.

. Content presentation is crest and logical.
Difficulty level'is appropriate to audience.
Graphics/a:Kind/color are used appropriately. .

'Use of package is motivational.
Student creatixity Weffectiiely stimulated7, Feedback is effectively employed:-

SA A D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.- .

0 Instruction integrates with prior learning. -

Learning can be generalized.,
User support materials are comprehensive.

- User aMport mhterials are effective.

t - "Information.displays are effective.

Users can operate easily and independentbj.
Teachers can ern'ploy Package easily.

Computer capabilities are used apprOpriately..
Program ii reliable in normal use.

SA - Stroagly Apee A-Agree

armme
:Diminte SD -Itronily Di;agree 4A -Sim Applicalrle

Evaluators indicated they would use or recommend use of this pacgage with little or noCnange.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue Portlaqd, Oregon 97204
15031 2414400

This evaluation is based on the evaluations of three or more reviewers
who.pre representative of potential users of the courseware package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted. .

n



micrAFT COCKSARE EVALUATION

'Word Search

VERSION: 1981

PRODUCER:* Hartley Courseware, Inc.
Box 431' -
Dirnondale, Michigan 48821

EVALUATION COMPLETED: January, 1983. at
the Clackamas County ESD in Milwaukie, Oregon.

COST: $26.95

--ABIL1TY'LEVEL: Grades 2-6
SUBJECT: Language Arts
MEDIUM OF TRANSFER: 5-1/4" flexible disk,
protected

REQUIRED HARDWARE: Apple, 48K, printer, 1
disk drive, Monitor
REQUIRED SOFTWARE: Applesoft, DOS 3.3 or -3.2
INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE: Authoring

"DOCUMENTATION AVAILABLE': In
*supplementary materials progran7operating
instructions, and teacher's information.

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJEOTIVE: (INFERRED) To
provide a mearis for teachers to generate their- -

own -word search e&'

IN STRUCTIO N AL PREREQUISITES: N one stated.

'CONTENT AND STRUCTURE: Program allows
teacher to enter a series of Words (22 maximum)
to create a Wordsearch to the specifications of
the user. Words Can be hidden by overlapping
letters or by spelling forward, backward, and/or
diagonally. The. words are printed with the'
search anda solution is printed if requested.

POTENTIAL USES: Word Search produces
puzzles either to intrbduce or reinforce
vocabulary in any curricular alea.

MAJOR STRENGTHS: The program is well set up
for this type of activity and is easy to use.

MAJOR WEAKNESSES: Nonastaied:

EVALUATION SUMMARY

SA ,A D SD NA ,
Content is accurate.
Content has educational value.
Content is free of stereotypes.

is Purpose of package is well defined. .

Package achieves defined Purpose.

' Conte:it presentition is clear and logical.
Difficulty level is approPriate to audience.
Graphics/sound/color aie used appropriately.

Use of package is motivational.
Student creatility is effectively stimtilated.
Feedback is effectively employed.

SA A- D SD NA
Learner controls rate and sequence.
Instruction integratea with prior learning.
Learning can be generalized.

. User support materials are comprehensive.

'User support materials 4re effective.
Information displaYs are effective.
Users can operate easily and independently.

Teachers Fan employ package easily.

Computer zapahilities are used appropriately.
Program is reliable in no'rntal uie.

SA -Sennsh, Agrog,A-Agres P-Disavve SD- Strongly.Disavee NA - Not Appikable

Evaluators indicated tbey would use or recommend use of this package withlittle or no change.

faiNorthwest Regional EdUcational LaboratorY
300 SAV. Sixth Avenue Portland, Oregon 97204
(303) 2414400

This evaluation is based on the evaluadons of three or more reviewers
who are representative of-potential users of the courseivare package.

Permission to reproduce this document is hereby granted.


